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A Symposium
on ApprovalOrder Plans
and the BookSelection
Responsibilities
of Librarians*
Pnnnv D. MonnrsoN
Professor of Librarianship
Uniuersity of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
With reactiozrsbv LnRov C. Mrnnrrr
Josaeu P. BnowNn
SreNr-rv A. SHspaRD

F THE NUMEROUS AND PRESSING ISSUES affecting the lives
of acquisitions librarians in colleges and universities, this paper
will deal with only two. Many and complex though the ramifications may
be, the burden of the discoursemay be stated simply: the "who" and the
"how" of book selection and acquisition in academic libraries are both
changing rapidly. The trend is away from exclusive dependence upon
faculty-selection and title-by-title ordering of books to (r) a situation
delegating a much larger role in book selection to librarians and (z) a
growing reliance on blanket approval orders for acquiring books.
Evidence of these two rather profound changes is visible everywhere.
These developments have not as yet received wide discussion in the professional literature. Robert P. Haro recentlv conducted a suryev of 6l libraries. Of these,6z reported that librariar, *"r. engaged in book sdlection beyond the traditional level of "reference materials and occasional
general items." Haro found that larger Iibraries were tending to employ
subject specialists in technical processesdepartments for selection work
rather than depending exclusively upon reference librarians to perform
selectionin addition to their other duties.l
No overall assessmentof blanket-order approval plans has yet appeared in the literature. However, the amount of effort dealers, and to
some extent, publishers, are devoting to these plans certainly indicates
that they believe a market exists. One dealer based in the Pacific Northwest, for example, states that approximately go academic libraries are
currently participating in one or more of his approval plans.
The reasons for the trend toward book selection from approval copies
* Revised text of material presented to a workshop sponsored by the College Division of the Pacific Northwest Library Association at its Conference in Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, August zg, 1967, under the chairmanship of Mrs. Claire A. Marston, University
of !Vashington Library.
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supplied automatically by publishers or dealers are not difficult to discern. First, the rapid rate of increase in academic library acquisitions
programs is taxing the capacity of existing procedures. According to the
statistics published by ALA and the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, academic libraries in the United States acquired twice as many
books (and other library materials) in 1966 as they had in 196o. Furthermore, the rate of increase is rising: preliminary estimates place the increase in acquisitions between 1965 and 1966 at zgfo.2 Morcover, this
reflects only the beginning of the influence of federal programs.
According to Theodore Samore, lately of the U. S. Office of Education
but now with Wisconsin-Milwaukee:
With the assistanceof Federal funds it appears that academiclibraries are in
a "take ofi" stage. Very likely, library resourcesro years from now will bear
little or no resemblanceto the here and now. For example, new academicinsti
tutions are being establishedat an averagerate of 50 per year. This meansat
least 5oo new institutions by the fall of rg75.
College and universitiy
libraries will be spending almost goo million dollars by ,97b, and some 3oo
million of this sum will go toward the buying of library materials. Academic
library resourceswill . . nearly double the number of volumes reported in
r963-64.4
Second, there is greater need to acquire materials from areas for
which there is no adequately organized bibliographic apparatus. Th€
bibliographies and reviews on which our traditional selection system
operates are simply not available from some countries. The Farmington
Plan was the first major attempt to cope with this problem by using the
blanket order approach. The schemes developed by the Seminars on
Acquisition of Latin American Materials represent another program.a
The most recent and most ambitious is LC's National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging, established under the Higher Education Act
of r965.5
Third, large doses of federal funds are availab,le. This factor includes
not only quantitative, but also qualitative, implications. The federal
government works in strange ways and an acquisitions program must be
flexible enough to act quickly when the waters rise.6
Fourth is a potpourri labeled "rapid rate of educational change." Not
only is this seen in the case of new "instant colleges," but also in older
institutions that suddenly decide to stop being normal schools and blossom inte full universities.? Also, the trend in education toward more
independent study, which was forecast by Johnson and Branscomb in the
rggo's, is finally becoming a reality. The result is increased demands for
more "research" materials in libraries for use by undergraduates.s
Fifth is the increasing rate of obsolescenceof knowledge in many
fields. Like atomic particles, books have halfJives. The exact half-life of
the average monograph, in for example chemistry, has not been measured but it is short and probably getting shorter. True, few books ever
becorne entirely useless.Conceivably a historian of a subject may covet
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the old, the obsolete and the discredited book for those very reasons.
However, the period of maximum use-if not of usefulness-is very brief
in the natural and behavioral sciences.Altied to this tendency is the
growing trend toward publication of materials in ephemeral formats of
which the research report is the prime example. Reports are often produced in small quantities and quite outside the usual book-reviewing
system on which traditional selection methods are based. (One must
hasten to add that, so far, the typical approval order schemedoes not deal
with report literature.)
All of these complexities are reflected in the cost of doing businessin
libraries, the sixth factor. The rise in the cost of materials as well as the
salaries of librarians has exceeded the rate of inflation in the economy
generally. The controversies over what it really costs-or should cost-to
add a book to a library have become acrimonio,us--particularly since the'
publication of a particularly controversial piece in the Bulletin of the
American Associaiion of University Professors.eMore sober analysis of

adminisffators with budgetary problems.
Finally, in the wingJ is the spectre of automation. We hope that the
computer's tail will not wag the intellectual dog in colleges and universities, but sumce to say that the traditional book selection systemis not as
amenable to the punched-card as programmers might like.
Even the most radical thinkers in the field will prdbably admit that
the traditional system of having most of the books in college and university libraries selected by the faculty has borne the strain of change remarkably well. However, the present selection Process is often slow and
occasionally desultory. Something is needed to speed up the selection
cycle.
Publishers and dealers (jobbers) seem quite willing to ofier plans for
more nearly automatic selection and acquisition of books than the present "one shot" order systems provide. The prospect of saving clerical
time and money benefits them as well as the library. Furthermore, once a
library has selected a particular jobber's plan, that dealer has a rather
desirable portion of the library's businesswell in hand. Thus, some very
elaborate and attractive plans with intriguing fringe benefits are being
devised. We shall discuss a few of these as examples, knowing full well
that there are other plans that we have not investigated.
Before discussing specific plans, we must stressthe essentialnessof librarian participation in selection to the successof the approval order
plans. Once books are obtained on approval it is essential that someone
with authority to accept or reject them within a reasonable period of
time be available. Some faculty members may be able to arrange their
schedules to take care of approvals in their areas. However, in areas in
Volume tz, Number z, Spring t968
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which faculty members are not able or motivated to screen titles, librarians must be able to act in their stead or much of the time-saving
advantageof the approval systemis lost.
Approval order plans have two types of sponsors-Publishers (or
publishers' associations)and dealers. The Association of American University Presses'blanket order plan was a pioneer effort. It simply ships to
the library on approval all books published by the member pressesin the
subjects selected by the library. The Collier-Macmillan "Service Order
Program" offers a similar service for Collier, Macmillan and Free Press
imprints. Collier-Macmillan offers a variety of plans. There is a general
plan for colleges and universities and one for schools and smaller academic libraries. The general plan provides for choice among eight very
general categories and provides for special instructions. Library of Congresscards are furnished at no extra cost.rl
Approval order plans from publishers have advantages and disadvantages similar to those of ordinary direct orders to publishers. They may
offer some speed and, often, some discount advantages, but they entail
the tedium and expense of dealing with each individual publisher. The
dealer, on the other hand, offers the convenience of block shipments of
books from many publishers with only one billing operation as far as the
library is concerned. Dealers' plans may be arbitrarily divided into three
categories: (r) specialized (usually in scienceand technology), (2) general
academic,and (3) international or foreign languages.
The elaborate plans offered by Stacy's Scientific and Professional
Book Center typify the offerings of jobbers in specialized areas.12A library may specify the subjects (broad or specific), publishers, series, and
level of study it desires.One might wish to see,for example, "all biological and physical science titles at the junior college level." Library of
Congress cards are furnished with the books without additional charge.
Full return privileges are offered without a stated time limit. As if this
were not enough, Stacy's also offers, at an additional charge, MARC
format cataloging infolmation on punched cards or tape. Stacy's claims
that this record will conform to "present or future Library of Congress
cataloging standards." (However, the cataloging is not directly derived
from LC's MARC project.) Whether Stacy'swill be successfulin persuading libraries to start collecting machine-readable tapes now in preparation for future automation remains to be seen,but it is an ambitious program. Sci-Tech Book Service Inc. of New York offers a less elaborate plan
than Stacy's but claims to offer large discounts. The service-versus-discount dichotomy will continue to be with us in the approval order field
just as in traditional systems.
Richard Abel and Company, which originated in Portland but is
now international in scope, offers approval plans in the remaining two
categories: general academic publishing (r) in English and (z) in foreign
languages.Abel describeshis servicein these terms:
Simply stated,our approvalprogram is designedto get all new significantbooks
.
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to our library customerswho then review the books to determine which ones
they will keep. With that, simplicity ends. Specificallytailored parametershave
been mutually agreed upon by us and approximately ninety libraries currently
participating on the basisof subject fields,academiclevel, country of original
imprint, publisher, reprint vs. original status,paperbackvs. cloth, series,and
price. There is also, of course,the general exclusion relating to our specialization in scholarlytitles.rs
Abel's English Language Approval Plan, referred to as ELAP, provides
books from the United States, the United Kingdom, and Continental
publishers in English. His FLAP scheme (Foreign Language Approval
Plan) will be administered from a new office in Amsterdam after about
January r, 1968. It includes foreign language titles from Continental
publishers only. Abel also has an approval plan for smaller libraries,
called Academic Library Approval Plan (ALAP). The firm is also working on a plan for vocational and community collegeswhich it has dubbed
VOLAP. Apparently all Abel selections are made in accordance with a
"profile" developed for each customer specifically. The firm will provide
catalog cards or Flexowriter tape data which can also be used as computer input, but both of these services are supplied at additional cost.
Discount policy is not stated in the material at hand. The Abel service includes provision of "all forms needed by the library for its internal operations connected with handling the book"la should thesebe desired.
Another example in the international field perhaps should be classified
strictly as a blanket plan rather than an approval one. We are referring
to the Stechert-SALALM scheme.(SALALM is the initialism for Seminar
on Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials.) Whereas the other
plans deal largely with publishers whose materials appear in the regular
book trade, the Stechert-SALALM plan, like the Farmington plan, attempts to secure blanket coverage of Latin American countries where
much publishing is quasi-private and the book trade not well organized.
Dominick Coppola describes the advantages of this service in these
words:
A library interested in fairly complete coveragemight find it advantageousto
purchasethe publications from an area like Latin America, for instance,on
a comprehensivebasis instead of assigninga person in acquisitionsto check
bibliographies,announcements,etc., and to select therefrom. As a result it
would receive practically all of the material that it would ordinarily have
selected.A few receiptsmight be superfluous,but this should be a negligible
consideration.15

Having outlined a few of the approval plans being offered, we shall
close by suggesting a few advantages and difficulties associatedwith this
mode of acquisitions, leaving more detailed technical, moral and philosophical considerations to the panel reactors.
The advantages of approval plans may be simply stated: They are
faster, books are shipped to the library on or near the publication date.
They save money not only in terms of personnel engaged in ordering
books title-by-title but also, it is clai,med, in the selection processand in
Volume tz, Number z, Spring t968
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cataloging. One dealer estimated that his approval-order-with-cards service can produce savings of up to $ro.o5 per title.l6 Another estimate of
between $3.oo and $4.oo seemsmore typical.l? The further contention is
that since selection is done with the book in hand, evaluation can be
sharper (if one has the courage to return marginal items). To the present
writer, the speed factor is paramount since information is so perishable
in many fields (to a medievalist this may or may not be important; but
to a physicist it almost always is).
A few objections to heavy dependence upon approval plans come
readily to mind: In the firSt place, the whole psychology of selection is
changed and, in many cases,uncritical collection of what the dealer selects may be substituted for on-campus selection in terms of the needs of
faculty and students. Furthermore, in most cases,the books must be
selected without the aid of reviews in scholarly journals or reviewing
media such as Choice or Booklist. (Of course, these must be read-post
mortem, so to speak-to fill in gaps in the approval selectionsl8and to
sharpen one's critical faculties.) For the large university which collects
most regular publications in well-defined fields, the ultimate results
under approval plans may be the same as those under traditional methods, but in the smaller college, approval plans may tend to provide a
"standard" collection rather than one tailored to the needs of the institution.
Nor are the plans invulnerable on the economic front. Although the
costs of selection may be less if the time of all concerned is counted, the
costs to the library may be higher since work formerly accomplished by
the faculty must now be done by librarians who are supported by the
library's budget. Also, it may be doubted that enough subject specialists
with suitable training are available to libraries at a price they can afford
to pay, o'for that matter at any price.
Another subtle obiection is that if faculty members tend to withdraw
from the selection procedure, a valuable communication link between
instructors and the library will be lost. For this reason alone some areas
of selection should be left to the faculty; furthermore, some instructors
should be involved in reviewing approval shipments to the extent that
they can be persuaded to participate. Actually, this danger may be more
apparent than real since there are many areas of specialized and nontrade publishing, not amenable to blanket order procedures, on which
faculty selectors can concentrate. To take an extreme example, few libraries would be interested in receiving on blanket approval all the
publications of the so-called "vanity" presses-yet many valuable books
are published in this way. The out-of-print and scarce-book areas may
employ limited approval-order plans, but in most libraries these books
will continue to be selectedby traditional methods.
A final objection revolves around the danger of becoming too dependent upon a single supplier and subject to the tyranny of his computer, so to speak. Fiscal authorities, who deep down in their hearts still
believe that libraries should put each and every title out to bid, may be-
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come unhappy if the library decides to give the bulk of its business to
one dealer on the basis of service rather than price; but this is a problem
to be solved, perhaps, rather than a basic objection. The real concern, if
any, is that with dependence on a single supplier one must accede to
whatever he demands or face the task of reworking the entire automated
order program. This can be avoided but it is a danger.
In summary, it would seem that these new acquisition methods have
rather "sneaked up" on many libraries and need to be studied further,
both in their immediate and long range effects. This writer feels that
they are basically beneficial and here to stay if our acquisition rates continue to climb and our costs to mount. Ffowever, there is still lots of life
in the traditional faculty-selection, ad-hoc ordering system; and, as a
faculty member himself, the present writer would not feel that his interestswere being served if it were all to become automatic-and superficial.
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Are We Selectingor Collecting?
Reactiom &y LrRov CHenr,rs Mnr.urrt, Dean
School of Librarianshi'p
Uniuersity of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
Since I understood my assignment to be one of tempering the
opinions of an uncritical proponent of approval order schemes,I was
somewhat disappointed as I read Morrison's article to find that I am
in substantial agreement with the main burden of his discourse. It is
quite true that traditional selection methods have not produced ideal
college libraries. Harry Bauer, writing in the Antiquarian Bookman
(AB,24, July r967),statesthe point with his typical clarity:
During the forty-sevenyearsI have been in the bibliographic borrow pits, I have
never worked in or visited a library of 5oo,oooor even 5o,ooocarefully selected
volumes;faithfully selected,yes: carefully selected,no. Libraries acquire books
mostly on faith or on hearsayevidence.When a library acquiresa new book, it
purchasesa pig in a poke. Most of the pigs in a poke prove to be good pigs
becausereputablepublishersare reliable manuscriptrejecters.The publishersdo
the book selection;all the librariansdo is the book collecting.
Whether approval order plans will contribute to better selection is
a moot point. My contention is that the quality of the collection
produced, not the promised increase in efficiency of ordering procedures,
is the true issue.
Approval ordering if honestly, diligently, and conscientiously done
is one thing. Abrogating the selection function to dealers or publishers
is another. If communication between librarian and dealer is not consistent and rational, some very lop-sided collections can result. For
example, if the only means of communications is through the books
returned to the dealer by the librarian, the latter will tend to send
fewer and different things next time. As this processcontinues, coverage
of desired areas is lost. A whole subject area may be blocked because
of the return of one or two books for reasons not properly understood
by the dealer.
Blanket orders without return privileges are suitable only to the
large library which is committed to collecting indiscriminately in a
subject or geographic area. They are virtually never suitable to the
average college library. The point is that either approval ordering or
simple blanket plans turn over to the publisher or bookseller the basic,
initial selection function. The task of the faculty member or librarian
is, then, to reject rather than to select, quite a different process, as
Morrison points out.
I would like to comment on some of the details in Morrison's
arguments: He says that few books ever become entirely useless. My
contention is that far too many volumes retained by college libraries
are never used--even though they may conceivably have some possibly
'
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not material.
It seemsto me that Morrison's fears that approval plans will alienate

but the books Abel considers are not scholarly and does not send can
create dimculties because the "leftouts" may never be brought to the

that either a professor or a librarian can do a better job of selection
' r4r '
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with the book in hand than from, say a PIU annotation, a blurb, or a
review. Approval plans do have great potential-but only as long as the
power to reject remains frrm and alTangements with dealers are placed
under continuous review.

Can BlanketOrdersHelp the SmallCollegeLibrary?
Reaction by the ReaerendJosnrH P. BnowNn, C.S.C.
Head, Department of Library Science
Uniuersity of Portland
Portland', Oregon
We might begin by saying that the obvious answer to this question is
an unequivocal affirmative. But I would immediately contradict that
affirmative by saying that I am theoretically, pro'fessionally, and philosophically opposed in principle to such blanket orders.
To place some bounds on this discussion, I would like arbitrarily to
define a small college as one with an enrollment of less than 5,ooo. Yet
even such a limitation gives us a wide variety of institutions. Just in the
PNLA area, the latest statistics frorn the Office of Education show more
than 6o colleges of this size. Most of these are four-year, degree-granting
institutions; but a great number are two-year "junior" or "community"
colleges, and a few have highly developed graduate programs. In size,
the libraries range {rom a few thousand volumes to over 36o,ooo. Annual
book and periodical budgets range from less than $5,ooo to $88,ooo.The
average seemsto be about Zo,ooo volumes, with an annual expenditure
of approximately $3o,ooo.
There are almost as many varieties of blanket order plans as there
are publishers, jobbers, or agents offering them. Essentially, however,
they all involve the reception, without prior ordering, of a great many
newly published works. Most schemesoperate on an approval arrangement so that items not desired for the collection can be returned. If
this approval feature does not exist, then all items must be accepted
and paid for, the presumption being that very little undesirable material
will be received. Blanker orders may involve specific subject areas or
may cover the whole gamut of the library's collection, depending upon
the arrangement that has been worked out b€tween the library and
the publisher, jobber, or agent.
The basis for my personal opposition to blanket order plans, particularly in the small college library, is my belief that the one really
professional library activity which we, as librarians, perform is that of
book selection. A library-oriented subject specialist can do much better
at reference work; a person skilled in personnel and fiscal management
makes a much better administrator; even cataloging can be efficiently
performed by someone 'with an orderly and analytic mind who can
cope with the intricacies of the cataloging schedules. But the selection
of books for addition to our holdings is a task that cannot be adequately
,
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and properly performed by one who is not a thoroughly professional
librarian. The use of blanket orders allocateseven this activity to others.
The choices of books received-though
hopefully tailored to the
library's individual needs-nevertheless are made not by the librarian
but by an outsider. Also hopefully, the librarian examines carefully
the materials sent to him, yet this remains a sort of "negative" selection
-the librarian choosesthose things which he does not want rather than
those he wants. (And I say "hopefully" for I fear that many librarians
do not have time to do an adequate job of reviewing such material.)
The fact that the selections are made by the publisher or jobber
also means that book selection is not tooled to the needs of this library
and the program of. this institution, despite the best efiorts of all
concerned. College instructional programs are expanding rapidly and
developing in all sorts of directions. It is a difficult enough task for
the librarian, on the spot, to keep in touch with such developments;
and a publisher's representative or a jobber is even further removed
from the scene.
This in turn leads to a certain standardization of collections. Perhaps
this is not a great problem on the lower academic levels where core
collections are quite useful, but for the four-year college and especially
for the graduate school such standardization can be crippling, if not
down right disastrous.
Another difficulty is the cost of such programs. One which has come
to my attention involves approximately 4,ooo books per year at a cost
of $e8,ooo. (Of course one need not accept everything, but jobbers will
tell you that a return of more th'an g/o indicates that the blanket order
plan is not operating successfully.)This represents practically the whole
of the average small college's book budget-and leaves nothing over for
periodicals, binding, reference works, etc. Another plan (from the same
agent) involves approximately half as much in books and money. Even
this very basic collection would leave very little money for other recommendations from faculty and professional library stafi.
Finally, I would point out the ethical problem that may be involved
in concentrating too much of one's business in the hands of a single
publisher or dealer.
On the positive side, it is fairly obvious that permanent order
plans have several rather significant advantages,not the least of which
is the saving of the time of already over-burdened library stafis. (But
of course this saving will be minimized if the professional library
stafi does a reasonable job of reviewing the titles received and returning
those which do not fit into the scopeof the library.)
There is also a very definite financiaT advantage in the special
discounts ofiered to those covered by such blanket order plans. But
where budgets are already limited, the highest discount rate will rarely
be obtained.
There is a very definite advantage to a library in which one or
another section of the collection hai been neglecied in the past. A
Volume tz, Number z, Spring t958
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rapid strengthening of certain sections is easily possible by subscribing
to a subject-area blanket plan. The same can be said of the whole
collection in the caseof what Dr. Morrison has called "instant colleges,"
if library budgets will permit. The precisely opposite sort of situationin which a particular section is extremely strong (perhaps supporting
a Ph.D. program)-can also benefit from a subject-area blanket plan.
In such sections the librarian may want to purchase almost everything
which is being published. A blanket order plan will assure that he will
receive such titles.
Perhaps the solution to the dilemma raised here might be to make
judicious use of such limited approval plans as might fit into the
specific needs of the college involved, while retaining a rigid control
over the selection process by returning without fail those items which
do not appreciably strengthen the collection.

Approval Bookson a SmallBudget?
Reaction b"uSreNrnv A. Ssrpann, Assistant Librarian
Uniuersity of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho
My part of the discussion today has been phrased as a question,
"Is it possible to have an approval selectio,nprogram on a small budget?"
One is tempted to ask "how small is small." On the other hand, while
the size of the budget is certainly an important factor, it is not the
only one. Personally, I think the key question is whether the amount
you,have allocated, or might normally spend on a certain subject area,
approaches the estimated cost of books published during the year in
that subject.
I believe that some form of approval selection can make a worthwhile
contribution to any acquisitions program, if a library can fit it into its
budget. This depends largely on the total budget allocation for books,
and the curricular program. In a full-fledged university, with a large
number of courses and a substantial graduate program, it would be
doubtful that in the face of other commitments, the library could
consider a subject approval plan with a book budget of less than
$roo,ooo-rz5,ooo.On the other hand, for a smaller institution with a
less varied curriculum and limited graduate program, perhaps $5o,ooo
to $75,ooo would be sufficient. The best way to decide for your library,
is to study the amount you are spending in certain subject fields in
relation to the estimated cost of books published in that field in any
orie year. Publishers' Weehly, in its annual statistical summary of publishing which normally appears in late .|anuary, or early February,
prints a table of subject categories and cost statistics. These must be
used with some judgment as applied to your situation, as these tables
include most books designed for various reading publics, many of which
would not necessarilybe useful to an academic program, but the tables
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will still provide a rough guide to costs. A somewhat more reliable
breakdown for academic use is issued by Richard Abel & Company, a
West Coast dealer.
In order to judge whether you are now spending an amount which

spending this much or more in agriculture, perhaps it should consider
the possibility of receiving these on approval standing order. In the
field of education, general education books covering school management,
teaching techniques, educational peychology, etc. (LC class L) are estimated to cost $r,6oo-r,7oo; physical education, sports, games and dance
(LC class GV), another $r,ooo. Thus about $:,6oo would cover most of
the education materials which a library would nol"mally purchase anyway. If general psychology is included, then $r,5oo must be added.
Admittedly, these are small areas, but they are possible starting places
for an experimental program. I have some estimated figures on some
of the larger subject areas. Engineering, about $8,ooo; physical sciences,
$r3,ooo; and literature (all Wesrern languages and including criticism),
$rr,ooo. Some of these figures may sound high; but remember that a
library may return what it does not want to retain, and also bear in
mind that a library probably already acquires many series in these
subject areasen standinE order.
I would recommend that a particular library give serious consideration as to whether the benefits of an approval program could be
integrated into its operarion. To do this a library should study its
Present system of allocations in relation to estimated costs. If some
subject areas look as though they may feasibly be handled this way,
it will then be time to secure the cooperation of the library staff, the faculty, and, if appropriate, the institution's purchasing agent. Faculty are
often apprehensive of new schemes,and in many schools the Library Committee allocates funds, so it may be necessaryto secure their agreement
for a trial program. The proof is in the pudding; and it hust be
successful,as more than 8o libraries are using the selection approval
plan. It has been shown that once the faculty get used to it, they
have given their full support. The old ways are changing and we must
progress, even as the primitive tribes of Africa. Recently a missionary
deep in the jungles there stumbled acrossa native beating a large drum,
and asked him what was the occasion. The native replied that they
had no water. "Are you praying for rain?" asked the missionary. "No,"
the native replied, "I'm calling the plumber."
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I,IBRARYEQUIPMENT
INSTITUTE:
CHARGING
SYSTEilIS
Jlnne 2l-22,

1968

Kaneas Citv. Missouri
Sponsoreilby
THE BUILDINGSAND EQUIPMENTSECTIONOF THE
LIBRARY ADMINISTRATIONDIVISION
anil

THE INFORMATIONSCIENCEAND AUTOMATIONDIVISION

oBtECTtVES:
To review the state of the art of library charging systems today and the
prospects,for the future. Types of systems will 6e pre3ented and'discussed.
Exhibits by equipment mariufactureis will demonstfate systems. The speakers_will emphasize the broader aspects of library automation in the firture
and the role which circulation systams will play in that future.

PROGRAM:
FRIDAY,JUNE21,196B
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon: Registration, Continental Hotel
12:00 noon-2:00 p.m.: Luncheon, President Hotel
Address by Mr. Jules Mersel, System Development
2:00 p.m-5:O0
Hotel

p.m.-Session

5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m.-Cocktail

I:

Manual

Charging

Corporation

Systems, Continental

Parry (no hosr)

SATURDAY,JUNE 22, 196S
9:@ a.m.-12:00 noon-session
President Hote_

II:

Semi-autouratic

Charging

12:00 noon-2:00 p.m.-Luncheon,
Continental Hotel
Address by Dr. Michael Barnett, Radio Corporation

Systems,

of America

2:00 p.T-5:00 p.m.-Session III: Automatic Charging Systems, President
Hotel
Sessions I, II, III will include presentations by manufacturers with analyses
and comparisons of dimilar systems'by a panel of librarians.
Fee: $20-registration
fee includes two luncheon tickets. partial registrations
will not be accepted.

FOR REGISTRATION:
'Write

to L_AD/ISAD Library Equipment fnstituteo ALA, S0 E. Huron Streer,
Chicago_,
Ililois 60611.Attendancelimited to 600. Pre.registrarionsmust be
qostmarked before May 3I, 1968. Hotel registrations sho;ld be made using
the pull-out card in the January 1968ALA Bulletin.

Emerging
Problems
in Acquisitions
RrcHenpM. Doucnnnrv
AssistantEdi.torf or Acquisitions

Introduction
A T SAN FRANCISCO, the Acquisitions Section of RTSD co-sponsored
-(4. a meeting with the American Book Publishers Council to focus on
emerging problems in acquisitions work as they afiect different types of
libraries. In one respect, this meeting was a refreshing change from the
usual get together. We in RTSD are often guilty of concentrating on
the problems of research libraries at the expense of other libraries. This
session,however, concentrated on the issuesraised by a school librarian,
a county librarian, and a junior college librarian.
Each speaker presented in capsule form a case study detailing the
types of problems that frustrate their lives. The participants stressed
the need to improve discount rates, speed up the delivery of orders,
improve invoice documentation, and to increase the frequency and
accuracy of out-of-stock and out-of-print reports. Miss Alexander, who
is director of an instructional materials center, recounted the intricacies
of administering federal funds. As we all know, this frustration is not
confined to school librarianship. (At times, one gets the feeling that the
overhead expense can sometimes exceed the value of the grant.) Most
of the problems cited by the speakersare neither new nor near solution,
but their remarks pin-pointed those issues for which those of us interestedin acquisition work must continue to seeksolutions.
Jobbers bore the brunt of the speakers' criticisms. But publishers
did not escape unscathed. One point stressedby Katherine Brubeck is
the vexing number of titles that can no longer be purchased through a
jobber but only direct from publishers. If this pracrice were to become
widespread, the result would strangle order departments in a sea of
Paper.
Daniel Melcher, President of the R. R. Bowker Company, in summing
up suggested that libraries adopt a bill of rights which stated that
libraries be free to place their orders ar any time, and that they refuse
to deal with suppliers who cannot deliver materials within forty-eight
hours and refuse to deal with suppliers who cannot furnish full reports. We might speculate that if libraries adopted such a code of business practices, jobbers would gradually come to realize that in order
to improve their profit picture it would be to their benefit to develop
procedures which more nearly reflect the needs of libraries. As one
TV ad phrased it: "A choice instead of an echo."
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The SchoolLibraries
Er-nNone Ar-nxaNorn
Director of Instructional Materials Seraices
Houston Independent School District
Houston' Texas
Problems of Selection
Actual examination has been and will continue to be the primary
method of selection employed by personnel of the Houston Independent
School District in the acquisition of library materials. The district,
because of its large buying power, is fortunate in receiving review
copies of many publications and in being able to borrow audiovisual
materials to preview. Ffowever, evaluation of books is not limited to
those which are received gratis. Such major book reviewing periodicals
as Horn Booh, School Library Journal, Boohlist, and the University of
Chicago's Bulletin of the Center for Boohs are checked carefully and
any books given favorable recommendation are ordered if not on hand.
This practice is less frequently applied with respect to audiovisual
materials as there are so few sources for securing objective evaluations.
The lack of standard lists and reviewing media for non-print materials
is recognized by the American Library Association and by the Department of Audiovisual Instruction of the National Education Association,
and stepsare being taken to remedy this shortage.
Library books, in the main, are evaluated individually by subject
matter or grade level supervisors, teachers, librarians, and, in some
instances, students. Audiovisual materials, which until recently have
been limited to films, filmstrips, and art productions for the central
audiovisual library are previewed by committees of teachers and supervisors, chosen by directors with respect to the subject and gtade level of
the materials being considered. Several schools, on occasion, are designated as pilot schools to try out new materials over an extended period
of time. For example, science teachers in two junior high schools and
two senior high schools have been evaluating the 8mm film as a teaching
tool. A number of producers have furnished the equiprnent and software.
Teachers in several elementary and secondary schools are now examining
commercially produced transparencies. An elementary, a junior high,
and a senior high school are testing a set of encyclopedias,new on the
market, to determine if the set should be recommended for purchase
and, if so, for what educational level. Classroom setsof books, paperbacks,
programmed learning materials, and the like, have been tried out extensively in twenty-five Title I schools. Lists of those materials favorably
reviewed are printed and, the materials themselves,exhibited. Individual
school purchases are made primarily from these lists. Secondary schools
are apt to depart from the lists more frequently than elementary schools
in the selection of materials. Consequently, there are fewer copies of
any one item requested at the secondary level than at the elementary
level.
.
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Because the district has accessto so many materials as they become
available, catalogs and circulars are of less value than they would be
to a smaller school district or to an individual school. The quantity
of catalogs and circulars has becorne so voluminous, time permits only
a cursory glance at arry one of them. Incidentally, those addressed to
the superintendent, the deputy superintendent, and the purchasing department find their way to the Instructional Materials Department, thus
adding greatly to the volume to be read. All must be given some
attention; otherwise, sorne item of special value may be overlooked.
Publishers' annual comprehensive lists are especially valuable in determining which titles are still available. Lists of reprints also serve a
useful purpose, especially when the annual exhibit book list for elementary school libraries is being prepared. The exhibit list includes
not only new publications but also those of earlier copyright date which
cover a particular aspect of the curriculum being emphasized. For
example, the latest list included all stories excerpted or mentioned in
the newly adopted basal and supplementary readers and also the books
featured in the literature programs on the local educational television
station.
Arrangements for representatives of publishers and of producers to
present their materials to administrative and supervisory stafi members
can be made through the Department of Instructional Materials Services. Such requests have increased during the past several months. Some
representatives call upon individual schools, but the majority prefer
to let the Department bring the schools'attention to the materials.
A large part of the federal funds received by the district has been
designated for strengthening and expanding school library collections.
For many years, the Houston Independent School District has budgeted
funds, though limited, for the purchase of books for individual school
libraries. Prbvision for audioviiual materials has been made only for
materials to be placed in the centrally administered audiovisual library.
When additional money became available, the goal to make audiovisual
materials, other than films, available in each school became a reality.
Approximately 35 percent of Title II funds has been used for this
purpose. Lists of previously evaluated filmstrips, recordings, and the
like, were hastily gotten together the first year of ESEA, as the time
between the approval of the district's Title II application and the
deadline for placing orders was short. Even though a new list was
distributed this year, schools are still making selections from the earlier
one. For example, elementary schools which had purchased one or two
sets of the Weston Woods Sound Filmstrips last year requested others
on their current order. These were not repeated on fhe latest list
prepared by the Department. Elementary schools generally select more
filmstrips whereas senior high schools prefer more recordings.
As the non-print collections in the zr3 school libraries are being
developed further, a concerted effort is being made to see that every
school has all titles on the basic library book list for the particular
Volume tz, Number z, Sttring t968
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educational level provided each new school. These basic lists are re'
vised annually but for the most part they include standard earlier

special classor group.
Some instructional materials, however, are bought on the basis of
several sets per school. The SRA Reading Laboratory Kit is an example.
Maps, too, are secured in like proportion, one or more copies of a title
for each school.
Although the variety of instructional materials in a given school
is negligible, selection of the most appropriate, regardless of its format,
for a given teaching-learning situation has always been advocated. The
mixture varies from classroom to classroom. A few teachers, unfortunately, still cling to the textbook, alone. A group visiting a second-grade
classroom recently found the teacher and students using tapes (teachermade), filmstrips, a basal reader, and library books during a reading
lesson. A lesson on the Odyssey in a junior high school will combine
filmstrips and beautifully illustrated editions of the classic. Again, a
lesson on the short story will involve listening to recordings as well as
viewing filmstrips about such outstanding writers as Edgar Allen Poe.
A combination of filmstrips, recordings, and books will be used in the
study of folklore.
Order FulfiIlment
Texas laws require that bids be taken on purchases amounting to
$r,ooo or more. The district requires inforrnal bids on amounts between
$zoo and $r,ooo. These regulations do not apply in the case of copyrighted materials which are secured direct from the publisher or producer. Audiovisual materials for the most part are purchased directly
from the producer. Bids are taken annually for the supplying of library
books and periodicals. The bidder on supplying library books is asked
to specify the discount to be allowed on trade books, on educational
and technical publications, and on publishers' library bindings, and the
per volume charge for prebinding, processing, and processing kits- The
number of net cost items which now appear on an invoice raises the
question as to the validity of discount bids.
The securing of bids for supplying periodicals is practically nil.
The district has had only one bidder during the past two years.
Two large book orders are placed each year. Small orders, however,
are processedthroughout the year.
The selection of a vendor depends upon his past record of service.
Prompt and accurate billing, prompt reporting on out-of-print and
out-of-stock items, effort to secure less readily available titles, ability to
provide a large percent of the order within 9o days are factors taken
'
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into consideration. If a vendor has never before had a contract with the

Processing Materials

A dministratiae Pr ob lems

funds becomesknown. This year notification of the amount was received
in. October, and by the time that the allotment request for the purchase
of material$ was prepared, sent to Austin, Tefas, and returned to
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allotment.
The district is required to furnish the Texas Education Agency

select materials according to their needs, it is impossible to estimate
the exact amounts for each subsection. This year an amended budget in
which an amount for secondary textbooks was shifted elsewhere was
submitted to the Texas Education Agency on May r in order that
approval of the change could be determined before a June r deadline'
The day after the amended allocation sheet was mailed, a mathematics
supervisor requested the purchase of textbooks for an advanced course'
Her request had to be turned down as no further adjustment could be
made.
Such situations as thesemake it necessaryfor those who are responsible
for the administration of federal funds to be crystal ball gazers. Woe
is for him whose predictions are inaccurate.

The County Library
Ar-rrn Brrn MenrrN, Director
Tulsa CitY-CountYLibrarY SYstem
Tulsa, Ohlahoma
Our original instructions regarding plans for this discussion were
to present Jsort of casehistory of the p.oblems of acquisitions Plesently
being encountered. As a public tibrarian in a county system serving
slighily over 4oo,ooo peopl-e,I should emphasize the fact that,problems
ani experienies whiih may be "old hai" to most of you have had

'
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perhaps, we are more greedy-more desperate to obtain every book in
a hurry, as cheaply and expeditiously as possible. Perhaps, as is often
the case with the uninitiated and brash, we have not learned the factsof-life-that the wheels of book acquisition grind exceeding slow, sometimes, accompanied by curious and unexplainable daily occurrences.
Also, we are constantly reminded by our purchasing agent of the
added costs of acquiring each item when any special attention is required. We are keenly aware that the costs of issuing separate purchase
orders for items which apparently cannot be procured except on an
individual basis reduce the monies we could otherwise spend for more
books. We know that stafi time spent claiming outstanding items on
which we have been unable to secure reports, further reduces our buying
Power and in the long run fewer books are bought. One of our prime
objectives is to reduce administrative costs so we can buy more books.
We assume that you as representatives of the book business want to
sell more books. flow can we help each other?
What Do We Need to Purchase?
Our acquisitions are not only more extensive but more varied than
ever before as a result of new programs being developed by the library
and new demands from che community. The range is greater, generated
by the requirements of a population spectrum with doctor's degrees at
one end and an emerging potential patronage of newly literate at the
other end. Our statistics indicate greatest increases in use of (a) nonbook materials, (b) reference services, (c) and gradually, more adult
use in contrast to children.
We are experimenting with paperbacks with patron response varying from enthusiastic acceptanceto angry rejection. \Me are finding that
acquisition problems common with hard cover items seem to be multiplied when purchasing paperbacks.
Because of many lean years when we were not able to acquire any
new books we are now attempting to fill the gaps. Again, our acquisition
costs per item mount as we attempt to add older basic titles and as a
result fewer can be purchased.
Our more varied programs emphasize the importance of investing
more of the budget in films, records, and pictures. More magazines and
newspapers,as well as other continuations are mandatory in the attempt
to keep abreast of the explosion of knowledge. We are currently maintaining relatively fewer files on microfilm than a few years ago. Periodicals with extremely heavy use are maintained both as bound volumes
and on microfilm. The availability of a really good reader-printer might
change our decision to continue to retain extensive bound files of
magazines. We have found a built-in psychological resistance to microfilm. (Parenthetically, does this point to the enduring usefulness of
information in printed form?)
At this time we are adding no filmsuips, few slides and tapes, and
have not experimented with programed instructional materials.
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How Do We Select These Materials?
We hope-we believe-that we are able to do a better job of selection
than in years past as a result of (r) the developrnent of a book review
center for our library system, (z) participation in what we call a
modified Greenaway Plan, (3) addition to our staff of more professional
librarians with specializations, (4) development of a book review network on our staff, (5) better book selections aids, e.g., Choice and the
newly published Boofts for College Librari.es, (6) continued emphasis
on book selection and acquisition in our in-service training program.
Contrary to the prevailing notion of the mid-section of the U. S. as a
vast, arid cultural wasteland and of Oklahoma as a picturesque state of
oil wells and Indian tepees, we are pretty much like the rest of the
country and our library standards are rising accordingly. \Me are no
longer relying solely on book lists for our purchasing. We use the
selection aids as fully as possible but we depend more and more on
examination and first hand evaluation of a greater portion of our
additions. This delays order placement and has negative as well as
beneficial efiects. We are looking for opportunities to share our book
evaluation center and our staff evaluations with other libraries of all
types.
Perhaps I should explain briefly that by a modified Greenaway plan
we mean an arrangement in which we have contracts with some thirtyeight major publishers to supply us with one copy of all or selected
types of their publications in advance of publication date. This plan
includes paperbacks of certain imprints and series.
In addition, our three coordinators-adult, young adult, and juvenile
-are allocated funds for the purchase of review copies of items published by other than Greenaway contract publishers. Our review network has a twofold responsibility: (r) to review and recommend titles
for system purchase and (z) to participate in organized continuous
checking of reftospective and current selection aids. Final review of
selection to insure systemwide balance, to weigh quality as against the
pressures of popular demand, and to watch for gaps rests with the
Collection Coordination Committee. This committee is made up of the
coordinators, the head of technical processing, head of administrative
services, the acquisitions librarian, heads of public service areas, the
assistantdirector, and the director. It meets semi-monthly.
We have recently revised our book selection policy in line with
newly developing library programs, changing cornmunity requiremenrs,
and new trends in publishing and the availability of various types of
library materials. Luckily-and we know we are lucky in this respect so
we cross our fingers, knock on wood, and propitiate Lady Luck in every
conceivable manner-we
are blessed with a liberal library board in
matters of selection and, in community attitude toward the library.
We know this could. change at any time without warning. We have had
no really serious censorship pressures. We do have a procedure by
which any citizen may request the review of material.
'L54'
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What Do We Seehfrom Our Vendors?
Our requirements are modest! Excellent discounts, prompt and complete delivery of all orders, frequent and accurate reporting; accurate
billing and invoices should show unit list price, discount, and net price
of each title. Seriously, we really do not anticipate all this, but these
are the most important considerations as we place all orders. We have
developed a performance record which we keep on all vendors. This
record provides us with information regarding how quickly we receive
the first shipment from each order, what percent of the order is filled
in the first shiprnent and thereafter-the
time elapsed and the portion
filled from all subsequent shipments until the order is cornplete or
unfilled items are cancelled. Briefly, this record indicates a decline in
service rendered since early 1965. Major jobbers who supplied 7b7o
of orders in zr days and completed substantially all orders in 6o days
now supply only 4gl" in 35 days and require another roo days to
complete another go/o. We attribute the slower services to the new
federal funds now available for the purchase of books.
We know that direct orders are supplied more completely and more
quickly than if placed with jobbers-but at a premium which reduces
our buying power. Since it co$ts us approximately $5.oo to process
each purchase order, frequent orders for single titles are almost prohibitively expensive. As we vary our purchases, buying more specialized
items and more older titles, we will apparently be forced to buy a
greater portion of items direct. A survey of long outstanding orders
reveals that jobbers are less able to supply titles from university presses,
older titles, and reference type titles, despite promises that they will
supply anything. We have from one jobber a catalog of titles in stock,
a list of publishers whose output he will supply, and a list of publishers
and types of publications he cannot supply. The last two often contain
the same names! We may be jumping to conclusions but experience
suggests that items o dered but not in stock at the jobbers are not
actually ordered for us from the publisher until a claim letter is sent,
and often we may be reasonably certain that we will receive a given
title long awaited if we cancel it! Also, a trade item in print from a
major publisher which is currently being advertised with full page ads
in the NYT and elsewhere has remained in our outstanding order file
almost six months. This is cited as an example of the curiosities in
acquisitions which puzzle us all.
It is these curiosities and others which lead me to a few negative
comments regarding practices of publishers and jobbers which we wish
would be abandoned in favor of better, quicker service. We want the
books-not full page ads in the Times or PW, even if the advertisement
is printed on quality paper in living color and folds out to impressive
dimensions. Our reaction to promotion of this nature is that it will be
the one title omitted from our Greenaway contract without notice. We
enjoy the acquaintance of your personable representativesand we benefit
from exhibits at meetings. We love your hospitality at conventions, but
. l5b .
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The JuniorCollege
KelsnnrNu M. Bnuercr, Head Librarian
B altimore I unior College
Baltintore, MarYland
The Community College of Baltimore is an inner city college with
all buildings completed *itni.t the last one and a half years. The
library is housed ln its own air-conditioned building that seats five
hundred, with room for fifty thousand volumes. We are proof that an
adequate library can be a wonderful intellectual stimulus.
The purpose of the College is:
r. To provide the first two years of college for those who transfer to
four year colleges.
z. To provide semi-professionaland technical training for those who
entef a vocatron.
adults interested in
3. To provide educational opportunities for
education.
higher
our book selection policies are governed by faculty and librarians
working together to support the curriculum of the College' \Me are
fortunate in having a Faculty-Library Committee so vitally concerned
with library p.og.eir that it has mimeographed book selection policies
for guiding the new instructor.
Sin.e ihe faculty is actively engaged as subject specialists in book
selection, the librarian sends circulars, book jackets, review cards, or
similar material to the most interested professor. Cards (3 y 5')' containing reviews, are oul favorites. In order to cover the vast amounts of
books'published, each librarian is responsible for readinp; several periodicals, irch as Saturd.ay Reuiew or scientific American. As funds are
allocated to each department, the librarian notifies the appropriate
teacher of reviews. ff thb title covers several fields, or is a work of
general reference, an order card is made indicating that it should be
bought out of general library funds.
I"t would bJadvantageo.ri for publishers to broaden their promotional
.
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campaigns to include subject perioclicals that faculty members are most
likely to read. Certainly, many books are reviewed, some at length,
but more space could be devoted to advertising that would alert the
faculty selectors to new books. For both faculty and librarians, publishers' catalogs are extremely helpful, especially where there is an
annual cumulation. Would it be possible to include the month and
year of publishing in all promotional material? Librarians frequently
wonder whether a book has been released or will aPpear at some
future time. Exhibits are one o[ the best ways of promoting books.
The display of books at ALA conventions is a splendid feature for
all of us.
The Library of the Commurrity College of Baltimore is striving
constantly to strengthen its present collection. Publishers present may be
interested in knowing that approximately golo of our orders are for
trade books,6o7" foinon-trade, and ro/o miicellaneous or non-profit.
Currently our heaviest buying is in the fields of social sciences, art,
and psychology, with the majority of purchases for recently published
titles. We make no effort to acquire all of the books in a series; instead
we choose a title becauseits content fills a need. For instance, we have
bought only in a limited way titles appearing in such series as "Rivers
of America" or the "Taste of our Time." Books not serving a definite
purpose are not bought.
Although hardback books are preferred, whenever necessary,paperbacks are bought, especially those that have been reinforced by stitching,
taping, pasting, stapling, etc. When multiple copies are needed on the
reserve shelf, paperbacks serve the need of supplying students and at
the same time are easier on the budget.
Out-of-print books are obtained whenever possible. Unfortunately,
it requires time to buy such titles; and, like most librarians, I find the day
too short to do the required searching to achieve a satisfactory result.
Subject catalogs of out-of-print books are sent immediately to the teacher
most concerned. I am sure that all college librarians are pleased to see
that publishers are reprinting many titles needed on the college level
in the fields of English and history. In addition, it is advantageous to be
able to utilize the products of firms n'hich are performing a distinct
service in reproducing books by xerography or similar methods, or to be
able to obtain such material on microfilm, microfiche, or Microcard.
The Community College of Baltimore now owns 4o,ooo volumes and
receives regularly 54r periodicals and ten newspapers. Between four
thousand and five thousand books are added annually. In 196r, our
library, which had a little over eight thousand volumes, had to be
increased rapidly in order for the College to be accredited. During our
intensive buying program, it was found that approximately b percent
of the books were reported out of stock or out-of-print, even though
they were listed in the latest Boohs in Print. We had to over-order to
insure that sufficient titles were on the shelvesby the time the accrediting
team arrived. As this concentrated buying intensified, a time lag developed
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because of jobbers' reluctance to stock basic material on the junior
college level. In some cases,books were not obtained for six months and
rn some casesa year.
Since moving to our new building, we have been increasing our
audiovisual holdings as rapidly as the budget will permit. Through a

through the successfulbidder, with only small orders being sent directly
to the publishers. The latter are special orders, for material not supplied
by the jobber, and are for less than one hundred dollars. Like many
other libraries, we use multi-order slips for ordering, processing, and
making charges to the appropriate fund. The majority of books are purchased from a firm which also does our cataloging so that volumes arrive
ready for circulation. Paperback books costing under $r.65 are usually
ordered directly from the publisher, as presumably it does not pay our
particular jobber to handle the less expensive titles. We wait until we
have accumulated titles totaling $ro.oo to $zo.oo before placing such an
order. Ordering paperbacks can be rather disappointing because a large
number frequently are not available even though they are listed in
Paperbound Books in Print.
Sometimes deciphering the invoice for paperbacks demands a psychic
bent, especially when prices are not accompanied by any bibliographical
identification, i.e., author or title, or when there is only a series of
numbers included with prices. With the increased cost of paperbacks,
puhlishers should be willing to give the same billing data as they provide
for hardbacks. Would it be possible for publishers and jobbers to develop
some uniformity in billing and in reporting for both hardback as well
as paperback books? Certainly, abbreviations already in use are fairly
uniform, but it would be helpful if the seller would list by author with
title following. The title should be full enough to be easily recognized,
and not just a key word. A report on the unavailability of a volume
should be made on the invoice at the time of delivery, as well as on the
final billing.
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It seems that we never obtain material soon enough for the faculty.
Naturally, I would not have them less anxious to read books, but nevertheless,it is sometimes difficult to explain the delay. We used to obtain
books fairly quickly when they were ordered direct from a publisher,
but recently this has not always proved true. Since federal funds for
education are taxing the resourcesof the publishing field, it seems that
deliveries are becoming slower and slower. For example, money wa$
donated to the library for obtaining books for a course in recreational
leadership. After contacting our jobber to establish a special fund, the
desired books were ordered. Six weeks later, the jobber wrote indicating
that the requisition could not be located. After two letters and three
long distance calls inquiring about the delayed shipment of books, the
company located the books in a bin marked for delivery too late for our
need. In the meantime, the library had had almost daily visits from the
professor inquiring about his books. After a rather strong letter expressing irritation, the wholesaler phoned indicating that the books would
be received shortly. Ten days later, approximately six months from the
date of order, the books arrived, but the order was not complete. At
that late date it was found that one book was OS; one book, OP; one
book, NYP; one book, order cancelled.
After waiting this long, I am afraid that anything the jobber reports
is looked upon with suspicion. Is the book really OS? Why was the order
for one book cancelled?If publishers and wholesalerswould communicate
to librarians the reason for a book's unavailability, ordering would not
be quite so frustrating.
Some strange things happen even when the order is sent directly to a
publisher. One of o,ur professors received an advance copy of a botany
book with a slip indicating that the title would be available shortly.
Considerably later, she requested that the library order several copies.
She could not believe the publisher's reply which stated only that the
volume was NYP. Of course, librarians realize that unforseen delays
do occur in publishing schedules,but our professor wondered if the order
had reached the correct publisher. The title was re-ordered within six
weeks and the book was received, thankfully. If the publisher had sent
a memorandum, indicating there would be a slight delay in shipping
books, both professor and librarian would have been satisfied. An impersonal OS or NYP is adequate from the biller's standpoint but makes
the librarian wonder if it will be available within three weeks, three
months, or three years. We are ppateful when a publisher takes us into
his confidence and statesthat we should re-order within a certain time.
Libraries have been lagging in applying automation to their problems, but when this is fully explored and utilized we will be happier.
While attending the Preconference Institute on Library Automation, I
learned with much interest that a public library had worked out a
solution with a jobber whereby a report would be made to the library
within two days indicating which titles could be furnished. Such a result
would be marvelous.
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In our particular situation, the inclusion of Library of Congress
cards with o:ders immensely speeds the process. It is hoped that this
service will be offered eventually by all publishers. Recently, we have
dealt with one firm that distributes reproductions of LC cards on slips
of paper that can be used for ordering. This has been extremely helpful.
First the slips were sent to the interested teacher who initialed the
desired titles. Since this was a copy of an LC entry, no further verification
was necessary.Unfortunately as a library grows we have to be careful
in making certain that a book is ordered under its correct entry. This is
true especially of art books when the same book could be ordered under
artist, editor, o corporate body. No librarian likes to check unnecessarily,
but we want to avoid ordering several copies of the same title, especially
when a budget has to be stretched.
Within the last few months, some publishers have stated that their
books may not be purchased through a jobber. fn some cases,this means
a smaller discount to the library. Since I am curious to know why this
is true, I am hoping that one of the publishers on the panel can give an
explanation. I suppose a question of all librarians is: What can be done
to speed the process?I hate to say how many times our wholesaler or
publisher has told us to be patient, that the company is under stress
and strain to process our orders. On the other side of the ledger, we
librarians need to remember that the knowledge industry is growing
exceedingly fast and that it is the wholesaler or publisher upon whose
talents we are depending to keep us abreast of new developments.
Jn spite of all our difficulties, may I quote from Carlyle's letter to
R. Mitchell, "Blessings upon Cadmus, the Phoenicians, or whoever ir
was that invented books."

,,CHOICE"

TO PUBLISII REVIEWS ON CARDS

Choice has announced the publication of a monthly book review service
on cards beginning with its March 1968 issue. In answer to requests frorn a
number of the magazine's regular subscribers, the service consists of supplying
all book reviews in each issue reprinted in full on separate g X b,' cards. The
cards are collated in the same order as published in the magazine (alphabetically
by author, separated by subjects), and mailed at the same time as regular issues.
Subscriptions to the service are $8o yearly and run concurrent with Choice's
volume year from March through the following February. Choice currently reviews between 5,5oo and 6,ooo adult books annually. Availability on cards will
facilitate the use of these reviews in the acquisitions systemsof many academic
and public libraries. Information regarding Choice card reviews may be obtained
from the magazine's editorial offices, roo Riverview Center, Middletown, Connecticut o6457.
.
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for Use
Dlsorganized
Ine W. Hannrs, Fleazl
Undergraduate LibrarY
(Iniaersity of Hawaii, Honolulu

researchassociatefor the project at the time of the study.
The activity was simple in concept. About 3oo books were selectedfrom
the fine arts sections of the Library stacks and taken to a student lounge
area in the Art Department one block away. Here the books were dumped
on shelvesand ta6les in maximum disarray. No bibliographic key to the
collection was provided. A small sign announced the availability of the
collection for use on location during daytime hours. Student assistants
set the books out each day and kept track of their use. Home circulation
was not particularly encouraged but was permitted through weekly
reserves. During the fourth month of operation, questionnaires were
distributed to students and faculty. Judging from the questionnaire
responses,on-site use statistics,circulation records, and student and faculty
pressure for a resumption of the service the following yeat, the activity
was successful.
The activity was not as simple in operation. At the University of
Hawaii Library, books in the art classifications are scattered in several
locations in the stacks. The Library is in process of changing from
Dewey Decimal to Library of Congtess Classification, so substantial collections of art books are in two separate places. Oversize books are
segregatedin this Library, so two additional locations house art books
that are oversize. There is also a closed stack area to which books
needing special protection were consigned for many years; the most expensive and some of the best of the Library's holdings in the subject
ire still housed here. The collection currently being developed for the
Undergraduate Library is shelved separately, and contained at the time
of the study several hundred new art books. These scattered stack location$ are, of coufse, identified by the card catalog. Books were taken
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from several places and assembled on a wide balcony of about 4oo
square feet, adjacent to a small picture gallery in the Art Department.
There was nothing very inviting about the area originally, for it was
sparsely furnished with castoff chairs and tables, but students did gather
here to socialize and to study. When the activity began in early Janu'
ary, 1966, three small bookcasesand additional chairs and tables were
acquired. One of the student assistantsdid some furniture repair and
replinting and found a few miscellaneous pieces of sculpture and some
plints to enhance the surroundings. The books were jumbled anew
each day, in bookcases facing out, lying oPen or closed, or piled in
heaps on the tables. The books that iirculated were replaced, and
perhaps another ro percent of the collection was new each month until
Aprilf when the entire collection was replaced. The original collection
was selected with 'the aid of Art Depaitment faculty; thereafter, the
assistants who worked with the collection (all had had art courses,
one was also studying to be a librarian) did the selection, supervised
by the researcher.
In some obvious ways, these books were more accessible in their
new location. Brought to the actual scene of instruction, they were
within arm's reach of their special public. They were gathered from
several stack locations, including a closed area, and assembled in one
placg a place already frequented informally by students.
Acceisibility was improved in other ways that were perhaps less
aPParent. The books weie displayed; their content was directly revealed
in a way not possible when they were conventionally shelved. R. S.
Walker, a British librarian, has defined the purpose of display as "to
reveal, make understandable, make known;" and he has pointed out
that this purpose is common to other techniques of organization, saying:
"If the introduction of 'open access'and its accompanying developments
of classification, cataloguing, and library planning, convey a principle
at all, it is surely that of revelation.
From such a principle the
concept of display naturally follows."l According to this interpretation,
display functioned as an alternate technique for revealing the contents
of this collection.
It thus provided for a kind of access especially appropriate for
artists. The Art Department Chairman, Professor Murray Turnbull,
was quoted in a news release on the activity as saying that "the real
language of the art world is visual rather than verbal."2 Several authorities have made this distinction. S. I. Hayakawa in his introduction
to Gyorgy Kepes' Language of Vision said that language is a tool
with which ". . . we order our experience, matching the data abstracted
from the flux about us with linguistic units: words, phrases, sentences.
'languages': we
What is true of verbal languages is also true of visual
with
image-cliches,
match the data from the flux of visual experience
with stereotypesof one kind or another, according to the way we have
been taught to see."3 Subject headings on catalog cards may be useful
clues to verbal concepts for the regular library patron; the artist, how.t62.
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ever, responds to visual clues-from
the external world, from other
works of art, from printed materials depicting either-to
essentially
visual concepts. It has been pointed out by others that the art stuclent
does not have suitable acceis to pictoriai material through the card
catalog and the bookstacks; and in fact there have been some specific
attempts to develop mechanisms which would better enable library
materials to generate visual ideas in studio courses. Stanley T. Lewis
has provided substantial coverage of the topic in a recent article in
Special Li,braries.a
A jumbled collection (Professor Turnbull's idea) was also instrumental in enhancing the exposure of the books involved. Since no
catalog, no list of the coRrents of the display, nor conveniently labeled
sub.iect groupings were available, patrons were obliged to rummage
through the collection in a kind of forced browsing.
Improvement in accesswas not without its cost in the same currency.
It was more difficult to locare specific titles. The books in the display

The results of the activity were judged by daily use sratistics, by
the responsesto student and faculty questionnaires, and by analysis of
circulation statistics before and after the Exhibit was in operation. The
student assistants kept a record of dailv use on a standard form for
three months. Becauie the assistants worked in shifts, and because individual users might return periodically throughout the day, a record of
total attendance was considered likely to be misleading. Hourly use was
recorded, however, as an index of the amount of sustained use the
collection received.This is shown in Table I.6

REcoRDoF HouRLy ur;o$t"".t1ol DrspLAycoLLECTToN
Month
1\[arch
April
Muy

Total
Man-Hours
Of Use
937
439
6+8

Number of Hours Used By

ro or More

5to9

r3

97

4
6

JJ

5o

It would have been valuable to have a record of comparable use in the
library stacks, but the number of shelf locations and the visual obstacles
in the stack areas made it impracticable. The above data illustrate the
small scale of the operation. The book collection was roo small to be
considered a real library, although for a display it might be considered
substantial. In practice, the collection attempted to function as both.
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As a display one of its purposes was to direct attention to the Library's
use of books back at the Library as well'
materiali and.so to geneiate
"*"t.
by the student assistants in April,
distributed
Questionnai."r
interhittently over a two-week periocl: 9r returns were obtained; 79 ^of
these were from Art majors, and since 3t9 was the full enrollment for
this group, it might be assumed that the size of the total sample was
ptop6rtional to tLis, about 22 percent. But it is probable-that the 9r
*".1 u majority of the actual users rather than a sample;_this estimation
seems better matched to the total registered use, especially since 84'6
percent of respondents were repeat users. Asked if the chance to use the
tollection had made them moie or less inclined to go to the Library,
nearly ?o percent said that the collection had had no effect on their
.m" oi th" Lit t".y, 17 percent said it had made them less inclined, and
ro percent said it had made them more inclined to use the Library.
to the question, "How often do you go to the stacks in Sinclair Library
with the same kind of book use irr mind?" over one-fourth checked
"Never," one-fifth checked "Seldom,
"Once or twice a month or oftener
that you use books any more ofter
here and at Sinclair Library?" 79 1
they did use books more often, 2 r
was about the same as it had been
tionnaire fallibility, it appears from
of patrons their use of the display
than substitute use, and for a iizeable minority it probably represented
new use. A small number did substitute the display collection for the
library. A smaller number testified to increasedLibrary use as well.
The literature offers examples of increased reading resulting from
displays, but the kind of reading involved is typically recre,ational,even
in ttre college setting. The kind of use made o[ these books was therefore of rp"iiut inteiest. The answers available for checking on the
quesrionn;ire did not add up to comprehensive coverage of all likely
reading motivations, but two of them concerned course-relatednes.Forty,.rr"n f"...ttt of the students answered that they used the display books
to look for something specific related to their work, and 24 percent
said they used them for study. The possible choices wele not mutually
exclusive, so that several patrons indicated a variety of uses. Simple
browsing was affirmed by 69 percent. A faculty questionnaire-circulated
at the Jnd of the semester isked: "From your viewpoint, did having
this special collection change student performance in any way?" Eight
of the r5 faculty members who returned their questionnaires answered
this queition in the affirmative, one said no, and 5 said that this was
aiffrcult to judge. One faculty member disclosed that he made a specific
assignment-of browsing. Both sets of returns indicated that courserelaied use of library books was increasedas a result of the activity.
As a cross-checkof the questionnaire responses, circulation of art
books before and after the advent of the display collection was analyzed.
.
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The circulation statistics might not conclusively prove the most favorable
claims, but they might show, for example, whether substitute use was
actually more extensive than respondents admitted. The total of October,
November, and December art book circulations combined was less than
the total of any three display collection months; it was over rooo less
than the three heaviest display months.6 Thus, nothing in the circulation
record compromised the questionnaire findings of increased use; and
the withdrawal of Iibrary materials was actually more extensive during
the time when students also had accessto the display collection.
It would not be entirely accurate to say that increased use resulted
only from the improved exposure given these materials, for the experiment inevitably developed magnifying factors. There was a small
amount of publicity; and as faculty members responded to the collection, they encouraged students to use it (though over half of the students testified that they discovered the collection accidentally). There
was also the growth of a proprietary interest on the part of the users,
hard to document but tangible enough to be commented upon by one
of the assistants. Nor would it be entirely accurate to say that the
scheme met with the enthusiastic endorsement of all concerned; a small
minority objected to the random arrangment and asked to have the
display books put into some kind of nice neat order. Yet the questionnaire responses, the use and circulation statistics, and the persistent
agitation for a resumption of the service the following year all indicated
that the activity was efiective in generating use of the Library's materials.
That accessibility can substantially affect the use of library materials,
even use that is supposedly governed by course requirements, is perhaps
the most clear-cut implication that can be drawn from this single study,
and in fact it was confirmed by other project experiments. Other conclusions must be tentative, pending further investigation; but it seems
reasonable to suggest that the traditional means of organizing materials
for use are not necessarily the best under all circumstances. The academic librarian's perennial objective of teaching with books may be
advanced by supplementing standard techniques with some offbeat approaches.
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RECENT RUSS/IN ARTICLES ON PRESERVATION
OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

text obtained by Mr. Melville J. Ruggles of the Council on Library Resources'
The work was performed undei the National Science Foundation's Special Foreign Currency Science Information Program.

the action of mold fungi on the specimens.
P. "Preservation oi Paper Dbcuments" includes an article dealing with
treatPreservation of documents ty the buffering method, and another with the
ment of mold-infected paper by ultrasonic vibrations.
3. "New Materials and Methods in Book Restoration" includes two articles
concerned with long-fibered equiresistant
paper, one involving its possible use
-other
in restoration work" and the
wittr lts comparative biological stabilities
when sized with paste and polyvinyl alcohol lacquer.
of a
4. "New Meihods of Examination of Documents" discussesthe use
color-photographic
process
in
document
photography.
-"Brie}
C-ommunications" includes bne otr piotecting paper from the action
5.
of light by means of filters, and another on the effect of hypochlorite bleaching
of documents in its various states on the properties of paper.
6. "Polemics and Literature Reviews" comprises three brief communications:
one on stain removal, a second on the mathematical treatment of the paper
aging process,and a third on conditions of storage of documents in archives'
Bibliographies are a feature of the articles.
Two similar collections of papers in the field of preservation of library materials were translated from thi Russian and published under the same Foundation Program in r965.
Ordeis for the rranslation should be addressed to the Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield'
Virginia, zzr5r.
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TheCataloging
Procedure
Manualas a
TeachingDevice
Doner,vN J. HIcxnv, Assistant Professor
School of Library Science
Uniaersity of North Carolina at Chapel HiIl

A S AMERICAN SOCIETY becomes increasingly aware of the laborf\
saving possibilities offered by the electronic"computer, speculation
runs rampant about the effect of the computer upon various professions. Indeed, librarians appear to receive special recognition as candidates for electronically-inspired extinction. One anonymous "Staff RePorter" for the Wall Street Journal, taking advantage of a lengthy article
on the "Shape of the Future" in education, announced on February r3,
1967 (p. ro) that "the librarian of tomorrow is likely to be a computer."
The reporter obviously thought of librarians as mere storers or transporters of books and other materials; he certainly evidenced little understanding of the amount of analysis which r,r'ould have to precede the
user's receipt of "teletypewritten answers to specific questions." His naivete is, however, fairly typical of that brought by many students into a
beginning course in the technical servicesof libraries.
Few students are aware in any depth of the complexity of acquisition
and cataloging procedures as they exist in the large libraries of today.
They seem to be equally unaware of the inroads which centralized and
commercial processing have made upon the "simple library cataloging"
of yesterday. Yet many accept with little hesitation the premise that the
computer is destined to take over the library, probably within this century. As potential servants of a mechanized retrieval system, these students are unsure of their future role in the library and confused about
the relation of raditional library operations to "automated" routines.
Small wonder, then, that the majority of students approach their
first cataloging course with misgivings. If the grapevine has done its usual
efiicient work, they probably expect cataloging to be either frighteningly
detailed or terribly dull, with little relevance to their interests or future
assignments as librarians. The few who look forward to the course are
are all too often pseudo-scholarsor potential recluses,viewing cataloging
as a means to escape the difficulties of interpersonal relationships. One
or two may actually have worked in a cataloging unit and be cognizant
of reality; these, however, may also be limited in their thinking by the
particular set of procedures with which they are already familiar.
In light of this heterogeneity, the catalog-ing (or "technical services")
V<>Iumetz, Number z, Spri,ng t968
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instructor seeksto construct lectures and related assignmentswhich will
correct misconceptions and reveal the true picture of the field as it exists
today and may develop in the future. In particular, the students must
come to terms with ceitain facts of life, namely that what cataloging is
currently done in the average library is primarily that which is not done
by the Library of Congress,the Wilson Company, Library Journal Cards,
or the like; and that the "original cataloging" which remains to be done
locally will often be unusual or difficult. Other than that, their jobs may
consist almost exclusively of catalog maintenance work, personnel training, and the development and management of administrative routines.
For those who plan to enter a research library, the common liberal arts
background will probably prove inadequate; they will need a subiect or
language specialty-with appropriate aiademic training at advanced leveliand
a high degree of intelligence in order to be successful. And for
these widely varied positions, the beginning cataloging course is supposed
to prepare them.
Preaious Teaching Deuicesand Their Limitations
The traditional cataloging course consistsof lectures, accompanied by
a pragmatic assignment system of some sort. Normally called "Practic€
work,;' its requirements may vary from school to school, but several standard patterns are discernible: (r) Construction of a sample or practice cat'
alog. Herc the student, arrned with a set of cataloging rules, prepares a
miniature card catalog for a group of books tho'r.rght to be fairly typical
of those which he will encounter in a school or public library. He provides each book with a set of perfectly-typed catalog cards; the cards are
filed in acceptable order; and such crossreferencesas may be required are
inserted. Tlie catalog thus compiled is periodically "revised" by the instructor and an eventual grade is assigned.
(z) Laboratory sessions.Under this plan, each student rePorts to a
scheduled practice period, wherein he selects (or is assigned) certain
items from the "practice collection" as the basis for a cataloging operation. He may, in the course of the session,produce the copy for a main
card, type added entries (if sufficient machines are available), select subject headings, choose classification numbers, provide C'utter designations,
and generally attack various cataloging problems existentially. Revision
normally takes place within the laboratory, under the aegis of the instructor and one or more assistants.
(g) Cataloging homeworA. Where cataloging laboratories are inadequate or unavailable, the instructor often resorts to a series of assignments which the student completes on his own time. These problems may
involve the handling of actual library materials or be constructed on the
basis of sample title pages or descriptions of the contents of various
books and non-books chosen to illustrate particular cataloging rules. The
correction of the homework may be done either by the instructor himself
or by a cataloging assistant employed for that purpose. Since students
working on their own can reasonably be expected to consult with each
.
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other in the preparation of a given assignment, experienced instructors
recommend that such exercisesbe corrected but not graded.
Each of these patterns can be useful under ideal conditions, but un'
fortunately the exigencies of modern education often negate that ideal.
Although these methods have individual strengths and weaknesses,they
slrare a cornmon danger: that they u'ill instill in the student a rigid atattitude
titude about what is "right" and "wrong" in cataloging-an
which may bring him into conflict with his supervisor in an actual workirrg situation. Every cataloging teacher, no matter how flexible, must live
in the expectation that some former student, someday, will announce to
his employer that he follows a particular procedure simply because "Mr.
Brown lor Miss Smithl told me in library school that it ought to be done
that way."
Aside from the danger of rigidity, the "sample catalog" underestimates the complexity of modern cataloging and suggeststo the student
that he has been exposed to all types of problems which he can be expected to face in a working situation. Intelligent neophytes also tend to
view the whole enterpdse as "mickey mouse," especially after they disLC or Wilson cards are already
cover-as they invariably will-that
available for everything which is representedin their practice catalogs.
The laboratory situation involves additional difficulties: the high
cost of keeping it adequately stocked with up-to-date practic€ books and
with the latest editions of the various cataloging and classification tools;
the strain on the cataloging instructor and his assistantsas they try to
spread their attention among many students in several sections, while
maintaining consistencyin their directions and revision policies; and the
artificiality of the work situation which seldom provides all of the bibliographic aids or any of the library context that characterizes a real
library.
Cataloging homework, while more flexible and often more meaningful to the student, can, nonetheless, remove him from the handling of
library materials and result in his failure to experience some of the
"Iun" of cataloging, if indeed that experience can ever be achieved
within the artificiality of the typical classroom situation. Given burgeoning enrollments, accompanied by a lack of qualified instructors,
carefully prepared homework assignments,utilizing at least some actual
materials, seem to ofier the greatest promise at the moment for keeping
students interested without necessarily instilling a rigid attitude toward
cataloging procedures.
Functi.on of the Cataloging Manual in Present-dayLibraries
Within the modern library, the distinction between acquisitions and
cataloging functions grows each day less precise. Verification work done
by the order librarian is only a half-step away from "precataloging" and
often melds into it. In the interest of good management and the elimination of duplication of efiort, the information gained when a book is
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ordered must be recorded for use when it is later cataloged. Operating
within this context, a traditional cataloging course which fails to recognize the close relation between order verification and card preparation
is inadequate for the contemporary student. For this reason, some courses
are being renamed "Technical Servicesin Libraries" in order to convey
the interrelated nature of acquisitions and cataloging. Such a broader
conspectusvirtually eliminates the use of a sample catalog or cataloging
laboratory as the exclusiae practical asignment. Some other device, perhaps coupled with homework in cataloging and card preparation, is
needed to illustrate the linkage between ordering and cataloging and to
make the student aware of the careful management and administrative
control which must be exercised within the contemporary technical services unit.
As libraries grow rapidly, the technical services staff is forced to review regularly the procedures followed, to project economies, and to develop faster and more effective training instruments. The procedure
manual is at present one of the most valuable records both for stafi training and for operational evaluation. One testimony to the truth of this
statement is the large amount of space accorded the procedure manual
in Esther J. Piercy's CommonsenseCataloging (New York, H. W. Wilson
Co., 1965). Such a written record is often the only means of assuring
continuity and consistency of performance where stafi turnover is high
and responsibility for revision divided. In addition, it provides a springboard for procedural analysis and change; and, if prepared carefully
enough, it can be used as a base for programming certain repetitive
operations for computer control.
In many instances, though the value of a procedure manual is acknowledged, no such record has been forthcoming. Lack of time to write
them and the need for their continuous revision are reasons frequently
cited for failing to compile such manuals. Since the first attempt to commit procedures to paper is invariably traumatic and notoriously timeconsuming, it is not surprisinu that most staff training is accomplished
quite inefficiently through oral transmission of data and that many operations persist unanalyzed because no one really knows what has been
done in the past, much less why. The school librarian who regularly
faces a new assignment without any written records from his predecessor can personally testify to the desirability of a procedure manual,
however out of date or poorly constructed it may be.
Believing that the construction of a cataloging procedure manual
would, in combination with certain homework assignments,provide the
student with an overview of the modern cataloging operation and help
prepare him for writing such records in a later job situation, the instructor for "An Introduction to Technical Services in Libraries" (Library Science r5o) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
includes the preparation of such a manual as part of the basic course
requirements. Since LS r5o falls within the "core curriculum" for the
M.S. in L.S. degree, all students must normally complete this three se' r70
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nrester-hour course, although the advancecl courses in technical services
are elective.
Structure of a Student-proclucedProcedure Manual
Two conditions were considered essential to the development of a
valuable assignment: (r) The context of the manual should, as nearly a
possible, approximate reality, and (z) a draft manual should be subjected to painstaking criticism and evaluation by the instructor, followed
by an opportunity for the student to correct his errors and answer any
questions raised. A copy of the current instruction sheet is appended to
this report; however, the reader should understand that the version here
reproduced represents several alterations and refinements over a period
of five years and experience with some twenty different sections of LS
r5o. There is every likelihood that next year's instruction sheet will be
still further modified. Changes have, in particular, centered about the
choice of library context and the extent of coverage.
For several years, students were asked to locate an actual library situation and-through
observation, correspondence, and the like-to
describe the procedures which were in force there. In one sense this
instruction was self-defeating, for the weaker students tended to accept
trncritically any operation which they encountered in the chosen library;
in addition, they overworked local librarians by asking lengthy and detailed questions about cataloging routines.
During the past biennium, students have been asked to construct a litrrary situation which closely parallels an actual one. They are encouraged to select the library which best represents their own interests or
r,vith which they are most familiar, but-although
they are free to observe cataloging operations whenever possible-they are asked not to
clescribe any situation uncritically. The object of the assignment is for
them to construct a workable set of routines within the context of an
imaginary library which is bound by those normal limitations of budget
and staft characteristic of most contemporary institutions.
The application of this assignment during the summer sessionis of
necessity somewhat problematic. The pressure of everyday class att€nd'
ance and the small amount of time available for evaluation by the instructor suggest a more modest version of the manual. Even during the
regular semesters,it is felt that the preparation of a manual for anything
more than monographic materials is too much to ask; consequently, the
rnanual is supplemented by the compilation of an annotated bibliography on the processing of one type of non-book material, e.9., audiovisuals,maps, periodicals, manuscripts.
For one year the part of the manual dealing with subject cataloging
was completely eliminated because the students had found that area
rnore difficult to reduce to clearly defined routines. The section was subsequently reinstated, however, in order to give a fuller dimension to the
rnanual and provide for some systematic attention to subject authority
work.
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To affirm that all of the manuals produced by the five hundred or so

drafts which were very poor. A firm instructional hand can often correct
such an attitude, but the results are never so satisfying as they are for
the class which works diligently and creatively on the assignment from
the start.
Certain types of mistakes appear in the first drafts of the manual every
year: routines are described in too little detail; instructions are vague
and ambiguous; cataloging rules from ALA are parrotted out of context; wastAful duplicate recordkeeping invariably appears; precise directions for deciding upon and constructing analytics or contents notes
are regularly lacking. Sbmetimes the student fails to think his way into
the library situation, as for example the prospective chemical technology
librarian who announced confidently that her library would "buy Li-

the manual. Only through this "dialogue" does the student come to recognize the complexity of administrative loutines and discern something
of the true nature of a library's cataloging operation in its relation to
order procedures and other library services. Some students, of course,
never ieally comprehend the meaning of the assignment, but the majority appear to do so.
"
The worth of the manual to the srudent is occasionally appreciated
more in subsequent experiences than during the school year. One young
woman, who had been rather critical and somewhat outspoken in class,
reported that she and her peers had discussedthe mattel during their
priparation for the comprehensive examination and decided that the
iatiloging manual was the most valuable project which they had undertakin. About three-fourths of the students request the return of their
manuals either immediately uPon the conclusion of the course or even as
much as two years later. One young man testified that he would never
have been able to face an unexpected cataloging assignment on his first
job had he not been able to refer to his manual, which had been written
for that type of library.
Employers also, from time to time, express their gratitude for certain
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nlanuals pr€pared with their libraries in mind. Recently a former student
s(lnt a copy of a letter which she had received from her previous supervisor complimenting her on the fine job which she had done on the manual and explaining how useful it had been to the staff in reevaluating
routines. Not all students can boast such "successstories," but there are
enough expressionsof appreciation to suggestthat the project has lasting
worth.
Despite its many strong points, the manual presents some continuing
problems. The first is the lrduous task of evaluating it. Each manual
must be read thoroughly and, preferably, at one sitting. The instructor
must empathize with every library's limitations and reflect on its procedures fiom the standpoint of congruence with reality. In addition, he
must criticize each routine on the basis of its clarity, its logic, and its
consistencywith the purpose
and resourcesof the library in question. It
is difficult enough lor a reasonably well-informed and experienced
teacher to make Juch "solomon-like" judgments; it is almost impossible
f,rr the usual cataloging assistant to do so. Flence, the instructor must
evaluate each manuil himself-a process which consume$ no less than
thirty and often considerably more than sixty minutes Per student. As
classsizesiucreaseand sectionsmultiply, the grading load may soon reach
impossible proportions.
If the instructor is to continue to evaluate realistically and wisely,

Iiy the time the assignment comes up again, he will have once more convinced. himself that, for all its diffiiulties and demands, the manual is
probably the most worthwhile palt of the beginning course in technical
serviceg
I)eaices to Sttpplement the Cataloging Manual
The cataloging procedure manual should obviously be only one of a
group of assignmints related to the course in technical services for li
['raries. Of it;lf, the manual is not sufficient to cover the full range of
llolume rz, Number z, Spring r968
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cataloging, much less acquisitions, serials, and the oth€r areas which comprise technical services. As was mentioned earlier, the manual is accompanied by homework assignments in descriptive and subject cataloging
and the preparation of an annotated bibliography on the organization
of some type of non-book material. Pertinent readings related to acquisitions work and centralized processingare also suggested.
Successful though this program appears to be, it is by no means a
zenith. Other devices may be required to supplement, improve upon, or
even replace the cataloging manual as an instructional device. Among
these, three, which have not to date been adequately exploited, appear
to be worthy of special mention. (r) Programmed instructi,on: in, for
example, bibliographic verification, descriptive cataloging, authority
work, assignment of subject headings from standard lists, and selection
of classification numbers. First attempts at this type of instruction now in
print include C. D. Batty's An Introduction to the Dewey Decimal Classification (London, Clive Bingley, r965), which utilizes a branching program; and Thelma Eaton's Cataloging 5oo; the Principles of Book
Desuiption (North Egremont, Mass., Shadow Hill Press, 1966), which
employs a linear program. Wherever rules can be precisely stated, programmed learning is especially promising.
(z) Obseraation centers: operating libraries which are willing to arrange for a regular influx of observers from library schools and which
would in some way be subsidized in proportion to their cooperarion wirh
the program. Students need to be able to see and talk with practicing
librarians as they become more familiar with library functions and
routines. Although such observation centers would not necessarily be
"models of perfection," they could help to acquaint the neophyte with
contemporary library operations and would, presumably, be chosen to
represent the various kinds of institutions serving society at any given
time.
(g) Demonstration libraries: to afford opportunity for controlled experiments in the development and testing of new library policies and
procedures. Such centers would be constructed specifically as learning
laboratories and, as such, would be equipped with the most advanced
facilities. Their approximation to reality would be distinctly subordinate to their flexibility, the object being to provide crearive srudenrs
with a workshop in which to concoct new ideas, design new services,and
discover new principles.
Neither observation centers nor demonstration libraries aie novel
concepts; each has been previously suggestedby members of the ALA Resources and Technical Services Division to benefit both practicing librarians and library school students. Similar efforts in the field of iducation are well known. Until, however, such concepts can be transformed.
into reality in the library field, the use of the cataloging manual as a
teaching device continues to prove valuable.

'
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CATALOGING

MANUAL

Instruction Sheet
Purpose and Nature of the Proiect
one of the cataloger's prime responsibilities in a modern library is the direction of "work flow; and- the accommodation of work patterns to stafi turnover. This involves the codification of local procedures into a manual which
can be used in the training of new employees and which will serve as an aurhority when on-the-job questions arise. All too often, however, these manuals aie never writteri; the new stafi member is forced to learn the basic operations of rhe department through oral communication and, unhaPPily, through
trial and error.

construction. These are given below.
Instructions
The manual which you are to draft will cover only one tlpe- 9f- library ma.,monographic" books. You will write a manual which will guide
terial, namely,
the monographs throrig6- the cataloging operation from the time of receiPt,in
the cataloling unit until the books-ari ready to be processed (physically) for
circulation" oi storage. You will not deal with the procedures relating to the
processing itself.
'In
'physical
compili"g ittis manual you will be involved in answering questions such
as the following:
your
(r) For whom is this manual being written? (It should be written for
successoror a professional colleague.)
(z) What are the basic data ioncerning the library? (Ty.pe of library type of
duties of
ctientete, size of collection, annual gto*t-h of colleciion, size of staff,
etc.)
staff,
and
clerical
professional
both
--books when they reach the cataloging
131 Wnut kinds of data accompany the
etc)
record,
search
slip,
form,processing
stuge?
- '1ay'ffo*
lotder
are rh; books r6uted through the cataloging oPeration? (Are they
to whether card copy_is available, according to imprint
according
,"pirlt.a
-iurrgrruge
of text, u..ordittg to subject matter, according to
da'te, accordirrg to
how?)
or
format,
(5)Whathappenstobooksforwhichcardcop]isavailablefromLCorelse.
entry
,rfr"i""i fro* m.rch verification of data is done for these? (Is the main
how are variations handled; is the
checked; is the title paragraph verified-and
added
collation checked; *-ftut [ifiiogtaphical notes are added or deleted; are
deleted
entries checked; are subject tlaaings verified; are tracings added or
under certain condition"s; is the suggested classification number accepted;
how is the "book number" assigned?)
(6) What happens to *"t.iiu1r ior which card coPy.is not avai.lable1 (Note:
refer the
Oo it6t rewrite ttt" efe and LC rules in this section' As appropriate,
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staff member to other sources for detailed instructions about the choice and

steps?)
'1gj
Wfro revises (checks) the work done during the cataloging operation, and
at what stagesare such checks introduced?
wherever possible, examples should be introduced to clarify the procedures. Samples^of cards shouid be included to illustrate the operations related
to no. b, 6, 7, & B above.
Format of the Manual
Most students prefer to compile their manuals in loose-leaf form, using
it is
standard 8-v2 x rr'inch pup"r.
-it Th" manual may be handwritten,-although
is typed. If you have some special _format with
generally mo-re reaclable lf
ittti.n yl" would like to experimint (e.g- a manual on cards), please consult
with your instructor about it.
Note
The first draft of the manual is due for preliminary evaluation approli
mately halfway through the semester' The pretise date will be announced in
class.

EDITORIAL

NOTE

The papers by Ira W. Harris ("Disorganized fo'r Use") and Doralyn J'
Hickey ii'The Cataloging Procedure Manual as a Teaching Device") were
origi.natty intended fo"r tTre Esther J. Piercy "Memorial Issue" (Summer and
Fai, 1967) of IR?S. Space limitatio-ns prevented the earlier inclusion of these
articles.

after the article was composed in April, t967.

.
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Acquisitions
Aercerr- Denr-HeNsrN
Head, Order DePartment
and
Rrcrreno M. DoucnrnrY
AssociateDi'rector of Libraries
Uni,versitYof Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Acquisitions Programs

countries at present.
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From the domestic point of view, ninety-four American libraries
participate in NPAC under a reciprocal agreement with the Library of
Congress. Each library receives LC depository cards at no subscription
price to the library. The cards must be kept until the library is in a
position to perform a satisfactory search in the cumulative issues of
the National Union Catalog.s In return, each library agrees to report
to the Library of Congressall titles ordered or received for which no LC
copy can be found. At present, the Library of Congress requests reports
on English (not American), French, German, and the Scandinavian
languages; reports on Yugoslav, Belgian, and Dutch imprints may be
submitted for current publications, while reports for the other countries
may also include rq56-r965imprints.a
According to statistics published recently in the LC Information
Bulletin, "the Library of Congr:essis now providing about lo/o of the
cataloging for research libraries, an increase of at least 2o7o over the
amount provided prior to the program."s Periodic progress reports
prepared by Edmond L. Applebaum keep the participating libraries
abreast of new developrnents in the National Program for Acquisitions
and rCatalogrng.
LC recently requested the ninety-four participating libraries to collect specific data to help "evaluate NPAC progress and to provide data
for budget requests."6Libraries are asked to submit figures representing
the total number of current imprints received or ordered for which LC
copy can be found and the total number for which LC copy cannot be
found..
One aspect of the shared cataloging program that has caused some
concern is the lack of an effective mechanism for making materials procured through NPAC available to researchersnot located in the Washington, D. C. area. In an attempt to remedy this weakness,the Committee
on Foreign Procurement, meeting at the University of Wisconsin in
June, 1967, proposed the following change in Section z3r(z). The
section now reads: "to acquire . . . all library materials . . . of value to
scholarship." The proposed change would read "to acquire
. copies
of all library .materials
of value to scholarship."T The amended
wording would enable tC to keep one copy of a volume in Washington
for Congressional use and to deposit a second copy in a centrally-located
researchcenter for loan purposes.
Publi,c Lau 48o-Public taw 48o is still very much with us. Partially
because PL48o programs were so firmly established in certain countries,
NPAC was able to become productive during its initial year of operation.s
Over 3oo libraries, representing every state, benefit from the LC printed
cards issued under the program.e During ry67, ajoint PL48o and shared
cataloging office was opened in Belgrade. In South Asia, operations were
extended to include Ceylonese materials. Programs in India, Pakistan,
and Nepal are already established.loWider coverage for serial titles from
Yugoslavia began in February, ry67; Poland is'expected to join the
PL48o group in the very near future. Library Journal reported that the

.
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brief war between Israel and the Arab narions had disrupted some ship
ments from Egypt. The Tel Aviv PL48o office "continued to function,
but had to take certain emergencymeasures."ll Signs of the time.
A comprehensive report of the development, impact, and continuing
role of Public Law 48o may be found in the series of paper$ edited by
William L. Williamson, entitled The Impact of the Publi,c Laut 48o
Program on OuerseasAcquisitions by American Libraries.T2 The impact
of PL48o has been felt not only in major research institutions but also
on the college and secondary school level. "Lven with a small number
of recipient libraries, PL48o has permitted increased research, which
has meant more secondary publications in English which filter down to
the colleges,junior colleges,down even to the primary schools and the
popular press."l3 The Williamson Study points to three positive aspects
of the PL48o: (r) the volume of material which has strengthened
teaching and research programs, (z) increased time for retroipective
buying, and (3) expanded bibliographic and reference services which
can be offered by libraries.la On the other hand, bulk acquisitions received
under the PL48o program have also created severe problems for many
libraries: (r) staff shortages, (z) shelf space and work area shortages,
and (3) a shortage of qualified caralogers able to process South Asian
materials.ls
The American ,Council of Learned Societies plans to srudy the
PL48o program to explore the uses being made of research material
supplied under the program. They report that the study is concerned
with how best to exploit this valuable source in the national interest.lo
Although the full value of the PL48o program will not be known for
many years, perhaps the study being undertaken by the Council will
preview a glimpse or two.
Publisher standing order plans-There is a definite trend towards
more publisher approval plans and standing order plans. Statistics are
unavailable at this writing as to the exact number of libraries which
utilize the standing order method for acquiring materials. It is known,
however, that many of the major publishers do offer such plans and
are actively trying to make their programs attractive to libraries, both
public and college. "Emerging Problems of Acquisitions" on the county,
school, and junior college level was the subject of a joint meeting of the
Acquisitions Section and the American Book Publishers Council at San
Francisco.lT
Some libraries have found it difficult to take efiective advantage of
standing order plans. Libraries operating with state funds and those
which must operate under a system of competitive bidding often find it
hard to arrange publisher standing orders, as wholesalers are often in
a position to offer more successful bids for the wide range of items
needed.18Booksellers can and do offer blanket order plans, both on the
secondary and university level. Dominick Coppola, reporring on the
advantages of blanket orders ofiered by international booksellers, notes
that such "blanket orders" can save valuable time in selection, ordering,
Volume tz, Number z, Spri,ng 1968
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and correspondence, particularly when a language barrier exists. Such
plans guarantee receipt of items, especially where bibliographical control
is lacking.re Realizing the obvious benefits that can accrue by utilizing
carefully selected standing order plans, the profession should make an
effort wherever possible to assist libraries which are unable to take
advantage of standing order plans (because of anachronistic fiscal regulations) by educating municiple officersand lay library officials.
Approaal plans-Unlike
publisher standing orders or the Greenaway
plan, an approval plan allows free return of as many titles as the Library
feels it should reject. Approval plans reflect the number of publishers
with whom a particular jobber has made agreements. Because approval
plans on a large scale are in their infancy, the plans are still flexible and
jobbers are willing to offer tailored or customized service. Within each
plan, a library can name its own limitations and modifications. Because
an interesting look at approval plans, their advantagesand disadvantages,
is published in this issue of LRTS, we will defer additional comments
to this paper.2o
Ramifications of the approval method of acquiring materials need
to be carefully evaluated by acquisitions librarians. Approval plans have
been readily accepted in a number of university libraries. One Pacific
Northwest dealer reports that "approximately 9o academic libraries are
currently participating in his prograrn."zr College and public libraries
represent potential markets that may be tapped next.
Li br ary-Bookselle r R elat i o ns
At the San Francisco meeting of the Acquisitions Section, Evelyn
Hensel pres€nted a detailed progress report on "Libraries, Purchasing
Agencies, and Booksellers,"zz a study prepared for ALA and the National
League of Cities, which is designed "to develop model purchasing procedures and bidding documents, concentrated on in-print, U. S. published
books, periodicals, and binding."zs
Miss Hensel cited the following reasons for slow or inadequate
delivery on the part of wholesalers: "The forms used, the number of
copies of invoices required, special delivery terms, and the raft of billing
and shipping requirements which vary from library to library."ze 16"
delay in paying bills which forces the jobber to borrow money is cited
as one of the worst offenses a library can perpetrate on the dealer.
Apparently, if it were "possible for libraries to achieve uniformity of
purchasing procedures, to solve the payment problem, and the problem
of the low bid, the dealer's cost could be significantly reduced and part
of thesesavingswould be passedon to the libraries."25
Re prints---The Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee still receives
inquiries from libraries which have been approached by microfilm
dealers ofiering to exchange microfilm for physical volumes. The committee again urges librarians to secure written contracts, stipulating
terms before releasing library materials.26
t
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In the Spring 1967 issue of LRTS, the Reprinting Committee of the

to assistthe reprinter when advertising his material.
Large doses of federal money, coupled with the increase in the
number of colleges and schoolg has produced sharper demands for new
reprint editions of the standard works in most fields. Frederick Altman

A publisher planning to issue a reprint edition may conduct a survcy
to determine the extent of his market in order to minimize his financial
risks. This is understandable, but too often the publisher accomplishes
this goal by giving the impression rhat the title has already been published. Consequently a library may tie up its money with a firm order,
when in reality, the reprint may not appear for another year or two,
and when it does it may not be exactly as advertised or it may cost more.
Even worse, the work may never be published at all. Of note to all
librarians interested in obtaining OP materials is the exhaustive study
of available bibliographic controls of the reprint trade in the Fall 1967
issue of LRTS.29
U niuersal N umb ering System

It would seem to us that it would be of advantage both to the book
trade and to librarians if each publisher were assigneda unique number,
as well as a number to each title he publishes. If the numbering system
were employed internationaTly, it would be possible eventually to creare
a single register of all titles.31 Furrher, any publisher issuing a title
simultaneously in two countries could assign the same number to identical titles.32This would help eliminate a vexing problem for acquisitions
librarians and catalogers-that of identifying variant imprints. An RTSD
Committee is currently examining the feasibility and desirability of
developing a mechanism to permit U. S. publications to be fed into this
system.A meeting of publishers, wholesalers, and booksellers is planned
to consider the subject in great detail.
Volume tz, Number z, Spring t968
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Preseruation
The Committee on the Preservation of Research Library Materials
was created in 196o under the auspices of the Association of Research
Libraries. Since that time, the Committee has proposed and monitored
three studies. The first, an attempt to estimate the magnitude of the
problem of preservation, was reported in CoIIege and Research Libraries.ssThe second, conducted by Gordon R. Williams, recolnmended
a central, federally supported agency to coordinate preservation efforts.S4
The third study was initiated in March, 1967,at the Library of Congress,
to compare copies of brittle books held by LC with copies of identical
books held in eighteen libraries participating in the study to determine
how often a second copy of a brittle book can be located for microfilming.
The sampling indicited that a copy suitable for preservation and
filming can usually be found.35 From the University of Chicago came an
encouraging report that there is hope "for large scale deacidification of
books at relatively low cost."36Such a process,if inexpensive and practical, could retard deterioration and reduce the number of books that
need be brought into a national preservation program.3T
The national center, as proposed by Gordon Williams and ARL,
would film brittle books on demand, would maintain a collection of
master negatives, and would lend and sell reproductions of these volumes.38The LC pilot preservation project reports that to date there is
"no assurance that the optimum storage conditions for indefinite preservation of paper are known." The work of the late William J. Barrow;
a pioneer in the field of paper preservation, indicated that low temperature storage may provide maximum protection, but his thesis has not
yet been throughly investigated.ss
Training of Acquisitions Stafi
An issue now receiving careful attention is that of training and
educating the acquisitions librarian. An Ad Hoc Committee of the
Acquisitions Section recommended in its annual report that it would
not be desirable to study the matter within the limited framework of
acquisitions alone. The Committee felt that there should be an "overall
functional view of acquisitions work in library school instruction, stressing interrelationships with other technical services,and the progressive
steps in bringing the book from the publishing source to the reader."ao
The Committee recommended further that its functions be assumed by
the ARL Committee on Training for Research Librarianship; consequently, the AS Committee was disbanded.
However, this has not ended the matter. There seems to be a consensus that some tool is needed to aid the librarian who has been
pressed into acquisitions work without adequare training or job experience. This occurs quite often now because of the growth of new
schools and burgeoning book budgets. Under consideration has been
the preparation of a loose-leafhandbook to aid newcomers. To date the
AS Executive Board has not been able to agree on format, scope,
.
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objectives, or level of presentation. Such a handbook could possibly
include publisher policies on returns, invoices, organization of order
departments, order work procedures, helpful hints to the uninitiated,
and the basic pitfalls to avoid upon "first becoming an acquisitions
librarian." At ALA Midwinter at Miami, the Policy Committee of AS
unanimously recommended that the Acquisitions Section sponsor the
production of (r) a textbook covering the whole range of acquisitions
work and (e) a publisher-jobber handbook. Here the matter now stands.
Suggestionsand ideas from the profession are welcome.
Final Note
Nothing yet has been said about automation-which today is almost
tantamount to heresy-however, the literature of 1967 did not rePort
any significant advances directly concerned with acquisitions work. As
the book publisher automates his operations, the acquisitions librarian
can well afford to learn from his experiments and begin to think of
ways in which the publisher's systems can be made compatible with
library development projects. There is still a crying need for articles
that state problems clearly and which do not gloss over stumbling
blocks-both real and imagined.
There are several related projects that predict significant changes
in acquisitions work. The MARC project has produced a machine
readable cataloging format (MARC II) that has recently received the
blessingsof the Machine Readable Cataloging Format Committee, composed of representatives from the Reference ServicesDivision, Resources
and Technical ServicesDivision, and the Information Scienceand Automation Division.al The Committee's resolution is now being reviewed by
the Boards of the respective ALA Divisions.
Currently there are projects in the planning stage or underway in
California, Colorado, and New England to develop large-scale processing centers which would utilize the new technology.42 Further, the
automation venture underway at the University of Chicago Libraries
received an additional infusion of funds this year frorn the National
Science Foundation. If these projects prove successful(or even partially
so), the profession should be provided with a wealth of cost and performance data that is not now available.
In our view an appropriate way to end this year's review is to recommend to all acquisitions librarians contemplating automation or confronted with an administrative edict to automate, the thoroughly delightful parody on the pitfalls of automation by Basill Stuart-Stubbs.ag
Funny, funny-but painfully true.
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ANTIQUARIAN

BOOK TRADE CONFERENCE

,,The Antiquarian Book Trade in the Twentieth century" is the subject of
the Preconference; June 20-22, 1968, in Kansas City, sponsored by the Rare
Books Section, Assoc]ation of College and Research Libraries, ALA. Lawrence S.
Thompson, University of Kentucky, is chairman of the Rare Books Section ancl
responsible
for planning of the program.
-The
Preconlerence will open on Thursday evening with a keynote lPeaker,
discussing "The Antiquarian Book Trade in our Time." on Friday, individual
speakers-from Europein countries will consider the book trade in Great Britain,
France, the Germanies, Italy, Spain and Scandinavia.
At the dinner meeting on Friday, June zr, Richard E. Banta, noted antiquarian bookseller, will provide reminiscences of his experiences,.Speakers at
the Saturday morning sessionswill cover the antiquarian book trade in the Low
Countries and the Western Hemisphere.
A business meeting of the Rare Books Section will provide an opportunity
to discussplans for meeting the needs of the manuscript librarians, who agreed,
at the 1967 San Francisco Conference, to become part of the Rare Books Section.
The registration fee is $4o. For additional information, write to George
Bailey, Exeiutive secretary, Association of college and Research Libraries, ALA,
5o East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 6o6r r'
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The Year'sWork in Cataloging-1967

c DoNero
lif;T
:,
:J,,iYr
2I if,ixi!'#1',:"i
New Yorh, N. Y.

TJrHERE
ARE PROBABLY FEW YEARS in the development of
I cataloging and classification when a single event so dominates the
field that a review of activities can single it out as a true landmark.
More frequent by far are the years when continuing, long-term work
in all aspects of the field moves ahead, and when, occasionally, there
are groundswells that may portend a great deal for the future.
Cooperation and centralization both are words familiar to catalogers
for many years,not always with the best of connotations, but it gradually
begins to seem that it is truly in these areas that work is progressing
most frtritfully. Few catalogers are now untouched by the massive National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging at the Library of Congress.With substantial government financing through Title IIC of the
Higher Education Act of 1965, the sharing of cataloging with colleagues
elsewhere in the world and its subsequent centralization at LC for
libraries in the United States finally are heralding a breakthrough in
cataloging which will brake the immense rise in expenditures for duplicated work and gradually release skilled staff for professional service
more genuinely helpful to a library's clientele. There is also continuing
growth in coverage and cooperation with United States publishers in
providing for American publications in LC's well-established programs
in this area. The three national libraries (LC, NLM, and NAL) reach
closer rapprochement each year in both joint and individual services
to the profession-as evidenced in 1967, for example, when NLM
classification and subject headings began to appear on LC printed cards.
In the public and school library fields, particularly, another kind of
joint effort continues to grow, as more and more regional services are
established, with catalogers discovering that previously important local
variations in practice can diminish greatly in value when weighed
against the advantages of speed and efficiency which can accrue from
pooling forces.
Library automation continued to be investigated in many areas
throughout the year, but its application to cataloging slowed generally
while the profession worked with and awaited the development of the
LC Information Systems Office's Machine-Readable Cataloging project
(MARC), another evidence of the feeling that a national standard,
cooperatively determined, would serve all more efiectively than a num.
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ber of locally devised schemes.By the end of the year, a representative
group of librarians had approved the MARC format, and cataloging
on tape was forecast for mid-rg68. The seventh edition of LC's Subiect
Headings was being readied for issuance on tape to libraries outside
LC, with the possibility growing of computer up-dated revision of the
list and local subject authority files.
The catalogers' camera may almost be here: 19,67saw the grant by
the Council on Library Resources to Stanford University for further
work on this long-awaited device, and a commercial manufacturer was
producing a camera which, while slightly less than ideal, went much
further than heretofore in satisfactorily reproducing cataloging text
from the printed page. Technology also entered the catalogers' domain
with the announcement by the Library Technology Program of the
RTSD-approved Standard Library Bibliographical Keyboard for typewriters.
Early 1967 saw the culmination of another long-term cooperative
effort with the publication of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
(which LC and others found much easier to apply than many had
anticipated) and, by the end of the year, the British edition also had
appeared. Work on these rules, together with the material from the
Paris conference on cataloging principles held several years ago, was
being extended even further as a number of other countries were
developing or revising their rules, thus bringing still closer the possibility
of international standardization of a highly complex area of cataloging.
General consensus is not yet with us, however, for the Standard for
Descriptiue Catalo'ging of Goaernment Scientific and Technical Reports,
revised in late 1966 by the Committee on Scientific and Technical
Information, recommends practices varying from the AACR, and many
of those working in computer applications have expressed concern over
the suitability of the new code for computer-based cataloging purPoses
-particularly
filing. It is doubtful that the AACR is the last code we
shall see.
Book catalogs, with a number of forms and methods of production,
continue to proliferate, though no one yet seems to have found the
good answer to the problems of up-dating. Last year saw also the fi.nal
preparations for the National Llnion Catalog-Pr'e'1956 Imprints, a projected,6ro-volume work containing 16 million catalog cards for some
ro million titles, a massive source of invaluable information for catalogers, as well as others in the profession.
The use of the Library of Congress classification continued to grow
in libraries other than LC, not least because of the possibility of deriving greater benefit from LC work stemming from its Shared Cataloging Progr:am. Concern grew over the adequacies of certain parts of the
classification (Slavic areas, fot example), and its publication and updating patterns. However, law librarians in particular were welcoming
at last the beginning of the "K" schedule when the KF section for
United States law appeared during the year. Discussion of Dewey r7
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continued warmly, and criticism of the newest edition of DDC resulted
in the ap_pearanceof a revised index by the end of the year; the
kudos and the brickbats all were being absorbed to be woiked over
for Dewey r8.

LC's programs and bows of admiration for the ability of Lc's administrators to carry forth major cataloging activities while seriously handicapped
by personnel shortages.

annual conference in San Francisco, the cataloging and classification
Section added another illustrious name to the list of honorees of the
Margaret Mann citation-c.
Sumner spalding, whose editing of the
Anglo-American cataloging Rules and cataloginf activities at the"Library
of Congresshave contributed significantly to the profession.

DON'T FORGET TO RENEW YOUR AI,A MEMBERSHIP!
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Seria
I Observations-1967
Wrr,r.renrH. Hurr. Serials Librarian
Uniaersity of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois

r|a HIS WAS A YEAR OF STRIVING toward standards in all areas
I of book making (including serials), preservation of printed material, automation prospects for the future, binding, and numbering and
coding systems.In addition there was a .generally heightened recognition through association committees, here" and abroad, of the international problems and prospects which real serial control poses.It was not
a "standard" year.
Efforts were made toward the crystalization of ideas concerning
standards of minimum strengths for binding, paper durability, book
numbers and codes, and for approaches to indexing and abstracting
routines. MARC tap€s, the National Serials Data Program, and CODEN
are all signs of the growing technology as it applies to the new librarianship. The librarians in RTSD and the new ISAD worked on coordinating the efiorts of various committees. Additional liaison positions were
estatrlished to insure communicarion regarding the projects of these Divisions and the Library of Congress.
The year 1967 saw some inroads made into the automation problem
of the bibliographical control of serials. Most important perhaps was
the establishment by the ALA of the Information Science and Automation Division and its project to set up a clearinghouse to exchange data
on programs currently in progress. This will be done through the
quarterly lou,rnal of Library Automation, edited by Frederick G. Kilgour.
The need for such a clearinghouse is great. Publication of reports on
studies and experiments in library automation of serial and other programs has been scartered and hard to evaluate. It will be good to profit
from one another's experiences. There have been instances where enthusiastic articles describing newly initiated automated systems have
appeared, and it is assumed that these systemsare operating successfully.
Upon checking further, however, it has been found that some of these
systems were later modified extensively, or even abandoned, and no
mention of this made in the literature.
Recapitulation of the past year's work of those libraries adopting
mechanized control of serial operations shows that real working solutions for serial record management are hard to come by. There have
been lossesand few gains; however, the total picture is not disheartening.
Volume tz, Number z, Spring 1968
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The recognition by automation people that serials is a difficult and
ornery animal to corral is in itself a reassuring fact.
Serials people have a reputation for being a cautious lot in acquiring,
cataloging, and recording their materials. Caution and serious study in
considering conversion to machine operations where serials are concerned also seems in order. So far, the degree of successin automating
serial processesdepends to some extent on the size and type of the
library. Encouragement should be extended to those special libraries
and small systems which can take a flyer and can still retrench, if
necessary.They are the pioneers.
Recent Aids to Serial Control
The past year witnessed a good many new serial controls being developed in the form of directories, lists of various types and complexities, the refining and expansion of established indexes and abstracts,
and new bibliographical services.There is still a need for much better
coordination among these aids to serial control; and hopefully the
dawning of the library computer age will provide some light in this
shadowed area. An overriding tone of many of the new "controls" is
that they reflect the advantages possible when autolnation procedures
are properly applied.
Among the established research and clevelopment pro€fams which
moved ahead in areas related to new and modified indexing and abstracting techniques was that of the ,Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS).
It continued toward an ultimate objective of completely mechanizing
the production of Chemical Abstracls and providing a data base whereby
the input can be utilized in any way beneficial to the consumer. G. A.
Somerfield's article, "The Next Hundred Weeks in Chemical Information" (Aslib Proceedings, August, 1967, pp. 255-bO presents a good rundown on activities centering around this computer-oriented project of
CAS which looks toward pronounced advancements in abstracting proceduresin the rg,7o's.
With the increased amount of chemical literature being published in
all languages and with more and more journals either appearing directly in the field or having such a peripheral emphasis that rhey too
must be controlled bibliographically, the need for expanded and accelerated in-depth attention has become quite evident. Thus, in 1967
Chemical Abstracts became a weekly, in place of biweekly publication,
with the Biochemistry and Organic Chemistry Sections appearing the
first week and the Physical and Analytical, Macromolecular Chemistry,
and Applied Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Sections appearing
the next week. In addition, beginning with volume 66, each absrract
carried in CA has its individual number in order to aid in specific
identification.
The Institute for Scientific Information of Philadelphia announced
that it can provide libraries having accessto a computer with a weekly
service which will supply them with the indexing to over r,6oo scien.
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tific and technologi'cal journals. The cost would be $5ooo-8oooper year.
The service is avai'lable on magnetic tape and uses the data base developed for the Science Citation Index. The tapes can be put to a variety of
uses including KWIC, KWOC, citation indexes, retrospective searching,
author, title, and corporate indexes. This weekly supply of bibliographic
information is produced by a staff of 5o indexers and 5o key punchers.
Iowa State Univgrsity and the State University of New york are reported
as making use of this computerized approach to indexing.
The Institute for Scientific Information also brought out the Permuterm Subject Index to Science and Technology as a Fnrt of the total
Science Citation Index program. Among the facts available from ISI
regarding this new module of SCI is that "the file covered by the 1966
Permuterm Subi,ect Index covers approximately z5o,ooo items from
16oo key journals representing all fields of Science and Technology." It
indexes to a depth of approximately 35 entries per article. The regular
cost of PSl is $rz5o per year.
Among the highlights of the year was the announcement that subscriptions were being accepted to what will be the world's largest bibliographical tool, the National (Jnion Catalog, Pre-t956 Imprints. The
amount of bibliographical information which this will make available
on an international basis is staggering.
This giant is evolving from a Library of Congress catalog of carcls
maintained since,rgor containing entries for around ro million titles.
The subscription for this title, to be comprised of an estimated 6ro volumes, will extend over a period of ten years. Approximately five volumes will be issued monthly, each volume having abott 7o4 pages and
containing aboit zr,ooo entries. The cost of preparation is in excessof
4 million dollars. It is being published by Mansell Information/Publishing Limited. The planned publication date for the initial volumes is
mid-r968. There are two methods of purchase: The Standing Purchase
Order; or, The.Sub'scription and Deposit Agreement which involves a
charge of $r4.o5 per volufre or $875ofor the set of 6ro, plus U. S. inland
transportation.
Serialists welcomed the appearance of Volume 4 (R-Z) of Catalogue
Collectif des Periodiques du Debut du XVII. Sitcle d t9j9, published by
the Bibliothdque Nationale. Volume 3 is scheduled for r969, and no exact
date has been cited for Volumes r and z. The initial volume is quarto
sized and well put together. This union list contains the holdings of 73
French libraries. Although French periodicals comprise the bulk of
entries, serials from other countries are included. It is planned that supplements will eventually extend the coverage beyond lg3g. A fifth volume will contain supplementary material and a corporate author index.
In scope it is comparable to the Union List of Serials,New Serial Titles,
British Union Catalogue of Periodicals, and the World List of Scientific
Periodicals. The reverse order of publication by beginning at the end of
the alphabet is the most expeditious procedure since these records required the least revision.
Volume tz, Number z, Spring t968
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The New York Times Annual Indexes for t875-79, r8g4-98, and t89gJune t9o5 were issued in three volumes by R. R. Bowker Company as
p"tt of a project to rePrint all back volumes of the Neu York Times
irom its biginning in September r85r. Volume z of the "Prior Series,"
r863-r874 was published earlier.
A aigest for the years covered is provided in each "Index" volume.
Four volumes of the Index covering r88o-85, 1886-89,r89o-93, and r85r6z were slated for 1967, with July rgo5-rz to be made available tg67-68.
This will make the file complete and bibliographically it is a "best buy,"
particularly for the volumeJprior to rgr3 which are available largely for
the first time in book form.
A blencl of the old and the new mav be seen when the New York

possible the customizing of this facility.
Work was begun on a cumulative index to major Canadian newspapers. The project is sponsored by the University of Saskatchewanand
will cover thirteen newspapers selected on the basis of province, ownership, and editorial policy. It is planned that as soon as current volumes
are underway retroipective indexing of substantial older Papers will be
developed. The index is planned on the basis of biweekly volumes, at an
annual subscription rate of approximately $25o. Inquiries should be
addressedto Di. B. Zagoin, Chairman, History Department, University
of Saskatchewan.
A microfilm index of the Ahron Beacon Journal, r84r-r9,39,began in
1967 and is scheduled to be completed in June, 1969. A grant of $18,325
from the Ohio State Library, along with matching funds from the Akron
Public Library, served to fund this extensive and valuable project.
Moving from the mid-West to the West Coast, it was announced that
the San Diego Public Library had underway a $67,ooo project for the
indexing of the San Diego Union newspaper, for the period r88o-r9zg.
This, added to what has been done on this paper previously, will provide
a completeindex from r868 to date.
Bibliographical information regarding the location of Philippine
newspapersheld by twenty-eight libraries in the United States was made
available. Philippine N.ewspapersin Selected American Libraries, a Un'
ion List, compiled by Shiro Saito, was issued as "Occasional Paper" no. 6
of the University of Hawaii's East-West Center Library, from which it
may be obtained. This 46-page publication contains an index of about
r20 titles.
New Serial Titles tg6r-65 was published by the R. R. Bowker Company in association with the Arno Publishing Company. This three.
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volume set is available from Bowker for $38.35 in the United States and
$4z.zo elsewhere.
A substantial addition to the bibliography shelvesof serials librarians
was the first edition of Irregular Serials and Annuals: An International
Directory, edited by Emery Koltay and published by R. R. Bowker.
As the title page states,ir is "a classifiedguide to current foreign and do-

Several directory revisions came out during the year. The first volume
of the rzth edition of Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory appeared, covering r2,ooo journal titles in the fields of science,technology,
and medicine. Of this rotal, zooo are listed for the first time. The second
volume, covering the arts, humanities, and social sciences,is scheduled
for 1968.Annual supplements appearing in the fall will update the main
volumes between biennial revisions; each volume sells fbr $r5.oo, and
$6.95 for the supplements available from R. R. Bowker Company.
The Stand"o,rdPeri,odical Directory t967 (second edition) reflects the
proliferation of serial publishing with 83,ooo data changes and an addition of more than r8,ooo titles. The total listing covers over Bg,ooo periodicals for the United States and Canada. It sells for $z5.oo, available
from Oxbridge Publishing Company, Inc.
A revised edition of Librar^t Periodicals Director"t: A Selected List of
Period.icals Currently Pubtishid throughout the World, Relating to Library Worh, compiled by Paul A. Winkler, appeared this past year, including annotations for some 3oo titles. It iJ available for $5.oo from
the Graduate School of Long Island University, Brooksville, N. y.
The Seri,alsHoldings i.n the Linda HalI Library was issued,giving detailed holdings information. This important and attractively presented
ljst should be requested from that Library,5rog Cherry Steet, Kansas
City, Missouri 64rro.
Maureen J. Fowler's Guide to Scientific Periodicals, a comprehensive
annotated bibliography, while not attempting retrospecrive coverage,
presents in a straightforward manner much substantive information
beyond the bare bones of bibliographical entries. It is available frorn the
Library Association, London, for 84 shillings.
- The 5th edition of the World Guid.e to Periodicals appeared in two
volumes covering over 3o,oooperiodicals in the fields of buiiness, science,
and technology. Published at a cost of DM6o per volume, it is available
from Verlag Dokumentation, 8oz3 Miinchen-Pullach,
Jaiserstrasse rg,
Germany.
The increase in periodicals in areas other than those of science and
technology was made profoundly evident with the appearance of the grd
edition of the World List of Social SciencePeriodicals, at rhe beginning
. rg3 .
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of the year. As compared with the second edition (tgf6) which contained
922 titles, the new edition (which extends to the end of 1963) covers r,3r2
-an increase of over 40 p€rcent, and the "moving figure continues to
rise."
Among the useful grass-root publications was one which the Documentation Section of the Latin American Center at the University of
California, Los Angeles published. Ttris Periodicals for Latin American
Economic Development, Trade and Inuestment: An Annotated Bibliography contains bibliographical data for zoo English and Spanish language periodicals published largely in the Western hemisphere. The
price is $2.5o.
The University of Wisconsin's Information Services Division of the
University-Industry Program announced in January its publication of a
Union Li,st of Serials and Periodicals HeId at Chemistry, Engineerin g, G eography-Geology, and P hysics-Math emati cs Libraries, containing
4,6oo serials. It is available for $5.oo from the Engineering Library, IJniversity of Wisconsin.
German Peri'odical Publications: A Chechlist of German Language
Serials and Series Currently Receiued in the Stanford Uniaersity Libraries (Hoover Institution Bibliographical Series XXVII), prepared by Gabor Erdelyi and Agnes F. Peterson is extremely useful for both serials and
reference work.
The need for broader coverage of journals in the sciencesproduced,
in part, the expansion of the Applied Sci,enceand Technology Index
from a coverageof rgz titles to zz5 efiective with the January 1967issue.
The National Science Library (Canada) issued the grd edition of the
Directory of Canadian Scientific and Technical Periodicals, A Classified
Guide to Cr.mrently Publi,shed Titles. Some 542 items are included, an
increase of r8r over the first edition in 196r. It is available for $z.oo from
the National ScienceLibrary, SussexDrive, Ottawa 2, Canada.
Another "area item" was produced by nine Georgia librafies; Serial
Holdings of S'outh Georgia Academic Libraries. This is available for
$r.oo from the editor, W. Christian Sizemore, Librarian, South Georgia
College, Douglass, Georgia.
A new approach in an extensive indexing project began with Pandex,
a subject and author index on microfiche, issued on a quarterly basis
with annual cumulations and designed to cover some 2,ooo international science and technology periodicals. Standard indexing procedures
have been merged with some phasesof a computer-oriented approach to
generate the bibliographic information for Pandex. It is available to educational institutions for $3qo.oo;$46o.ooto others.
Bibliographical control of translations, an increasingly involved and
ftustrating game, got a boost this past year. The Special tibraries Association sponsored a semimonthly publication, Translation Register-Index.
Rightfully it begins its tour with a distinctive name, for there is a formidable task ahead of providing information regarding all translations received at the SLA Translations Center in the John Crerar Library, Chi.t94o
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cago. Bibliographic description, order information, and price will be
provided in the "register" section of. TR-I. An added feature is the
journal and patent index of TR-I to be cumulated quarterly for all
issuesduring the calendar year and to include those translations listed by
the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific ancl Technical Information publication, T echnical Translations.
The European Translations Centre has also compiled a quarterly,
World Index ol Scientific Translations, emphasizing translations into all
Western languages from Russian and other Slavic languages as well as
from Chinese and Japanese. It primarily covers the field of science.An
annual subscription at $2b may be obtained from European Translations
Centre, Doelenstraat rot, Delft, Netherlands
Serials and,Automatiotz
"Automation" is no longer a trend, it has become a state of mind. Although there is presently no final word for computer-centered programs
involving serials, one new program has served to revamp some blue sky
thinking in this area.
News of the National Serials Data Program dominated the field this
past year. Mrs. Elaine Woods, a senior research analyst in the Library of
CongressInformation Systemsoffice, prepared a paper, "National Serials
Data Program (Phase I): A Working Paper," which outlined the large
and involved task that this new program must handle: the creation of a
national data-bank containing machine-readable information giving the
description and location for all known serials. This goal is being sought
by the National Agricultural Library, the National Library of Medicine,
and the Library of Congress.The Joint Committee on the Union List
of Serials is to act in an advisory capacity.
The overall program consists of four phases: Phase I-Preliminary
Design; Phase Il-Reduction
to Practice; Phase III-Pilot
Project and
Planning for Large-ScaleConversion; Phase IV-Conversion and Implementation of the Total Program. This will go beyond the national scope
into international considerations. The matters of a census of all serials,
application of a book numbering scheme, and user surveys give some
clue to the amount of detailed work ahead. A serials data bank is indeed
a weighty and brain tickling matter to contemplate.
Several studies and preliminary reports appeared this past year to
point up the serious amount of activity transpiring in libraries all over
the country relative to revamping their serial programs.
Mr. W. A. Wilkinson in his article, "A System for Machine-assisted
Serials Control" (Special Libraries, March 196?, pp. r4g-fi) outlines
procedures followed in developing control of z,8oo periodicals and standing orders on punched cards at a machine cost of under $5oo a year. The
system provides for eleven outputs which are described. In the same
issue of Special Libraries (pp. rf+-rfg), Abraham I. Lebowitz outlines
steps involved in mechanizing the serial records for a medium-sized
special library having around r,ooo titles.
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From overseasappeared an article of some interest, "The Mechanization of Serial Records with Particular Reference to Subscription Control" by M. A. Scoones(Aslib Proceedings, February 1967, pP. 45-62)' It
provides helpful detailed statementsand card layouts.
.,The use of Dara Processing Equipment by Libraries and Information centers-The Significant Results bf ttre SLA-LTP Survey" (special
Librari,es, May-June 1967, Pp. 317-24)is a pioneer inventory by Eugene
B. Jackson, Director of Information Retrieval and Library Services,IBM
Coiporation. This inventory of 638 libraries in the U. S. and Canada
having some functions now mechanized and g4z other in-stitutions-planning 6 automate, places concern for and work with selial contlol in the
top"percentile of the study. The functions coveled in the sulvey, including serials control (subscription renewals, check-in, Prepara^tionof routin[ sHps and binding recoids;, have been written -uP more fully-in a 44by Mr.lackson, available on loan from Special Libraries
pu!".i"po.t
Tleadquarters.
Association
The new two--volume edition of the ASTM CODEN for Periodical
Titles, published this past year, supersedesall previous editions. It contains CbDnN for 38,gg3 titles. All codes in this book have a fifth letter
,,A', added to rhe COpEN, including those codes previously appearing
in the earlier editions. Future ASTM CODEN will include mnemonic
codes with other and different fifth letters. The CODEN are useful in
computer memories, reducing all periodical titles in the subject area
.oveied to five letters, thereby providing a common denominator for
periodical retrieval systemsusing this approach. The set sells for $85 and
is available from ASTII Headquarters'
CODEN will be an importlnt consideration as the Serial Subcommittee of the Universal Book Numbering Committee gathers momentum.
Thus far, serials have had little attention largely because they provide
a cornplexly difficult area of study. However, with national and internation;l atiention being focused on the building of a serial data bank,
the matter must be met and mastered.
A smarting smack was delivered to the reporting of U'S-A. library
automation efforts, as carried in the "literature." An Australian, Harrison Bryan, Librarian, University of Sydney, commented in his article,
"American Automation in Action" (Library tournal' January ry' ry67,
pp. r8q-q6) on what was supposed to be as opposed to what actually was.
iiir .o""it"rion that much more is said, planned, or thought about than
is actually done is acculate according to this surveyor's observations and
conversations with serialists. Bryan's section of observations on serials,
.,single processes:Serials," and his change in thought on the matter of
autoirating serials is interesting, particularly regarding the fine j_ob
which is being done ar the university of california, san Diego, at La
Jolla.
An effort is now being made, and this will be strengthened with
RTSD-ISAD cooperation, not to mislead any other library into thinking
"What works for us can also work for you." Leading the way is Ralph H.
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Parker. In his article, "Not a Shared System" (Library Journal, November r, 1962, pp. g967-?0) this new approach is pointed up by the commendable subtitle, "An account of. a computer operation designed specifically-and solely-for library use at the University of Missouri."
Documents
Although no special programs were developed in the documents
area, several publications which will aid work with documents appeared.
The 1967 edition of the Guide to U. S. Goaernment Serials and Periodicals, covering over 4,ooo titles, was delayed and re-scheduled for delivery in January, 1968. Three supplements to this basic set will be issued
covering the periods January-June 1967, July-December 1967, and January-June 1968. Title and subject indexes to the basic set will be published either as a separate volume or incorporated in the first supplement. The next basic volume of this work is scheduled for Tanuary,
r969.
A measure of the vast amount and scopeof the material being put out
by the government is shown in the new Annotated Bibliography of
Bib liographies on Selected Goaernment Pub lications and Supplementary
Guide to the Superintendent of Documents Classification System, by
Alexander D. Body, documents librarian at \Mestern Michigan University. It contains Boo annotated bibliographies representing more than
half a million enries issued by the U. S. Government from May 1963 to
June 1967. This work also contains an alphabetical list of 7oo abbreviations and symbols used by government agencies; a classedlist of current
government authors, departments, and agencies; and several useful
indexes.
A new clearinghouse for the sale of U. S. Government-sponsored research and development reports became operative January r, 1967. The
new single price coupon system was introduced by the Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information of the National Bureau of
Standards. The cost will be lower than the previous average price for
such documents. New document price for hard copy is $g; microfiche is
65 cents per document. A book of ro coupons can be purchased for $3o.
An expanded resource and reference service was brought about with
establishment of the Washington Service Bureau of the United States
Corporation Company, which locates and provides copies of all types of
government documents. It opened in Washington, D. C. this past year,
with offices also located in Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Canada, England, and France. Charges for this "reference" service range from $zf-gf and includes discovery of the identity
of the document from skeletal bibliographic information and provision
of a copy of the item.
United Kingdom putilication of new books and new editions last
year was 28,883 or a g percent increase over 1965 production. British
Books in Print will now be revised annually instead of every 4 years and
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will be issued each October. This is available in the U. S. from the R. R.
Bowker Company, New York.
The California State Library has issued two publications on the
acquisition, processing, and use of government documents, particularly
those coming from California and the U. S. Government: Introduction
to State Inforrnation Sources and U. S. Goaernment Publications; Acqui.sition, Processingand Use. It is reported that depository libraries in the
U. S. and county and municipal libraries in California will receive these
automatically; for others, they are available gratis from the California
State Library.
Problems with the use of technical reports is a common complaint
among document librarians, reference personnel, and users. The complexities are explored by Nancy G. Boylan in an enlightening article,
"Identifying Technical Reports through U. S. Government Research
Reports and Its Published Indexes" (CoIIege and Research Libraries,
May r967, pp. r75-83).
On the international level, at the instigation of the General Assembly
of the Association of International Libraries an "Inventory of Lists, Indexes and Catalogues of Publications and Documents of Intergovernmental Organizations other than the United Nations" appeared in the
Unesco Bulletin for Libraries (September-October rg6f, pp. 263-7o).Future publication may result as the project advances.
Binding Preseraation and Reprints
Standards are becoming more and more an operative need regarding
the making and maintenance of books. The National Bureau of Standards distributed a revision of Commercial Standard CS g7/4o, "Book
Cloths, Buckrams, and Impregnated Fabrics." Procedures and requirements for testing for seven types of plain-finished impregnated or starchfilled buckrams and book cloths are outlined in this revised publication.
The Office of Engineering Standard Services,National Bureau of Standards, lJ. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. zozg4 is distributing this standard numbered TS-r r5.
The combined vitality of the RTSD Bookbinding Committee and the
Bookbinding Sub-committee of American Standards Association (now
U. S. of America Standards Institute) Section Committee Z3g provided
the initial force to get Binding Standards, Phase II on its way. The
project was eventually turned over to the ALA Library Technology
Program, with funding assistance from the Council on Library Resources.The result is LTP Publication No. ro, Deaelopment of Performance Standards for Binding Used in Libraries, Phase II. The "Standards" were formally approved by ALA in June, 1967.This volume dwells
on three provisional library performance standards for binding: durability, workmanship, and openability. It is available from the Publishing
Department of ALA. In addition to the three provisional standards
developed, two testing deviceswere invented: The Universal Book Tester
'
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for measuring durability and the Openability Test Plate. These have
been described in "Library Technology Reports."
The article "\Mhat is 'Strong Enough'?" by Daniel Melcher and
Leonard Shatzkin (Publishers' Weekly, December rr, 1967, pp. r8-zo)
outlines some of the book publishers' and manufacturers' interest in this
area, with suggestions as to how these standards could be made efiectively operative. At the end of the year considerable interest in the Performance Standards was generated by publishers. The possibility of
adapting and refining them in book publishing appears to be good.
Responding to the paper deterioration crisis, the American Society of
Testing and Materials has set up a task force to write specifications for
"permanent record paper." The committee is to include both paper producers and consumers and should contribute useful, well-grounded information in this important area.
Attacking the problems resulting from paper deterioration, the Council on Library Resources awarded a $z6,8oo grant to the Association of
Research Libraries for a "brittle books" program to be undertaken by
the Library of Congress. Acidity resulting from the use of alum rosin
sizing in paper is the major cause for this deterioration, and it occurs in
rag papers as well as chemical wood pulp. The majority of books printed
since r87o are on naturally acidic papers. Thus an efiort is being made
through the "brittle books" pilot project to locate the best copy of deteriorating books and develop the most expeditious way to preserve its
contents for future researchpurposes.
Ironically, it appears that in the midst of trying to preserve books, one
of the principal methods used in the binding process,oversewing, can be
injurious to some items. Matt Roberts in his article, "Oversewing and the
Problem of Book Preservation in the Research Library" (College and
Research Li.braries, January 1967, pp. 17-24)examines this method, look.
ing at it from the standpoint of binding standards, practical binding,
and the economicsinvolved if it were done some other way.
Charles Cutter describes some of the procedures used in various libraries, and most recently in Florence, to restore damaged collections in
his paper, "The Restoration of Paper Documents and Manuscripts" (Colge and ResearchLibraries, November r962,pp. 987-9il.
The flood in Florence, Italy, November 4, 1966, occasioned another
preservation crisis. In the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Arthur Hamlin,
who was sent to Florence by ALA to examine the damage, reported that
most afiected were newspapers (zr,ooo titles) and journals (eo,ooo titles)
which together comprised between Zbo,ooo and 8oo,ooo serial volumes.
In "The Libraries of Florence" in the ALA Bulletlrz (February 1967, pp.
r4r-5o), Hamlin reported that the total number of volumes affected by
the inundation was estimated at somewhat more than r,7oo,ooo, of
which over one million were in the National Library. Of this latter figure, 75-8o percent were serials. Hamlin noted that among the libraries of
the University of Florence, "the libraries which sufiered most are: lettere
e filosofia (roo,oo volumes flooded, principally journal files and collec. lgg .
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tions of numbered series); giurisprudenza (8o,ooo volumes, principally
journals); architettura (about half the collection, size unknown,
was flooded; the principal specified loss is the journal collection); med'icina . . . (Much of its 5o,ooo-volume collection was flooded. Losses emphasizedwere journal files and bound newspapers)."
In September the Library Technology Program announced publication of Cleaning and Preseraing Bindings and Related Materials, by
Carolyn Horton. This is the first pamphlet in a serieswhich will constitute a manual on the care and repair of library materials. It may be
purchased for $3.5o from the Publishing Department of ALA.
The control of reprints has improved extensively during the past two
years. The latest work is Repri.nts in Print-Serials t966, published in
r967 as Oceana Book No. %7 by Oceana Publications, Inc., Dobbs Ferry,
New York. It was compiled by Sam P. Williams and covers reprints of
scholarly serials and monographs in series available as of December 3r,
1966. It is international in scope but does not list Xerox copies or microforms. It is to be regarded as a working tool and not a refined bibliog'

materials on the shelves,with the exception of newspapers, in standard
reprint form as contrasted to some micro-format.
O ther Serial Actiuiti,es
In August, the International Federation of Library Associations'
General Council (IFLA) Inet in Toronto, Canada-the first time in
North America. The following subjects, which were on the agenda of
the Committee on Periodicals and Serial Publications, make clear that
serial librarians have similar problems on an international scale:
r. Staristicaldata shown by the Bibliography of national directoriesof cur'

5.

rent periodicals by Mrs. G. Duprat.
Practical guide for the cataloguing of periodicals and serial publications: Aims
and methods of working by Miss M.-L. Bossuat.
Uniform cataloguing rules for periodicals in the S.S.S.R.by Mrs. X. Ljutova.

The Committee proposed the following resolutions regarding these
matters:
r. To resumepreparation of tt'e Practical Guide for the cataloguingof serial
publicationslor the useof deaelopingcountries.

J.

To submit this text to the Committee on Uniform Cataloguing Rules and
to the experts in different countries in order to present the final text to the
next Sessionof the Council.
To ask the national experts to provide the text of the standardized cataloguing rules of periodicals and serial publications already published in order
to make a comparative study.
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No attempt has been made here to cite the numerous new serial titles
which appeared. This has been left to old standbys such as LC Information Bitletin, tlne "New Periodicals" section which College and Research Libraries has been issuing in several parts each year, New Serial
Titles, "Births" cited in the Biltetin of Bibliography, Stechert's listings, and various similar sources.Even so, information about new serials
is generally difficult to locate, especially for avant-garde or "off-beat"
titles. The January 1967 issue of Library Journal began a new approach
to periodical reviewing with Bill Katz's section, "Magazines." This new
reviewing source has provided a long-needed dimension to a much neglected area in library work. Periodicals not geared to straight academic

basis.
Abbreviation standards received international attention during the
past year as indicated by the following publications: The revised word
abbreviation list, Guide for Abbreaiating Periodical Titles (based on
ASA 239.5-r969: American Standard f or Periodical Title Abbreaiations)
is available for $r.oo from James lly'ood, CAS, University Post Office,
Columbus, Ohio 43zro.
Another listing of British origin has appeared, culminating a number
of years of work on a national and international level: Recommendations for the Abbreaiations of Titles of Periodicals, published as BS 4148:
1967. This is available from BSI Sales Office, ror-rr3 Pentonville Road,
London N. r for fz.
A German item in this area, the Internationale Titelabhilrzungen von
Zeitschriften, Zeitungen, W ichtigen Handbiichern, W drterbilchern, Gesetzen by Otto Leistner, is now on the market.
The Consumer Suruey of New Serial Titles by A. F. Kuhlman, was
published August r, 1967. Prepared for the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials and the Library of Congress under a grant from the
Council on Library Resources, Inc., this 84-page report is comprehen'
sive and outlines several possible improvements which might be made in
NSll.

monumental publication. Kuhlman wrote on "The Consumer Survey of
New Serial Titles," in which he outlined the purpose, scope, and procedure to be followed in carrying out the survey. The third edition of the
[Jnion List of Serialswas reviewed by Elizabeth F. Norton in that issueof
LRTS.
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- Among articles appealing to serials people this past year were the
following: "selection of Journals for lidei Medicui: a Historical Reuiew" (Bulletin of the Medical Library Association,
July, pp. p5g-ZS),by
Leonard Karel, gives some insight into the problems and approaches
used since the inception of the first Index in 1879; "Analysis of Recorded
Biomedical Book and Journal Use in the Yale Medical Library" (Bulletion of the Medical Library Association,
J.tly, pp. z9o-3r5), by Peter
Stangle and Frederick G. Kilgour, presents-in two-parts the approaches
to such a survey and the problems confronted and the meihodology
involved in determining Dite and Subject Relations, and Subject and
User Relations; and "A Semiautomared
Journal Check-In and Binding
System; or Variations on a Common Th-eme" (Butletin of the MedicaT
Library Association, Jrly, pp. 916-:o), by Frances G. Livingston, prese-n-ts
a paper of the "this works for us" variety in non-technical language
which describesa sysremcapable of handling up to r,5oo titles.
The article by H. W. Jones, "Computerized Subscription and Periodicals Routing in an Aerospace Libriry" $peci,al Libiaries, November, pp. 6Z+-CB)describes a computer-oriented system for serials which
deals with sorne r,6oo subscriptions. Looking at the automation of
serials in terms of special libraries and small computer installations, some
concept can easily be developed as to the magnitude of the problem of
serial control as one relates, these to, or contrasts them with, the National Serials Data Program now being developed.
In conclusion, how much does it all cost? The Library Association
Record (August 1967, vol. 69, no. 8, pp. 274-7G)carried t'Comparative
Index to Periodical Prices" by W. I. Vlasey, Special Libraries Advisor to
B. H. Blackwell, Ltd. Her index included abstracting and sewice-type
publications and showed, in summary, that the 1967 price increase over
1966 costs for serials was 8.8 percent for journals'frbm Great Britain;
8.8 percent for U.S.A. and Canada; and.6.4percent for all other counrries.
_ Another approach was presented by "Price Indexes for 1967; U. S.
Periodicals and Serial Services" (Library Journal,
zgz6July 1967, pp.
-examinz8). However, the price differential is minimal as can be seen by
ing these articles. The fact is that serials are costly, even without cornputerized considerations.

.
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of Library
in Reproduction
Developments
1967
MaterialsE GraphicCommunication,
ArrrN B. VseNrn
Assistant Director for Automation
Stanford U niversitY Libraries
Stanford, California

Micropublication a Maior Trend

the National Zip Code Directory on microfiche; and Micro Photo began
operating ttre EnlC Central Reproduction Service on behalf of the
U. S. Om.e of Education's Clearinghouses in Educational Research. A
variety of smaller firms turned up: Microbiz, Micro Image News, and
Microform Data Systems.
NCR and Rowman & Littlefield have joined in designing a Preservation program for libraries: The Mikroplate Shared Preservation Program.
To qualify, a disintegrating work must have a type area of not over_8%
x r i inches and have "reisonable prospects for acquisition by at least
three hundred libraries." Librarians are being asked to submit titles

sidered an attractive risk by some reprint companies.
3M Company's IM/Press ofiers-in its Summer 1967 catalog approxi
mately z5o titles from the collections of a major research library' Almost
' 2oZ '
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one-third of the titles are listed as incomplete or not collated, and some
titles are in both of these categories.Many of the serial runs are broken.
These films are not inexpensively priced; each reel is $r8.oo.
In a study prepared by System Development Corporation for the
National Advisory Commission on Libraries, Arthur Teplitz proposes
a new reduction ratio for micropublishing "library microfiche," i.e., for
books as distinct from technical reports.l He suggestsutilization of reductions from 5ox to 6ox in order io accommodati an entire book on a
single microfiche, basing the recommendation on the assumption that
the average book contains 3oo to 4oo pages. Direct rather than two-step
filming is proposed for the master fiche. The Teplitz report presents
an interesting thesis, but unfortunately it is not backed up by any
technical documentation. At this time, there exist no cameras, readers,
or materials and methods to carry out such a program. Since the report
also does not document its statistical or cost estimates, this system must
remain merely an interesting proposal, which perhaps ought to receive
critical examination by the Library Technology Program.
So much confidence is there in the future of micropublication that
Technomics Inc. (partly owned by Encyclopedia Britannica) has proposed to the New York State Legislature a plan to produce "automated,
ultramicroform, million-volume libraries at the low cost of $eoo,ooo
each."2
Is this confidence justified? To date, the performance of many micropublishers has been far from satisfactory. Films have been sold without
leaders or trailers, with unlabelled boxes; inadequately processed films
have been ofiered; excessivereduction has been used by some sting'y
producers to save a few pennies worth of film. Every conceivable technical
and bibliographic fault has been present in all but a few micropublications. Films of the New York Times produced by University Microfilms
and the products of the Microcard Corporation are perhap,s the most
notable exceptions. Details of the unfortunate condition of micropublication are too numerous to describe here, but they have been set
forth in the form of case histories in a paper given at the Second
International Congresson Reprography.s
The buyer's rigorous insistence on a standardized product would help
producers and users of micropublications. But which standards? Ffow
can standards be developed or applied to non-standard library materials?
In a paper of fundamental importance for standardization, William R.
Hawken, LTP's document reproduction consultant, points out that
flexibility in the camera coupled with relative inflexibility in reading
machines have together inhibited standardization.a Furthermore, no
existing standards (except those for engineering drawings rendered as
aperture cards) have hit the key issue: stand.ardization of image size
coupled with a satisfactory reduction ratio. Based upon research done
by an NBS team for the National Library of Medicine, Hawken argues
convincingly for adoption of rz.7x as a maximum recornmended reduction, plus a return to the rational frame sizes long standard in
'
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space saving if it is well managed. Frank Myrick, reporting on the
Reprogtaphy Congress in the Deiember 4, ry67 issue of PW accurately
tn-s ltp ihe situaiion in the title of his article: "Reprography: Regulation is Needed."
R epr ograp hy Congress; Bri,tish N at i on aI Re pro gr ap hic Cen tr e
The Second International Congress on Reprography convened in
Cologne, October z5-gr, 1967.From the viewpoint of the academic user,

outline of Congressactivities and problems. As an example of a problem,
no provisions had been made for speakersand sessionchairmen to meet
ahead of time; hence there were some frantic last minute negotiationsin several languages-to prepare introductions and handle questions.
Despite some defects in the actual running of the Congress,things were
in much better shape than they were in 1963. The next Congress is
scheduled for London in rg7r. A goal for r97r should be tighter editorial
Volume tz, Number z, Spring t968
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control over the strictly promotional papers, which tend to be overlong
and neither substantive nor informative. Such papers have no place at
an international scientific congress.
In Britain, the National Reprographic Centre has been formed at
Hatfield College of Technology, under a three-year government grant.
The Centre will act as an information clearinghouse in microproduction,
evaluate equipment in close coordination with the Library Technology
Program, and study users' needs in relation to equipment development.
Hatfield College has been a leader for several years in education for
reprography.
Microreproduction Equipment and Methods

At the San Francisco ALA conference, Library Microfilms and Materials
Company displayed a carrel-type reader with large screen and motorized
drive. Two models are available: the SP-A for newspaper, and the A-B,
which is claimed to handle all library microfilms.
Microcard introduced the Series4oo and 8oo readers, the latter being

NCR introduced its Class 455 reader designed for the high reduction
fiche produced through the PCMI process. PCMI is a two-step process
beginning with a conventional low reduction microfilm, which is further
remicrofilmed; an initial film produced at rox might be refilmed at r5x
to produce a net reduction of r5ox. The Class 455 reader features a
choice of rr5x or rbox magnification. Special care has been taken to
prevent heat damage, and a new, long life bulb has been developed
especially for this machine.
Two Japanese firms, Minolta and Fuji, have developed microfiche
cameras. The Minolta camera will be distributed in the U. S. by the
Dietzgen Company; it is a compacr table-top unit designed for filming
loose sheets. Of greater interest to libraries is the Fuji model Sro5A
camera-processorwhich comes equipped with a bookholder to facilitate
"simple and accurate photography of thick bound volumes." A completed
fiche is processedinternally in six minutes, and photography of the next
fiche can go on simultaneously. The unit produces a standard ro5 X
. zo6
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of accessorieswhich give it great versatility: spring or electric drive,
lighting outfits, copy iables, focusing mount, go x zoo'magazines, and
various optical attachments. This equipment is lightweight and portable
-useful where one needs to bring the camera to the subject.)
In collaboration with Dennison, Readex Microprint introduced a
reader-printer system for opaque microforms. It consists of a Readex
Model D Universal Reader plus a modified Dennison copier. Flat transparencies can also be projected or enlarged. Flowever, the copier cannot
be used for conventional copying. Demonstrations at the San Francisco
ALA Conference produced clear, sharp prints.
If a plan envisagedby TWA and twenty-one other airlines materializes,
travelling librarians may be looking at microfilm every time they take
a trip.5 The plan calls for a computerized flight, car rental, and room
reservation system coupled to a microviewer at the ffavel agent's office.
The traveller will be able to see the appearance of the actual room he
is booking, the natural charms of a given resort area, and the aircraft
seating configuration.
Electrophotography
Although manufacturers brought out some new machines and models,
the pace of development slackened considerably in comparison with
previous years. There were no new devices of special significance for
library photocopying.
Dennison introduced the Nlark II copier-faster and more mechanized,
but designed for copying correspondenceonly. Xerox doubled the speed
of its rr" Copyflo machine-to 4o feet per minute. Earlier models can
be converted. Olivetti Underwood introduced the Copia II at the San
Francisco conference. This machine . is designed with the exposure
window adjacent to a tilted front panel, a concessionto the book copying
a volume face
problem. [Iowever, in solving one problem-opening
down-it creates another: excessstrain on the binding of a heavy book.
When the page to be copied is near the front or back, almost all of the
book's weight tends to slide down the front panel.
To paraphrase an editorial in The Rub Ofi, a binding journal: In
an age of automatioR, when man can photograph the other side of
the moon, is it too mtrch to expect the nation's scientists to design and
develop a machine which will produce acceptable copies from a bound
volume without destroying the sewing or binding?o Being an optimist,
the questioner answers"no." But to judge from past experience, optimism
in this respect is unjustified. The news that Polaroid has committed
Volume tz, Number z, Spring t968
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malpractices in using copiers. Copying Equipment names and analyzes
specific, well known copiers, and is about the least expensive consultant
available.

expanding utilization of microreproduction on a world-wide basis; it is
non-technical and seemsoriented more towards the businessmanthan the
Iibrarian.
Edward Rosse, microreproduction specialist in the Social Security
Administration, published a survey article detailing some of the early
commercial history of microphotography and forecasting a large number
of computer applications, particularly in freeing computers from their
slowest task-output printing.s Manufacturers engaged in development
of such systems include Reco dak, Stromberg-Carlson, Benson-Lehner,
Control Data, Philco, and 3M (see below for further description of the
3M device).
The National Micro-Nezus, official organ of the National Microfilm
Association,ceasedpublication in 1967. it is to be succeededby a new
professional quarterly, The NMA tournal.
. zo8
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A helpful guide to selecting periodical reproductions in full-size or
micropublished form is a recent two-volume set, Peri,odicals and Serials
Concerning the Social Sciencesand Humanities; Current List of Aaailable Reprocluctions, Microforms, and Reprints (Paris, Maison des
Sciencesde l'Homme, 1966).Years of coverage, prices, sources,and types
of reproductions are designated for about Aboo titles-very useful for
comparing prices for the same material issued by different reprinters and
micropublishers.
Copyright
Early in 1967 it appeared that the ner,v copyright bill, H.R.z5re,
might be enacted into law during the current sessionof Congress. But
a major snag turned up: unhappiness among some publishing interests
over the variety of educational exemptions built into the original bill,
and equal unhappiness among educators concerning what they felt to be
undue restrictions. H.R.z5rz would have allowed a complete exemption from copyright law of all public transmissions for purposes of
educational instruction, inclusive of certain utilizations of "information
storage and retrieval" systems, but in accordance with quite specific
rules. (See section rro of the bill as reported by the House Committee
on the Judiciary.) A great deal of uncertainty turns on computer utilization of copyrighted data in machine readable form and further manipulation by "information storage and retrieval systems." The upshot
was a decision not to take action during the current sessionof Congress,
but instead to provide a one-year blanket extension for all copyrights
which might otherwise have expired on December 3r, 1967. This was
done on November 6, ry67, by the passageof Joint Resolution S.J.rr4.
Meanwhile, Senator McClellan had already introduced a new bill, S.zzr6,
the purpose of which was to create a special research group that would
thoroughly investigate the implications of the new technology independently of the immediate need for a new copyright law. This is the proposed
National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works,
a group to be chaired by the Librarian of Congress. The Cornmission
is expected to issue a preliminary report one year after its creation,
and a final report two years later. In strong support of 5.zz16, L. Quincy
Mumford, Librarian of Conp;ress,wrote to Senator James 'Eastland,
Chairman of the SenateCommittee on the Judiciary:
At present,although we can all foreseevarious benefitsand problems in the
increasinguse of copyrighted materials in information storageand retrieval
systems,we have no real data on which to base firm predictions,much less
detailed legislative proposals.It is clear that carefully consideredstatutory
provisionson this subject in the copyright law will be neededby the end of
the next decade,and that they should be basedon as thorough an understanding of all facetsof this complex problem as possible.This knowledgecannot
be acquired now, when we have nothing to go on but predictionsand uncertainties. It can only be achievedby concentratedstudy, under objective auspices,of the developingpatternsover the next few years.e
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This bill was passedon October rz. The narion may get a new copyright
iaw in 1968, but it will obviously be several years before the diverging
views of authors, publishers, educators, researchers,librarians, computer
specialists,and others, will be resolved.
A special COSATI task group prepared for the Federal Council for
Science and Technology a report, The Copyright Law as It Relates to
National Information Systemsand National Programs. Specific problems
discussedconcern access,computer input, non-profit use, compensation,
compulsory licensing, clearinghouse proposals, and many other matters.
The major thesisof the report, which COSATI fully endorses,is that
scientific, technical and economic progress and the international competitive
position of the United Statesdependson the ready accessro information as
well as its effectiveuse. As the means of disseminatinginformation develops
through technological progress, we must be assured that legal procedures,
which may be necessary
today in balancingthe interestsof the copyrightowners
in compensationwith thoseof the users,continue to keep pace with the technologicaladvancein the useof publishedinformation.lo
George A. Gipe's Nearer to the Dzsf, subtitled Copyright and the
Machine (Baltimore, Williarns & Wilkins, 1967), is a frenetic account
of how the book may soon die as a victim of modern copying techniques
and computer text manipulation capabilities. Libraries, librarians, and
information scientists are definitely not the good guys with the white
hats in this presentation. An excellent counterpoise is Benjamin Kaplan's An Unhurried View of Copyright (New York, Columbia University
Press, 1967). Charles Gosnell has followed up an earlier review (ALA
Bulletin, January, 1966) with a sequel: "The Copyright Grab Bag, II,"
in the June 1967 Bulletin. The last word on the issue comes frorn
Professor Julius J. Marke, New York University Law School, who urges
the publishers to enter the copying business themselves instead of fighting off infringements. "The solution lies with the publishers and not rhe
consumers," he says, adding that educators "would not choose photocopying if publishers would offer a service that met their needs."lr If
you can't beat them, join them.
R esearch, D eaelopment, an d,M iscellaneous
Among the year's most significant developments was the issuance
try the Library of Congress of a request for a proposal to enable the
Library's Card Division completely to automate its card production
services. The aim is to eliminate the existing manual system which is
saddled by an almost overwhelmingly large number of card ordersnearly 7b,ooo each day! At present orders are filled from stock or
from the output of an ofiset printing operation. Except for ofiset printing, the entire process is virtually a hand operation. A principal aim
of this RFP is to replace inventory and press runs, with a fully auto,
mated, on-demand system designed to accommodate at least roo,ooo
daily orders. The system will not only be required to reproduce the
.
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cards but will also be required to handle the packing and mailing
preparation work, and all phases of ordering and accounting. A truly
efiective system could reduce weeks of turnaround time to a few hours
or days, greatly speeding the distribution of bibliographic data.
Computerized typesetting installations rose Zg percent over 1966.
IBM announced its e68o printer which can set 6,ooo characters per
second; for use with the System 36o, it will not be available until
1969. Xerox has developed a computer-driven hard copy printer capable
of reproducing vectors, curves, and alphameric data on ordinary paper
at the rate of one page every seven seconds.This system was developed
for remote inquiry use at Bell Telephone Laboratories. To keep up
with this fast moving field, Composition Information Services has been
formed; for $ro per month the user receives a biweekly newsletter
and technical service reports.
3M Company has evolved a novel approach to recording computer
output. Conceivably, its Electron Beam Recorder (EBR) could be used
to publish "book" catalogs in microform similar to the Lockheed catalog.12 The EBR takes input direct from magnetic tape and prepares
a positive microfilm directly on "Dry Silver" heat developing film.
Sixty-four characters are available, with an additional sixty-four optional, to include lower case and special symbols. Characters may be
selectively enlarged. Distribution copies of the film produced conventionally from the master positive are negative in appearance.
Again from 3M comes a unique new product that could be of real
use to the computerized library: rhe DPM rz9 display printer for
cathode ray tube displays. Utilizing the "Dry Silver" process also, this
unit allows a user to project an image from the CRT directly onto
paper and get a hard copy. It is, in efiect, a computer reader-printer.
No hardware yet has this attachment, but the possibility of rapid,
silent action is a much more atractive alternative to the clatter and
slownessof typewriter terminals.
Under the direction of Peter Goldmark, father of the long-playing
record, CBS Laboratories has developed a revolutionary new system,
Electronic Zideo Recording.l3 EVR is reportedly a new photographic
technique for recording textual and pictorial material-with
a stereo
sound track and the possibility of color reproduction-on
a reel of
special film 8.7gmm wide. A seven inch reel holds go,ooo frames and
is good for an hour's black and white programming at a playback
speed of b" pet second. One reel is said to be capable of storing a
complete z4 volume encyclopedia, and Goldmark claims a means could
be devised to select pages at random. Since linear tapes are not notable
for rapid, random accesscapability, this latter claim really requires a
convincing demonstration that combines mechanical simplicity, durability, and reliability, with high speed and freedom from excess wear
and tear on the film.
The above development-and
the wear problem-points
up a feature common to almost all data recording systems: a reading head of
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some kincl must move in contact or near-contact with a recording
medium, or the medium itself must be moved with respect to a stationary

between the medium, the read head, and a transport mechanism all
militate against durability of the record by introducing "noise" every
time playback occurs. Least susceptible are the all-electronic systems
(magnetic core storage, for instance) where there is no mechanical
motion. IJnfortunately, no very high density, all-electronic recording
and reproducing systems have yet been devised which can comPete
economically wiih established systems.Their development can be a goal
for continuing research.
Photochromism continues to make news, this time in comPuter

cessorto the conventional cathode ray tube.
Facsimile Transmission

The report concludes that feasible systemsnow exist and that, depending
upon volume, total costs range from fifty cents to several dollars per
transmitted page.
Little progress has been made in devising an apParatu$ to scan
books directly. However, of two designs submitted to the New York
State Library's Division of Library Development, each calls for placing

that better devices could be developed for this investment. (For more
information, see last year's review and the state-of-the-art survey by
Sharon Schatzin the Winter r968 issueof LRTS.)
The final report on the ClR-sponsored facsimile transmission experiment between Reno and Davis is expected to be ready for distribu.
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tion by the time this review appears in print. One interesting conclusion
of this study relates to machine capacity: it is considered never possible
to operate continuous facsimile equipment at or near full capacity. A
maximum is about three-fourths of full capacity, and a practicable
clesign should be held to about zo-go/o of full capacity. The limitations
are those of the "job shop" and resemble very much the operating
circumstances of a library or commercial microfilming laboratory (and
to some extent, the technical processing section of a research library),
where a backlog is needed to srnooth the work flow.
Project INTREX did succeed in designing and building an experimental, high fidelity transmission system for its text accesssystem. In
this system the "original" is a microfiche.la To achieve high quality,
a channel width of 4.5 MHz is used. Still in the proposal stage is
the Morchard System of utilizing television for communication between
fifty libraries in the New York City area. Commercial television sets
and UHF channels would be used. Text could be retrieved from microphotographic or digital store or from an original document. This proposal is described in Preliminary Study for an Improued Information
Transfer Systentf or Metro Libraries.Ts
Personnel
Donald C. Holmes, Chief of the Photoduplication Service at the
Library of Congress, announced his retirement after working with the
service since its inception in 1938. A pioneer in library photoduplication
work, past President of the National Microfilm Association, and an
untiring worker for international standardization, "Don" has made many
distinguished contributions to library reprography, and has consistently
maintained a product-quality possibly equalled by a few, but exceeded
by none.
RECOMNIENDED
CONGRESS ON

PAPERS TO BE PUBLISHED

IN

THE

T'ROCEEDINGS OF THE

SECOND

INTERNATIONAL

REPROCRAPHY:

Bryant, H. F, "Experiences Using Computer Generated Microfilm."
Nelson, Carl E. "Manual and Automated Microform Storage and Retrieval Systems."
Zweig, J. H. and Carl E. Nelson. "Information
Theory and Systems Concepts in
Reprography."
Hawken, William R. "Characteristics of Input Documents as Factors in Microform
Standardization."
Hatfield, M. R. "Electron Beam Recording on Microfilm."
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MACH IN E-M AN IPU LABLE CLASSIFI CAT ION SYST EM
FOR SLIDE COLLECTIONS

in a r5-digit number will make it posible to produce machine Print-outs under
a variety of headings: date, locations, personal name, subject, etc.
The project involves use of punched cards and relatively low level data
processing equipment. Systemsalready developed at.the University are handled
with a key pun-tr, a sorter, and a rather versatile printer. The year-long project
is headed by Mrs. Luraine C. Tansey, Slide Librarian, and Wendell W. Simons,
Assistant University Librarian.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO RTSD BYLAWS
Note: The following proposed amendments will be presented to the membership of the Division at the annual meeting to be held on June p?, 1968, in
Kansas City.
Article YI. Norninations and Elections.
Sec. r. Nominations.
Present wording of first paragraph:
The Nominating Committee shall present candidates for the positions of vice-president (president-elect), chairman of the Council of
Regional Groups and directors at large ;when required, Other nominations for these offices may be submitted in writing by any ten
members and shall be filed with the executive secretary. Any such
nominations shall be included on rhe official ballot.
Proposed wording:
The Nominating Committee shall present candidates for the posi
tions of vice-president (president-elect), uice-chairman (chairmanelect) of the Council of Regional Groups and directors at large when
required. Other nominations for these offices may be submitted in
writing by any ten members and shall be filed with the executive
secretary. Any such nominations shall be included on the official
ballot"
Sec. g. Elections.
Present wording:
(b) Election results. Candidates receiving a plurality of the votes
cast are elected and shall be so reported by the Election Committee
at the regular meeting. In case of a tie vote the Election Committee
shall decide the election by lot.
Proposed wording:
(b) Election results. Candidates receiving a plurality of the votes
cast are elected and. shall be so reported at the regular meeting. In
case of a tie vote t}:.e Election Comrnittee of the Arnerican Library
Association shall decide the election bv lot.
Article YIl. Offcers.
Sec. g. Terms of Ofi,ce.
Present wording:
(c) Chairman of the Council of
the Council of Regional Groups
Proposed wording:
(c) Chairman of the Council of
the Council of Regional Groups
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Regional Groups. The chairman of
shall serve for three years.
Regional Groups. The chairman of
shall serae for one year.
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Article YIII. Board of Directors.
Sec. r. Composition.
Present wording:
The Board of Directors consists of the officers of the Division, the
immediate past president of the Division, the editor of the Division's
journal, the presiding officer of each section of the Division, the
American Library Association councilors elected upon nomination
of the Division, and two directors at large. The councilors, executive
secretary, and the editor of the Division's journal do not haue the
right to uote.
Proposed wording:
The Board of Directors consists of the officers of the Division, the
immediate past president of the Division, the aice-chairman (chairman-elect) and the immediate past chairman of the Council of Regional Group,s, the editor of the Division's journal, the presiding
officer of each section of the Division, the American Library Association's councilors elected upon nomination of the Division, and
'fhe
two directors at large.
uice-chai,rman (chairman-elect) and the
immediate past chai.rman of the Council of Regional Groups, the
execudve secretary, and the editor of the Division's journal do not
haae the right to aote.
Sec. z. Vacancies.
Present wording:
(c) Chairman of the Council of Regional Groups. II the office of
chairman of the Council of Regional Groups becomes aacant, the
Board of Directors shall appoint a chairman to serae until a chair.
man is duly elected. At the next election a chairman of Council of
Regional Groups shall be elected to complete the unexpired term.
Proposed wording:
(c) Chairman of the Council of Regional Groups. If the offices ol
both chairman and aice-chairman of the Council of Regional Groups
become aacant within the .same year, the Board of Directors shall
appoint a chairman to sente until a chairman is duly elected. At the
next election two candidates shall be elected, one to take the office
ol chairman immediately anrJ to serae for one year, the other to
serae as aice-chairman (chairman-elect).
Proposed addition:
(d) Chairman-elect of the Council of Regional Groups. Il the office
of chairman-elect of the Council of Regional Groups becomesaacant,
tzuo candidates shall be elected at the next election, one to tahe the
office of chairman immediately and to serue for one year, the other
to serae as aice-chairman (chairman-elect). If the aacanq occurs between the close of nominations and the adjournment of the regular
meeting, the tacancy shall be considered as haaing occurred in the
offi.ceof chairman in the coming year.
Change in numbering of presenr Sec. z (d) to Sec. z (e); and of
Sec. e (e) to Sec. z (f).
.
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Sec. g. Terms of Office.
Present wording:
Directors at large shall serve for three years. Each ol them and the
Chairman of the Council of Regional Groups shall be elected for
terms expiring in di'fferent years. Directors shall not be eligible for
consecutrve terms.
Proposed wording:
Directors at large shall serve for three yeats. They shall be elected
be eligible
for terms expiring in different years. Directors shall not
for consecutive terms.

Article lX. Committees.
Sec. r. Sran,dingand Annual Committees.
Present wording:

.

(e) Individual committees. The standing and annual committees in'
clude the following committees, with functions, size and such special
regulations ut rnuy be deemed necessary to be determined by the
Division:
Bylaws Committee
Conference Program Committee
Elections Committee
Nominating Committee
Organization Committee

(standing)
(annual)
(annual)
(annual)
(standing)

Proposed wording:
(e) Individual committees. The standing and annual committees include the following committees, with functions, size and such special
regulations u. -u/ be deemed necessary to be determined by the
Division:
(standing)
Bylaws Committee
(annual)
Conference Program Committee
(annual)
Nominating Committee
(standing)
Organization Committee
Article XI. Regional Groups.
Sec. g. Counctl of Regional Groups.
Present wording:
(a) Composition. The Council of Regional Groups consistsof its
and, the chai'rman of each group. Chairmen of SrouPs may
ihoir*oi
appoint substitute delegates. Each member of the Council shall be a
member of this Division.
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Proposed wording:
(a) Composition. The Council of Regional Groups consists ol its
chairman, its uice-chairman (chairman-elect), its- immediate past
chairman, and the chairman of each group. Chairmen of groups may
appoint substitute delegates. Each member of the Council shall be
a member of this Division.

ACQUTSTTTONSSEC"/ON
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO BYLAWS
The Acquisitions section Bylaws committee and Executive committee rec.
ommend the change in the section's Bylaws listed below. rt will be voted upon
at the regular meeting of the section during the ALA conference in Kansas
City in June, 1968.
Article VIII. Executive Committee.
Section r. Composition.
Present uording:
The Executive Committee consists of the officers of the section, the immediate past chairrnan of rhe Section, and rhree (g) members at large . . .
Proposed wording:
The executive committee consists of the officers of the section, the immediate past chairman of the Section, and five (5) members at large . . .

RTSD: PROGRAM AND OBJECTIVES
In discussing library needs in the technical services, the planning committee
of the Resources and Technical Services Division has seen the valuJof articulat-

'
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The Planning committee invites vou to send your comments-on the following
statement and. y:our suggestions for future revisions to ?ny- of its members or
Secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth Rodell. Committee members
to the Divisio.r'r E*"..ttii"
are Margaret C. Brown, Edwin B. iolburn, Dorothy J. Comins, David C' Weber,
and Helen M. Welch, Chairman.

RTSD GOALS FOR ACTION
This statement of goals is not designed to be all-inclusive or to remain
appropriate for all tiie. It should be reviewed frequently and _dranged in
rituti"n to progress made and to new conditions both in and out of the library
world.
The Resources and Technical Services Division has as its general areas of
responsibility the acquisition, bibliogtaphic description, cataloging, classification,
preseruation, and rdproducrion of tiliury marerials; the development and co'
ordination of the country's library resources; and those asPects of the selection
and. evaluation of library materiais relating to their acquisition and to the de-

with other American Library Association units.
A list of the Division's goals follow. Most of them are interrelated. Progress
in one area will strengthen efforts in others.
t. Broader basesof inuoluement.
a. Broaden attention to the technical services in all types of libraries and
for all types of materials. Restudy divisional attention to school libraries,
to the newer academic libraries, to small public libraries, to library systems, and to libraries in developing countries. Increase conceln for the
selection and processing of governrnent publications, technical reports,
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z. Interpretali6n.-l11order
to ensure adequate support and to increase patron
satisfaction, present and interpret the technical services to the rest of the library world and to the concerned non-librarian through appropriate means of
communication.
g. Personnel.-Since
the shortage of technical service personnel is at crisis
proportions, give attention to the recruitment and training of technical service librarians and to the further analysis and differentiation of duties appropriate to professional, subprofessional and clerical personnel.
all possible resources to bear on the
4. Formulation of standards.-Bring
standardization of technical service terminology, statistics, forms, publication
identification, production units, jobber performance, and reproductions of
library materials.
g. Technological deaelopmsr?f5.-f,1plore
applications of technological advances as they apply to technical services,and collaborate with other groups
in studies of mechanization and automated systemsand in educating librarians
in these new techniques.
6. Resources.-Work
to insert our concern and capabilities into the problem
of adequate library resources. This implies close cooperation with the Association of Research Libraries toward its goal of an integrated and nationalized
organization of bibliographical effort and with programs to acquire and organize for use all publications of potential research value. Non-research library
needs should be considered in building toward adequate library resources.
divisional activities to find new ways
7. International inuolaemsnf.-Fxafiline
to increase divisional involvement in international library concerns, including international cooperation in setting up standards, bibliographic control, greater availability of library materials, and assistanceto libraries in developing countries.
8. Continuing search f or needs and opportuniris5.-psyiew
biennially through
the Planning Committee the Division's achievements, with consequent revision of these Goals for Action.
Adopted January, 1968.

INTERNATIONAL
FEDERATION FOR DOCUMENTATIOI]
NEI4/ FID PUBLICATIOI{S
r. 1968 CATALOGUE OF FID PUBLICATIONS. Available from rhe Inrernational Federation for Documenrarion, 7 Hofweg, The Hague, Netherlands.
Free of charge.
z. PROCEEDINGS OF THE rq67 FID INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS ON
DOCUMENTATION,
September tg-zz, 1967, Tokyo, Japan. Available from
the Organizing Committee, FID Conference and International Congress,
Science Council of Japan, Uneo Park, Taito-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 4,ooo yen
($tt.to).
The Proceedings contain the full texts of the opening addressesand the
56 papers presented at rhe Congress Symposia in the areas of: state of the art
reports (6 papers); research tools in information for scientists (4); scientific
papers as a source of information (5); education and training (5); rends in
.
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documentation (5); information systems (5); retrieval systems-(ro); indexing
and abstracti"g (i); thesauri (b); and classification (4). A limited number of
volume of Symposia papers are also available, free
copies of un "lbii.".ts"
of charge, from the same address.
FID Publication No' 4r5'
3. TECHNICAL
JOURNAI-S FOR INDUSTRY.
-the
International Federation for Documentation, 7 Hofweg,
Available from
The Hague, Netherlands. 5 Dutch Guilders each, ($t.4o).
A uniform series of riational lists of "Technical journals for industry"
is being prepared under the auspices of FIDTTI. The project aims at the
prodrrciion of annotated national lists of technical journals as information
iorrr.", for industry and, at a later stage, at the compilation of a cumulative
international list.
Publication data include: first year, frequency, Pages Per year (incl'
advertisements),number of copies and subscription price'
SOURCES' INTERNA4. DIRECTORIES OF SCIENCE INFORMATION
TIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY. FID Publication No. 4zr. International Federation for Documentation, 7 Hofweg, The Hague, Netherlands, April, r967'
r63
pp. 3o Dutch Guilders ($8.+o).
-ifre
t ittiogtaphy contains 36o entries describing systematic lists (directories and bibliogriphies) of scientific and technical information sources
(printed lnd institutional) covering 58 countries.
Information sources considered are primarily: documentation centers
and special libraries, research institutions, specialized periodicals-and current
specialized bibliographies. Non-current specialized bibliographies- are considered only when ih"y u.e covered continuously in bibliographies. Also
included are directories combining various types of information soulces
for a particular field, and publisher's directories.
Tire indexes provide accessby subject, by geographical coverage and by
type of informaiion source. Annorarions are in English, with the introduction, contents list and indexes also in English, French, German, Russian,
and Soanish.
supplements to the Directory are published monthly in the FIf) News
Bulletin. available from the International Federation for Documentation,
per year'
! Hofweg, The Hague, Netherlands at 25 Dutch Guilders ($7.oo)
CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION FOR SCIENTIFIC
5. INTERNATIONAL
INFORMATION
WORK. PROCEEDINGS. FID Publication No' 4zz' International Federation for Documentatiot, 7 Hofweg, The Hague, Netherlands. 1967.xiazTo pp. 3,oDutch Guilders ($8.+o).
The Conference,-held in I-ondon on 3-7 April, 1967 and organized on
behalf of FID by Aslib, the Institute of Information Scientists and the
Office for Scientific and Technical Information, was attended by 54 exPerts
from r4 countries and z international organizations: IJnesco and FID.
The Proceedings contain the full texts of the 33 papers presented and
detailed reports of their discussions, the opening addresses and the final
summrng-uP.
Areai discussed are: Future needs of education in information science
(6 papers), educarional background for entry to courses and their.ultimate
aim (5 papers), syllabus and structure of courses (6 theoretical and g
practi;al papers), collaboration (3 papers), and the provision of teachers
and researchworkers (4 papers).
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IUNIOR

COLLEGE LIBRARY

INFORMATION

CENTER

A Junior College Library fnformation Cenrer, established by a $r5,ooo grant
from the J. Morris Jones-World Book Encyclopedia-AlA Goals Award for 1967,
began operation at the headquarters of the American Library Association,
March r, 1968.Serving as director of the informarion center on a half-time assignment for twelve months is Peggy Anne Sullivan, who concluded her appointment
asdirector of the five-year Knapp School Libraries project on February 29, r968.
Miss Sullivan also will be studying Library Science at rhe University of Chicago.
The project will be under the supervision of the Association of College and
Research Libraries, a division of the American Librarv Association.

Materials may be sent at any rime ro rhe Junior college Library Information
'Huron
center, Association of college and Research Libraries, 5o East
street,
Chicago Illinois 6o6r r.

.
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REVIEWS
Williamson, William L., ed. The Impact of the Public Law 48o Program
on OaerseasAcqui,sitions by American Libraries; Proceedings of a Conf erence HeId at the Wi,sconsin
Center, Madison, Wisconsin, May
tz, 1967. Madison, University of
Wisconsin Library School, ry67. 4t,
PP."
The PL-48o Program, now more than
five years old, is a major turning point
in American librarianship. Little has
been written about it to date. The
PL-48o Newsletter has provided participants with a running account of
procedures and policies and will
be useful to a future analyst as will
the annual appropriations hearings.
The few brief journal arricles about
the Program have been written from
the prejudiced viewpoint of those intimately connected with it. These Proceedings are therefore welcome both
as the most substantial document by
librarians yet available and for the
spontaneity and frankness that results
from their being an unedited transcript of a tape of the meetings.
Donald F. Jay, Coordinator of Overseas Programs at the Library of Congress, traces the development of PL48o from the beginning through rhe
present state of its closely-related offshoot, the shared cataloging program
under Title II-C of the Higher Education Act. The statistics are impressive. The number of pieces of library
material shipped from India, Indonesia, Israel, Nepal, Pakistan, and the
United Arab Republic total six million. The Program could have been in
efiect sooner and the totals even
higher, for, as Jay points out, there
was a three-year delay between pas
* This publication,
originally
distributed free of charge, is noiv out of print.
If sufficient requests are received for it, it
will be reprinted at g2.oo per copy.
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sage of the enabling act in rg58 and
approval of the first budget. Some of
the delay in r958-196o was in the
Bureau of the Budget then responsible
for releasing foreign currencies; some
was in Congress itself. The delay was
excessive and not, I am convinced, pri
marily because the Library of Congress
was inefiective, but more because ALA,
ARL, and the various scholarly asso'
ciations did a less than satisfactory
job of lobbying for quick action.
H. Vail Deale, Director of Libraries
at Beloit College, blames the college
librarian for the lack of impact of the
special part of the PL-48o Program
that distributes a small number of
English-language works to 3ro college
libraries. This imputation, as Gordon
Williams comments later in the Pro'
ceed,ings,is hardly fair and may be a
commentary on the nature of the faculty connected with Beloit's World
Affairs Center rather than a failure of
Deale as a conscientious librarian who
has made special effort to bring these
materials to the attention of faculty
members. Deale suggests that the nature of the publications sent is too
scholarly for general college use and
that some more readable popular journals would serve better for general
browsing. I agree with Deale and
know now that it was a mistake to
entrust the choice of the basic list of
selected English language journals exclusively to scholars. The Coordinator
of Overseas Programs can easily change
this method of selection by seeking
advice from sources in addition to
those used by, his predecessor.
One of the early commentators on
PL-48o suggested that this was the
greatest cultural interchange between
the Islamic and Christian worlds since
tlle Crusades. Maureen Patterson, Bibliographer of the South Asia Reference
Section at the University of Chicago,
compares her institution's pre- and

.223.

post-Pl-48o aims and programs, and
makes it clear that the impact is
equally great for South Asia. In 196o
Chicago had rz,ooo South Asia relared
titles and optimistically planned to
add ro,ooo more by the end of 1968.
However, by May 1967, Chicago had
received more than 34,oooSouth Asian
monographs through PL-48o alone
and had added e4,4ro of these to its
permanent collections. Miss Patterson's enthusiastic and detailed description of procedures and problems
should be read by every librarian concerned with the handling of PL-4Bo
receipts. Not that I agree with Chi
cago's way of doing things. Cataloging
procedures are not geared to handle
the steady influx of receipts despite
the availability of LC printed cards
for each item, and Miss Patterson and
her staff continue to evaluate each
new title as it arrives. This evaluation
process helps to make Miss Patterson
the best South Asia Reference librarian in the business,but the price may
be too high. A more rarional approach
for the Chicago area would be for
the University of Chicago to keep all
PL-48o receipts, serve as the depository for the Mid-West, and rid rhe
Center for Research Libraries of this
part of its burden.
Gordon Williams, Director of the
Center for Research Libraries, Chi
cago, is entirely optimistic. The impact on American scholarship is broad,
and the impact on American librarianship through the cooperative cataloging program even more significant.
For the first time a sufficiently large
number of libraries receive identical
sets of books to make a true cooperative cataloging program feasible.
Williams was instrumental in persuading the participating libraries to provide the financing necessary for the
cataloging program. F{e notes that the
most important impact of the PL-48o
Program has been as a pilot project
for the gready expanded cataloging
program under Title II-C.
.
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The reader of these Proceedings will
get a good notion of the successof
the Program but only hints of some
major deficiencies. Williams' optimistic view of the impact on the U.S. is
correct. The same optimism does not
apply to the impict abroad. The
greatest failure of the Program has
been its selfish nature, a particularly
inappropriate failing in view of the
source of the funds which come from
a policy aimed at sharing our food resources with ]ess fortunate nations.
PL48o has not been of any direct
help to libraries in other countries;
and, despite repeated pleas from major libraries in Australia and England,
no way has yet been found to help
them with acquisitions. It is not
enough to say as we do that a narrorv
interpretation of the law absolutely
prohibits this. And it is hardly fitting
for us to ask the assistanceof British
librarianship in our Title II program
when we have failed them. Worse still
has been the failure to use the PL-48o
Program in ways that will be of direct
help to libraries and librarians in the
PL-48o countries. This is not a failure
excusable by quoting the law but a
failure of imagination of which none
of us can be proud. PL-48o could help
in a number of obvious ways. One of
the simolest would be the stimulation
of essential periodical indexes and
bibliographies by the guaranteed purchase of multiple copies at a total
price great enough to meet editorial
and production costs. Another could
be a program to transport local staff
members for professional training in
U.S. Iibrary schools or for attendance
at ALA meetings. The area of cooperative projects designed to arrange,
index, and microfilm major groups of
archival materials has not even been
properly explored.
PL-48o has been good for us. ft can
stand minor improvements in its service to U.S. libraries. It has done almost
norhing for international librarianship, and for this we should hang our
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heads in shame.-Robert D. Steuens,
Associate Dean, Graduate School of
Library Studies, Uniuersity of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii.

Brown, George W.; James G. Miller;
and Thomas A. Keenan. EDUNET:
Report of the Summer Study on
Inf ormation Networhs Conducted
by the Interuniaersity Communications Council (EDUCOM).
New
york, Wiley,
ry67. 44o p. $4.95.
The demand for, and cost of, higher
education in the United States continue to rise sharply. This has caused
growing concern that the quality of
education necessarily must decrease
unless major technological innovations
can be found to improve the efficiency
of the educational process. Possible
ways in which a natibnal educational
network might alleviate some of the
problem were discussed at a conference conducted by the Interuniversity
Communications Council (EDUCOM)
during July 5-29, 1966, at the University of Colorado and attended by some
r8o educators and scientists.
This book combines, in an interesting way, summaries of the principal
ideas developed at the conference, together with appropriate extracts from
the working papers. If successful,colleges and universities would share
their resources through network systems employing all kinds of communication media ranging from digital
transmission to color television. As
might be expected from a conference
of this kind, the participants were optimistic that such a system can work
and that it should be tried.
The first six chapters of the book
are dedicated to developing a rationale
in support of this concept, including:
a brief history of EDUCOM; a short
description of selected information
networks currently operating or under
development; the identification of
needs and uses for such a network
Volume rz, Number
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system with particular emphasis on library applications; and organizational
considerations. The final chapter contains the resultant proposal for establishment by EDUCOM of a pilot
network
educational information
(EDUNET). Experimental operation
of the network could be expected to
provide important additional information on the potentials and problems
of such systems.
The proposal contains broad technical plans for EDUNET as well as
organizational plans and a tentative
budget. The more technically oriented
librarian will be disappointed to find
that detailed specifications for hardware and software reouirements are
not given. ffowever, all will enjoy this
exciting but realistic look into the
future of large-scale information sysSherrod, Adjunct Profestems.-lohn
sor of l.ibrary Seruice, Rutgers-The
State Uniuersity, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
Cox, N. S. M.; .1. D. Dews; and J. L.
Dolby. The Computer and the Library. Hamden, Conn., Archon
Books, 1967. 96 p. $+.So.
The rapidly growing literature on
library applications of computers seems
to divide itself into empirical accounts
of operations, often described in either
confusingly expert detail or obscure
generalities, and dreams of the promised land of total automation and the
man-machine dialogue. Very few writers discusswhat has already been done
or what might be done in terms both
comprehensible and helpful in the
very real world of libraries with large
stocks to processand control and many
readers to look after. But in The Computer and, the Library we have not
only a book that recognizes the need
for a practical guide to realistic thinking and the need to bridge a gap between the librarian and the computer
expert; we have also a book that goes
a long way to satisfying those needs.
'
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This series of lectures, given origientry; printers, linguists, computanally in the University of Newcastletional linguists, mathematicians, comupon-Tyne, is often fundamental and
puter scientists and librarians must all
always realistic; much of the book
work together on problems of this
(with the exception perhaps of Chapkind.
ter III) can be read with little or no
The realism and practicality of the
knowledge of computers, but it is
book focus attendon on the automararely superficial, Its authors offer a
tion of individual library operations,
state-of-the-art account of computers
rather than on the overall automation
for librarians, "to explain the kind
of library systems, presumably because
of thinking necessaryfor an objective
the authors do not believe in the early
evaluation of a proposed computer
realization of automation of that
application." Both library operarions scope. Even assuming this, their emand the computer are examined realisphasis is to be regretted because the
tically to see just what must be known
approach to the library system is then
and done, and continual emphasis is
different, and difierent conclusions
laid on the need ro assessthe suitabilmight be drawn about the costs and
ity of an operation for cornputerizadesign of individual operations. For
tion and to recognize the limitations
example, the print-out is emphasized
of computer performance. The usual
as the catalog record even in the chap
caveatsabout the computer's utter and
ter on information requests, where as
literal simplicity are extended here to
many as four standard and several
support some very telling observations
special anangements are proposed for
on what it means to the design of a
the printed catalogs and where searchsystem or operation not to be able to
ing the machine record is seen as a
assume a human quality of common
last resort-an
emphasis valid only
sensein the operator. Machines are not
when cataloging and bibliographical
only literal and explicit, they are exenquiry are seen as unconnected liplicit at a level of trivial detail far
brary operations. There is a further
more fundamental than most librarians
cause for regret: on present evidence
have ever recognized to exist signifithe authors' observations on that topic
cantly in their operations, and the
would have been among the most coauthors discuss the implications of
gent, succinct, and readable that could
this recognition for training as well as be expected.-C. D. Batty, School of
for system design.
Library and Information Seruices,UniA fundamental assumption of the
uersity of Maryland,, College Park,
book is the need for a catholicity of
Maryland.
influence on the development of equipment and knowledge for library automation. The authors stress that meDowns, Robert 8., and Frances B.
chanically unsatisfactory equipment is
Jenkins, eds. Bibliography: Current
already being rapidly improved but it
State and Future Trends, (Illinois
is unlikely for some time to change in
Contributions to Librarianship, No.
basic design-to include optical scan8) Urbana, University of Illinois
ners, for instance, capable of readPress,1967.6rr p. $8.9S.
ing all or even most title pages.
This work is a reprint in book form
What must improve is the understanding and use of the equipment. Comof the January and April 1967 issues
puter science has little to enable it
of. Library Trends, designed ro "reeasily to handle and reproduce the
view comprehensively
the culrent
very complex assembly of linguistic
status and future outlook of bibliogradata that is a fairly ordinary catalog phy, general and special, ar home and
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abroad, in every major area" (p. r).
Fisher, Eva Lou. A Chechlist for tlrc
On the whole it achieves its goals
Organization, Operation, and, Eaaladmirably, but there are two serious
uation of a Company Library. New
gaps: (r) There is no thorough conYork, Special Libraries Association,
sideration of analytical and descriptive
1 9 6 6 .6 r p . $ g . o o .
bibliography, although this branch of
the discipline has flourished both in
Depending on one's point of view,
this country and in England. Indeed,
this broadly-conceived, three-part
not too long ago Library Trends de- checklist can serve either as a primer
voted an entire issue to it (April,
for management or as a guide to lirg5g); and the July 1964 issue on rebrarians with little or no experience.
search methods in librarianshio inUsed in either manner, there are many
cluded a chapter on rhe subjeci. (z)
benefits to be reaped, but the format
For enumerative bibliography there is
and contents are also fraught with certoo little attention to basic philosophy.
tain pitfalls and dangers. Perhaps, as
An enumerative bibliography, after all,
a point of balance, the pamphlet can
is not simply a list; it is an organized
best be utilized by certain levels of
Iist of identified items. But precisely management or librarians who need a
how are these items to be identified
guide for evaluating an existing special
and how are they to be arranged?
library operation,
These two gaps result in a series of
Part I covers twelve well-chosen major problems facing management, but
shortcomings. For instance, tl:'e Short
Title Catalogues by Pollard and Redare best applied to libraries-to-be. Ungrave and by Wing appear only in the
fortunately, many of these situations
chapter on English lirerature (p. tgg
would probably be only academic to
and r94 respectively), while Sabin,
libraries already in operation. Perhaps
Evans, and Shaw and Shoemaker apsets of diflerent-goaled problems should
pear only in the chapter on American
have been designed. However, the real
history (pp. 38o-Br), although, of
poser seems to have been ignored:
course, each of these bibliographies
how and where to find a special licovers a multitude of subjects. \iVe are
brarian and what the qualifications
told that A. E. Case'sBibliography of
should be.
English PoeIical Miscellanies r j2r-rZ jo
Most of the questions in Part II
needs to be supplementedby the Cam(specific problems of operations) are
bri,dge Bibliography of English Literaones that can be most intelligently and
ture (p. rg5) although rhe rwo differ
meaningfully answered only by an exdrastically both in form and in arperienced, qualified, professional li
rangement. Dorothy Ritter Russo's brarian. Non-librarian
management
Bibliography of George Ade is qtite
will not have the time (not to mention
a different kind of thing from the Tilthe patience and necessary understandton-Currier
Bibliography
ing) to delve into the details of bindof Oliuer
Wendell Holmes listed in the same ing, cataloging, circulating procedures,
paragraph with it (p. ztZ). Portions of
and the myriad of other library funcsome chapters are conglomerations of
tions. Ilowever, it must be said that
titles strung together with the usual
the problem coverage here is just
words, with concern only for compreshort of being exhaustive. Neverthehensivenessand little attempt to eval- less, there are some sections for which
uate the books for clarity and style
the economy on words should have
of entry and usefulness of arrangebeen waived. For example, under
ment. Finally, the index lisrs bibliog"Space," the section on patents is
raphies only by titles with no atren- vague as to what country (or countion to authors or subjects.-P.S.D.
tries) the growth per year is specified.
.
a
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What assumptions are being rnade
here?
Part III (where to start), well-intentioned as it is, might in its naivetd be
highly misleading to managers and
even insulting to professional librarians. Step r (order materials as requested) might indeed, in some instances,be the first step, but it could
also be quite devastating to a small to
moderate-size budget if careful selection is not practiced. Step 3 (shelve
books by author) is a great idea if
only a couple hundred monographs
(without complicated authorships, that
is) are involved, but then this would
probably only qualify as a "library"
requiring nothing more than seffetarial attention. And what about periodical titles? No suggestion is made
as to their arrangement, if any. This
category of material can cause many
problems in all sizes of libraries. In
some areas, such as aerospace and
engineering, title changes occur frequently enough to cause almost nightmarish conditions when certain arrangements are employed.
Fortunately, the suggested readings
are well chosen, and it is recommended that they be used generously
to amplify areas in tlae Chechlist which
may seem to be on the lean side. Di
rect face-to-face communication with
other special librarians who may have
ffavelled the same road could also
provide a wealth of advice unavailable
in all the library literature. I was
sorry not to have noted any advice
along these lines.
Let us hope this good beginning
(albeit second edition) can be continued and expanded, but authors and
users alike should remember that a
tool of this nature can, and must, be
only supplemental to the more formalized training mastered by professional librarians.-Robert
G. Krupp,
Chief, Science and Technology Diuision, The New York Public Library,
New York City.
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Houghton, Bernard, ed. Information
Worh Today; Papers Presented at a
Symposium for Information Worhers HeId at Liaerpool School of
Librarianshi,p in September r966.
Harnden, Conn., Archon Books,
1 9 6 7 .r r g p . $ + . b o .
This collection of eleven symposium
papers gives a rather thorough description of the highlights of current
"information work" in Britain. The
emphasis is on special libraries and
information centers serving industry
and business. The conference was intended as an introduction to the subject for scientists and librarians who
had moved into information work
from laboratories or from non-technical libraries. It was also meant to expand the views of those who had been
in this field of work for a short time.
Most of the papers are so slanted
towards British problems and practices
as to limit their appeal in other countries, so far as the average reader is
concerned. This sort of emphasis is
particularly evident in the historical
accounts of the development of information work or in papers dealing
with difierent types of information
available. The chapter on patents,
for example, deals only with British
patents. The chapter on public library service to industry is entirely
concerned with activities in England.
Therefore in this country one would
expect the book to appeal mostly to
those wishing to compare their system with ours, such as educators in
library science and information science.
Having said this, in all fairness it
should be pointed out that there are
a few papers which could be read
with profit by most administrators in
information work. For example, the
chapter by D. Mason on the organization and administration of industrial
information
and library services is
full of helpful, down-to-earth ideas. His
brief remarks about checking a pre-
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viously-written job description against
actual practices is one small illustration that he knows his subject from a
first-hand basis. In the same way the
contribution by D. Ball on the organization of a staff so as best to meet
the users' needs would also be of general interest to supervisors. Yet these
two papers come to a total of only 3o
pages, hardly more than a compact
review of the subjects. The other chapters, while well-written, would not
have much appeal outside of Britain.
Those who publish certain American
commercial and governrnental library
tools may be pleasantly surprised to
find this book citing their publications
as basic items to be used. Once in a
while there is a welcome touch of
British humor, such as the reference
to calling on "the old boy network"
for help-a much more interesting way
of putting it than the more prosaic
suggestion to call on one's colleagues
for assistancewhen all else fails.
One word of suggestion to the publishers-why not use a different type
size or style, or use punctuation, on
the title page to differentiate between
the editor's name and his affiliation in
library associations.As it now stands,
someone in this country is apt to take
a hasty look at the title page and assume the editor was Bernard Houghton Fla!-Ellis
Mount, Science and
Engineering Librarian, Columbia U niuersity, New l'ork.
Thayer, Lee, ed Communication: Concepts and Per,spectiue
s. Washington,
D. C., Spartar' Books, t967. 44o p.
$r4.oo.
Most symposia can be reviewed with
the single clich6, "uneven." This one,
The Second International Symposium
on Communication Theory and Research, held at Excelsior Springs, Missouri, in N{arch, r966, fulfills the
clichdd expectation in an unusual way.
Which papers contribute to the unevenness (i.e. are poor) is primarily a
Volume
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matter of the disciplinary perspective
(and philosophy of science) of the observer. The claim of the editor and
symposium organizer that the 20 Papers represent zo disciplines and five
countries is an only slightly exaggerated statement of the variety of
perspectives Presented. The range is
from rhetoric to neurophysiology, with
psychiatry, sociology, psychology, and
anthropology in between, and electrical engineering and physics thrown
in for good measure. Two of the contributions are summing uP paPers,
one by a physicist and one bY an anthropologist. One reviewer described
the symposium as "a scholarly house
to celebrate human comDartv
munication." It was a closed-group
sessionwith 45 participants, and some
of the "scholarly house-party" comes
through in the transcription of discussion following each paper. The
communication that is discussed, however, is broader than human communication and includes a Paper on
animal communication and a discussion of abstract models suitable to both
transDortation and communication in
geneial.
It was quite the opposite of a re'
search specialty meeting, in which researchers in the same "invisible college" meet to talk about common goals
or problems. Rather, it was a deliberate attempt to stimulate interdisciplinary cross-fertilization by bringing
together a diverse selection of individuals. A good deal of talking past one
another apparcntly took place, as one
would expect at a meeting mixing humaniSts concerned with aesthetics and
ethics, action-oriented appliers of communication skills, and scientists concerned with developing testable models
or theories of the communication
process. One suspects that diversity
works best when jointly focussed on a
common problem with perhaps a common philosophy of science. The appropriate test of the successof such a
symposium may be in whether new
.229.

lines of inquiry or new collaborations
emerge as a result, or at least in the
feeling of participants that their own'
inquiries have been enhanced by such
stimulation. It is too bad we do not
have adequate measures of such results, if any.
The book that resulted has a something for everybody quality. For librarians and information scientists
there is a chapter by Herbert Menzel,
"Can Science Information Needs Be

Dctermined Empirically?" and a chapter by Richard H. lVilcox, "Some Neglected Areas in Research on Scientific
and Technical Communications." It
also has a high browsability Potential
for anyone with any interest in the
process of communication, and in seeing the variety of perspectives from
which communication can be viewed.
-Edwin
B. Parker, Associate Professor, Insti,tute for Communication Research, Stanford Uniuersity, Stanford,
Calif ornia.
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MATERIAZS

ON INTELLECTUAL

FREEDOM

A new listing of materials on intellectual freedom has been prepared by the
Office for Intellbctual Freedom of the American Library Association. The materials are available now and can be ordered (preferably by prepaid orders)
from the Office for Intellectual Freedom, American Library Association, 5o East
Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 6o6rr.
In the listing, these pamphlets are available:
"Freedom to Read Statement"
"Policies and Procedures for Selection of School Library Materials"
"Library Bill of Rights," as amended J:une zJ, 1967 (parchment)
"School Library BiII of Rights" (parchment)
"How Libraries and Schools Can Resist Censorship"
"statement on Individual Membership, Chapter Status and Institutional
Membership"
"What to do Before the Censor Comes-and After"

Prices of Pamphlets
roo or less
Additional roo's
boo
Additional roo's
rooo
Additional roo's

$ s.5o
$ e.oo
$ro.oo
$ t.7f
$r7.5o
$ t.5o

(Single copies free on request)

Reprints are:
"Labeling-A
Report of the ALA Committe,: on Intellectual Freedom"
"The Extreme Right in American Politics"
"Not Censorship But Selection"
"Readings on Book Selection and Intellectual Freedom, 1954-196r"
"Readings on Book Selection and Intellectual Freedom, tg6z-ry67"
"Why Do the Rightists Rage?"
Prices of Reprints
25 coPres
50 coPres
roo coPres

$e.oo
$3.oo
$5.oo

(Single copies free on request)
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MANUAL

ON FLOOR COVERINGS FOR LIBRARIES

Practical information about almost every type of floor and floor covering
that might reasonably be installed in a library building is presented in a new
3a6-pagebook, Floors: Selection and Maintenance, by Bernard Berkeley. It was
written and prepared for publication under a grant from the Council on Library
Resources, Inc. to the Library Technology Program of the American Library
Association.
Five of the seven chapters of the manual, believed to be the only such comprehensive publication in print in this country, are devoted to detailed descriptions of the properties of the major categories of floors and floor coverings:
resilient, carpet, masonry, wood, and formed-in-place. Installation and maintenance techniques are explained for each type of floor within all major categories, noting special problems that might be encountered. Two other chapters
discuss selection criteria and maintenance practices and equipment. Twenty
tables and more than roo illustrations further help the reader. The book is indexed and ofiers a list of selectedreferences.
Intended as a guide to the choice and maintenance of flooring, the manual
should prove indispensable to librarians and administrators planning new library buildings, and to architects, planners, and interior designers of institutional or commercial buildings. It should be equally valuable to those engaged
in remodeling existing structures or who are ultimately responr,ible for maintenance of the physical plant.
The author, Bernard Berkeley, is Vice President, Research Division, Hysan
Products Co., Chicago. At the time he wrote the book, he was a research director:
at Foster D. Snell, Inc., New York, a subsidiary of Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc.
Floors: Selection and Maintenance, LTP Publication No. r3, is priced at
$rz.5o. It may be ordered from the Publishing Department, American Library
Association, 5o East Huron, Chicago, Illinois 6o6rr.

c
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COMPUTER PRO CEDU RES FO R CATALOGING
SINGLE.SHEET MAPS
The Council on Library Resources,Inc., has made a grant of $33,537 to the

for shelf lists, and for other uses. The data can also be stored for future retrieval and more sophisticated uses as the Library's overall automation Program
is developed.
The structure of the format to be used will be the Library's MARC II
format. The latter has been developed in the Library's project to provide
MAchine Readable Cataloging information for book materials.
Initially, the project for machine-readable cataloging data for single-sheet
maps will be concerned with current acquisitions only-some 35,ooo to 4o,ooo
maps a year. In developing automated procedures, the Geography and Map
Division will coordinate its efforts with governmental, public and research libraries which have map collections, so that the system and techniques may be
useful to other map libraries as well as to the Library of Congress.
The project will be administered in the Geography and Map Division's
Processing Section, headed by J. Douglas Hill, in cooperation with the Library's
Information Systems Office. David K. Carrington, formerly Librarian for the
Office of Geography at the Department of the Interior, has joined the Geography and Map Division stafi at the Library of Congress to serve as Coordinator
for the project. Mrs. Viola Scandrett, computer systemsanalyst in the Information Systems Office, is providing technical assistance.

RECRUITMENT

MATERIALS

Two new leaflets prepared by the Materials Committee of the Office for
Recruitment of the American Library Association are now available. A
Bibliography for Librarian-Recruiters lists materials of interest to librarians active in recruitment. A Ilibliography for Guidance Counselors lists articles, films,
and books which are designed to acquaint counselors and potential recruits
with the library profession.
Also available is A Career in Hospital and Institution Librarianship pre'
pared by the Library Education Division and the Association of Hospital and
Institution Libraries of the ALA. It is a curriculum guide intended to ans\,ver
questions often asked about preparation for careers as hospital and institutional
librarians and recommends study areas for high school, college, and graduate
students.
All three leaflets are available in quantity. Single copies are free. They can
be ordered from the Office for Recruitment, American Library Association, 5o
East lluron Street, Chicago, Illinois 6o6tr.
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CONTIN UING EDUCATION

OPPORTUNITIES

A supplement to the Continuing Ed'ucation for Librarians, a listing for
1968-69of workshops, conferences, sdminars and short courses in librarianship
his been compiled-and. produced by the Office for Library Education of the

further information.
The supplement, like the original listing, is intended for use by librarians'
teachers, information scientists and personnel officers. It is available without
charge from Continuing Education fbr Librarians, American Library Association, 5o East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 6o6rr.

INVESTIGATION

OF A SYSTEM TO PREVENT
BOOK THEFTS

The Council on Library Resources,Inc., Washington, D' C,, has announced
a $66,5oo grant to The Free Library of Philadelphia for the development and
field-testing of the "Checkpoint" System designed to prevent book thefts from
the library.
Emerson Greenaway, Director of the Library, said in accepting the grant
that "the funds will uilow ,,s to test out further this prornising system, which

of The Free Library.
According to Library Director Greenaway, approximately half of the oneyear grant will be used to set up field-tests of the system in three other branch
libraries in Philadelphia. "The other half will be used to refine and improve
'Checkpoint'System itself."
the operation and efiectivenessof the
Peter Stern, Vice President for Research and DeveloPment, Metal Edge Industries, stated that "'Checkpoint' is an advanced solid state electronic system.
If a patron carries or'wears' a concealed book through the exit aisle, an automatic mechanism sounds an alarm arld locks a turnstile or door." Mr. Stern is
co-inventor of the Checkpoint System, with General Atronics Corporation of
Philadelphia.

'
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AMERICAN
BOOK-PRICES
CURRENT,
509Filth Avenue,New York l7, N. Y.

THE FIVE YEAR INDEX 1960.1965
.lVoeoR,ea,ily
THIS PRICED SUMMARY INDEX, complete in itself, reports
over 108,000prices of single lots of books and serials, autographs
and manuscripts,broadsidesand maps which brought $5 or more at
auction from September1960 through August 1965.
In this five-year period, 276 sales (301 sessions)were held in the
Unitecl Statei; 24'9 sale3 (439 sessions)were heid by three houses
in London; and one added sale (3 sessions)was held in Meltrourne,
Australia.
Alphabetically arranged hy author, the entries are carefully articulated accordingto date, issue,and condition. Important information
which helps to relate and clarify prices is given where necessary.
Books in all languages and all fields are represented, from the
incunabula period to the present day. Serials and magazinesare
also included.
Autographs & Manuscripts, Broadsides, and Maps are listed in
separateseetlons.
THIS BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCE WORK is an indispensable
tool used by Librarians, Booksellers,Researchelsand Appraisers for
2,109pages,buckram
BUYING, SELLING and EVALUATING.

THE INDEX MUST BE ORDERED SPECIFICALLY
Standing Orilers for Annual Volurnes d'o not apply
EDITION IS LIMITED
All pretsious Annuals anil Inilexes are out-o!-print

ORDER NOW
Price: $95 net
AMERICAN BOOK.PRICES CURRENT
5O9 Fifth Avenueo New York, N. Y. l00f7

NOW READY...
A Guide to Library of CongressClassification
by fohn P. Immroth. g56p. $8.9ocloth.
Text and examplesillustrate typical problemsin analyzing
L.C. schedules
and auxiliarytables.
Guide to Reference Materials in Political Science
Volume z by L. Wynar. 342 p. $8.5o cloth.
The second volume covers public administration, political
parties and public opinion, public law, international relations
and national governments.

Libraries Unlimited, Ine.
P.O. Box 9842 Southtown Branch

Rochester.N.Y. 14623

fii110u1rcr1
AGomDuler
G0m[atiilc
filingGodG

F0R: DOGUMENTALISTS.
CATAL0GERS.
LlBRARIANS
. COMPUTER
PUBLISHERS
PERSONNEL
An important book for those using or
contemplating use of computer information
storage and retrieval systems. A workable filing code that makes it possibleto deal with
all catalog entries, even the most complex.
Written by Dr. Theodore C. Hines and Jessica L. Harris and sponsored by The Bro-Dart
Foundation, this new filing code suggests
actual steps for implementing filing rules
for all bibliographic material dealt with on
the computer. The code, wherever reasonable, makes the mechanical filing abilities

PRICE: $5.

of a computer compatible with
library procedures.
"COMPUTER FlLlNG" includes a set
manual filing rules recommendedfor
ing the same arrangement with or
adoption of the computer code so that
conversion to computer based catalogs
be easier. lncluded, too, is an extensive
ing example showing comparison of rr
of the code with A.L.A. rules.

Address orders for Computer Filing
lndex Bibliographicand CatalogEntries

IneBno-Darl
F0undali0n

Dept. LRT-4,113 FrelinghuysenAvenue, Newark,New Jersey07101

READY NOW!!
- DTRECI0RY
(1968)
sECol{D
EDrIroil
0F

SPECIAT
TIBRARIES
CENTERS
ANDINFORTTIATIOil
Editedby AnthonyT. Kruzos,AssocioteProfessor
of LibroryScience,
Universifyof Michigon
Threethousandnew entries o Three hundredmore pages o Four hundred
new sub.iectso Nine new appendixes
[ince publication in 1963 of the first edition of the DIRECTORY OF SPECIAL
CENTERS, specialized centers for the
|.IBRARIES AND INFORMATION
[cquisition and organization of printed materials dealing with specific activities
ind interests have continued to grow in number and scope. The second edition
rnd
f DSLIC represents an updated continuation of the standard guide to collecions and personnel in U. S. and Canadian special libraries, information centers,
locumentation centers,and other similar uniti, sponsoredby government agencies,
rusiness firms, trade associations, and professibnal societies, as well as major
pecial collections in university and publlc libraries.
il,500 U. S. and Canadian Facilities ldentified
in this edition, detailed entries for 11,500 special libraries and information ceners are arranged alphabetically by name of the supporting organization-the
J. S. facilities in one $ection, the Canadian in another. The individual entries
rrovide more than a dozen facts, including official name, address,and telephone
rumber; name of sponsoring organization or institution; address, name, and
itle of the person in chargef and the names of other professional personnel.
2,500 Additional Units Giuen in Eighteen Afr,endises
)ighteen appendixes-nine more than in the first edition-contain 2,500 name
nd address listings, by state, for special information facilities not included in
he main part of the volume. These include units such as U. S. Information
\gency LrDrarres,
[gency
Libraries, U.
u.5.S. Regional
National Aeronautrcs
Aeronautics
Keglonal Lrbrarres
Libraries tor
the lJllnct,
Blind, l\atronal
for tne
1nd SpaceAdministration Regional Dissemination Centers, and National Bureau
if Standards National Standaid Reference Data Centers.
Guide to Information on 2,000 Tofiics
iol'fectively, the 13,000 specialized research libraries represent the prime sources
rf in-depth information concerning more than 2,000 subjects-sorne as general
rs electrical engineering and business administration, and many as specialized
is the cattle industry, beryllium, and family planning.

1,448Pages
Subiect Index
$28.50
ORDERTODAYAND EXAMINEFREE FOR THIRTY DAYS

GATE
RESEARCH
COMPANY
14OO Book Tower

Detroit, Michigan 48226

A Milestone in Library Literature
Historjt of the Boohtrade

and in the

M. I. SAVARY
THE LATIN AMERICAN
COOPERATIVEACQUISTIONS PROGRAM
An Imaginative
Venture
Foreword
by Maurice
F. Tauber
A fascinating account of modernRequired reading for all librarians
d"y developments in acquisition
concerned with area studies of the
techniques and in internationil bookdevelopment of research collections
selling, depicted against the backof special world areas. A lively acground of one of the world's most
count of bookselling today in I-atin
critical developing areas, Latin
America.
America.
XIV, 144 pages
New York
L968
llafner Publishing Company
cloth $6.50

Stechert-Hofner,
Inc.
3l Eost lOth Street, New York, New York 10003

A
OBTAINED

NEWMEIUIBTR?

MEMBERSHIP PROMOTION
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 EAST HURON STREET
cHtcAGo, tLLtNots 60611

lllustrationltom Little Songs For Little People

Chatming Picturc and Stoty Books

Fascinating Slories t.om Forcign Lands

{T lS A WHISPERY SECRET? by Lois Hobart,'illustrated by
tha Alexander A gentle picture book filled with the tenderness
which young children easily respond Ages 3-7; Grades K-2
50. $3 00 L/1.
CAT AND THE FIDDLER by Jacky Jeter, illustrated by Lionel
The hilarious story oI a liddler and his dancing cat Ages

Grades K-3

$3.50. $3.00L/L-

KEY.DONKEY
w r i t t e n a n d i l l u s t r a t e db y R o g e r D u v o i s i n .A
i s s u e o f a s t o r y b y t h e f a m o u s a u t h o r - i l l u s t r a t o ra b o u t a d o n k e y
worries about how he should wear his ears. Ages 4-8i Grades
s3 50
s3.00 L/L.

T H E L E G E N DO F T H E W I L L O W P L A T E b y A l v i r f T r e s s e l ta n d
N a n c yC l e a v e r i, l l u s t r a t e db y J o s e p hL o w . T h e t r a g i c t a i e o f t w o
C h i n e s el o v e r sw h o a r e i m m o r t a l i z e idn t h e w i l l o w p l a t e d e s i g n '
A g e s 6 - 1 0 ;G r a d e s1 - 5 $ 3 5 0 . $ 3 0 0 L / L t
L O S TF O RA D R O PO F H O N E Yb y M a u n gH t i n A u n g
A KTNGDOM
a n d H e l e nG T r a g e r ,i l l u s t r a t e db y P a w O o T h e t F i f t e e nB u r m e s e
f o l k t a l e si n w h i c hs o l u t i o n st o p r o b l e m sa r e i n t e n d e dt o r e - e s t a b l i s h h a r m o n yG l o s s a r yo f B u r m e s et e r m s .A g e s 8 - 1 2 ;G r a d e s3 - 7 '
$3 9s $3 34 L/1.

S U C Hl S T H EW A Y O F T H EW O R L Db y B e n j a m i nE l k i n ,i l l u s t r a t e d
i n o t h e ro f M r . E l k i n ' sl r e e l yr e n d e r e dA l r i c a n
b y Y o k oM i t s u h a s hA
, g e s 4 - 8 ; G r a d e sK - 3 . $ 3 5 0
f o l k t a l e s t, h i s o n e l r o m E t h i o p i a A
M R . B E A R b y C h i z u k oK u r a t o m i ,i l l u s t r a t e db y K o z o $ 3 0 0 L / L '
A c h a r m i n gs t o r yo f f r i e n d s h i pb e t w e e nl a r g ea n d s m a l l
of the animal world. Ages 3-7; Grades K-2
T H E C R A N EM A I D E Nb y M i y o k oM a t s u t a n ii,l l u s t r a t e db y C h i h i r o
$2 95
l w a s a k i T h i s o l d J a p a n e s es t o r yt e l l so f a c r a n ew h o v i s i t sa n o l d
c o u p l ea s a b e a u t i f uyl o u n gg i r l . W h e nt h e y b r e a ka p r o m i s ea n d
S T O N L Y J O H N w r i t t e n a n d i l l u s t r a t e d b y J a c k K e n t T h e s t o r y see her true lorm, she must fly away. Ages 4-8; Grades K-3.
a l i t t l e b o y w h o w a n t e d t o b e d i f l e r e n t t h a n w h a t h e r e a l l y w a s . $3 50. S3 00 L/L'
4-8; Grades K-3 $3 50 $3 00 L/1.
Ac,ivity Books

A D E T T E ' SB U S Y M O R N I N Gb y l l a D . H o d g s o n ,i l l u s t r a t e d
John E. Johnson Young children will identify with the gentle,
ndly bear who wakes up thirsty one morning, accidentally
aks her chain and frightens everyone in her search tor water
4-8: Grades K-3
$3 50. $3 00 L/Lt

L I T T L ES O N G SF O R L I T T L EP E O P L Ei l l u s t r a t e db y H a r l o wR o c k well Nineteen songs selected trcm Humpty Dumpty'sMagazine,
with 7", 33y3RPMrecord.Ages 4-8; GradesK-3 Book only-$3 50.
$3 00 L/L.. Book and Record-$3 95 $3.34L/L-

cOUslNS by Carol c

H o g a n ,i l l u s t r a t e db y B e v e r l y s I M P L Y F U N ! w r i t t e n a n d i l l u s t r a t e db y J a m e s R a z z j B o o k o l
a c t i v i t i e st h a t d o n o t r e q u i r ec u t t i n gi n t o t h e b o o ka n d t h a t c a n b e
$3 00 L/1" d o n ew i t h m a t e r i a l se a s i l ya v a i l a b l ei n a h o m eo r c l a s s r o o mA g e s
4-8; Grades K-3. $3.50 $3 00 L/L*
R I G H T b y L i l i a n M o o r e , i l l u s t r a t e db y A l d r e n A w a t s o n
Drcmalic Non-Fic''ion lor Older Readers
of simple ecology, illustrating how various aspects of
A story in verse about a city child who visits in the coun-

for the first time Ages 4-8; Grades K-3. $3 50

depend on one another, Ages 4-8; Grades K-3

$3 50

TCH OUT! by Harold Longman, itlustrated by Franklin Luke
ol cautionary tales, in rhymes and pictures, designed to
ch young children the elementary rules ol safety Ages 4-8;

s K-3

$3 50

$3 00 L/1.

TO BE A HERO written and illustrated by Harvey weiss
humorous book on how every young reader can become
wildly imaginative ways and In real lite All ages; All

$3 50

$3 00 L/Lr

CHRONICLEO
S F N E G R OP R O T E S TA, B a c k g r o u n dB o o k l o r
Y o u n gP e o p l eD o c u m e n t i ntgh e H i s t o r yo l B l a c k P o w e r 'c o m p i l e d
a n d e d i t e dw i t h a c o m m e n t a r by y B r a d f o r dC h a m b e r sT h e b o o k ' s
of the history
a i m i s t o g i v e y o u n gr e a d e r sa b r o a d e rb a c k g r o u n d
o l N e g r o p r o t e s tl r o m t h e t i m e o f t h e t i r s t r e c o r d e dp e t i t i o nf o r
l r e e d o mb y a N e g r o i n 1 6 7 5t o t h e t u m u l t o f t o d a y ' sh e a d l i n e s .
T h e h i s t o r i c a ld o c u m e n t sa n d t h e c o n n e c t i n gc o m m e n t a r yw i l l
g i v e y o u n gA m e r i c a n so f a l l r a c e sa n e w d e p t ho f u n d e r s t a n d i n g
a b o u i t h e o r i g i n so l t h e N e g r o p r o t e s tm o v e m e nat s w e l l a s t h e
intenseissues of "Black Power" today Specialphotographic
'12-up;Grades7-up. $4 50. $3 75 L/1.
insert Ages

symbo!Ll L deroles Parenis, MagazinePressLonglileLibtary Bindings,

PARENTS'

MAGAZINE

send lot our catalog with lully annotatedbacklist'

PRESS

lnc.
A divisionof Parcnts'MagazineEnterytises,
52 VanderbiltAvenue, NewYork, N.Y. 1OO17

Expert Seraice on

MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPIIONS
INC.
CUSHING.MALLOY,
l35O North Mqin Street
ANN ARBOR,'I'IICHIGAN

TITHOPRINTERS
known for

QUATITY_ECONOMYSERVICE
Lel us quote on your nexl
printing

lor

Att IIBRARIES
*

Foxon's
libroriqnsGuide
Available on request
*
For the very best library.subscription service-ask about
our Till Forbitltlen Automatic l{enewal plan.
*

t. w. tAxoNc0.,lNc.
515-525 Hyde Pork Ave.
Borron, Mos:. O2l3l

*
ConfinuousServiceto Librories
S i n c e| 8 8 6

Chiong's New Model

CotologCord Duplicotor
Price$54.50
fmportant improvements achieved from wide
experience, assure to prcduce high quality
catalog cards, with enlarged space good also
post-card, book card, book
for printing
pocket, address, etc.
Plus new features in stencil and new ink
to dry in l0 minutes.
Patenteal . Performance Guaranteeal
Order "On Approval" Invited
Order now directly from the Inventor:

Chiong Smoll Duplicotors
53100 Juniper Road
South Bend, lndiana 46637

)aRdb!

peRrnaLt[e,
The complete paper for the complete program
YOU CAN HAVE A WELL ROUNDED PRINTING, STORAGE
and FILING PROGRAM when you use PERMALIFE, a Thorographic
paper by Standardof Richmond.PERMALIFE is acid-freeand absolutely
dependable.A life of severalhundred to a thousandand more years is
assured.*Use PERMALIFE with confidencefor
Library Catalog Card Stock
Envelopes for storage of documents and manuscripts
File folders for storage of rnaps and large documents
Letterheads
Reprints
PERMALIFE is beautiful in look and feel, and will give true copiesby
photo ofset. PERMALIFE TEXT and PERMALIFE BOND ere wetel
markedfor your protection.For permanencyusePERMALIFE and be sure.
*Accor&ng to testsmadeof PERMALIFE by
the W. J. BarrowReseatch
Laboratory.Detailsuponrequesr.

RICHMOND,

VIRGINIA

For Libror;::[:;y;;'

Qv oritv

BtltlltBINDING
GI.ICK
CtlRP

Speciolisfs in the Binding and Rebinding
of Books qnd Periodicols

Public
Servinglnstitutionol,
And Reseorch
librories
Sincel9O5

32-15 37th Avenue
Long lslond City, New York lll0l
784-5300
I n N o s s o uo n d S u ffo l k
Areo Code 516 483-9534

In New Jer sey
Areo Code 201 642-5374

